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for Public Interest Law

The Impact Center for Public Interest Law and the Racial Justice Project at New York Law 
School are pleased to publish our second edition of IMPACT, a scholarly journal featuring 
articles by academics and practitioners on important social justice topics related to the 
Impact Center’s annual symposium. 

Our April 8, 2016 symposium, Equal Before the Law? Civil Rights and Access to Justice, 
explored structural, legal, and financial barriers to equitable access to the courts, and 
discussed innovative strategies to address these challenges.  We also honored the former 
Chief Judge of the New York State Court of Appeals, Jonathan Lippman, for his pioneering 
work in promoting access to justice for all New Yorkers. 

IMPACT: Collected Essays on Expanding Access to Justice, begins with Judge Lippman’s 
charge to our lawyers: “Justice, Justice Shall Ye Pursue.”  Other authors discuss specific 
aspects of the access to justice problem; alternative models for improving access to justice; 
and the role of government officials in promoting justice.

With these essays we hope to encourage further discussion and innovation in this area, 
with the goal of achieving the fundamental pillar of our government and purpose of our 
profession: equal justice under law.

All my best,

Deborah N. Archer
Co-Director of the Impact Center for Public Interest Law
Professor of Law, New York Law School 
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Justice, Justice shall Ye Pursue
honorable Jonathan Lippman1

In New York State and across the country, millions of people every year confront legal problems 
that threaten their fundamental interests and the basic necessities of their lives . Yet many of them 
cannot afford to hire a lawyer to help them make sense of our legal system and advocate their 
positions effectively .  Whether they face the loss of their homes or their children, are the victims 
of unscrupulous lenders, or need protection for their physical safety, these vulnerable people find 
themselves adrift in a sea they cannot hope to navigate without assistance . The scales of justice are 
not balanced for those without the resources for a lawyer . This crisis in access to justice is – and 
must be – of the highest priority to our government and our society, as it has been for me in my 
seven years as Chief Judge of New York State . 

It is a core value of the judiciary and the legal profession to ensure a fair system of laws and equal 
justice for all .  That imperative is reflected in the words of our founding fathers .  Thomas Jefferson, 
the drafter of our Declaration of Independence and the third President of the United States, tells 
us that “the most sacred of the duties of government” is “to do equal and impartial justice to all its 
citizens .”2  Alexander Hamilton, the first Secretary of the Treasury and one of the architects of our 
U .S . Constitution, wrote that “the first duty of society is justice .”3  Repeatedly, our Supreme Court 
Justices have reaffirmed this basic principle .  Justice Learned Hand, for example, commanded us 
that “thou shalt not ration justice .”4  And Justice Lewis Powell wrote that “Equal justice under 
law is not merely a caption on the facade of the Supreme Court building, it is perhaps the most 
inspiring ideal of our society . It is one of the ends for which our entire legal system exists . . .it 
is fundamental that justice should be the same, in substance and availability, without regard to 
economic status .”5  Looking back even further to biblical times, this mandate is forcefully stated as 
“Justice, Justice shall ye pursue” and “You shall not be partial in judgment: hear out low and high 
alike .”6  There can be no doubt that we must confront the crisis in legal services for the poor and 
ensure justice for all if we are to be true to our founding ideals .

Our government and our legal community have recognized the need for civil legal aid . The 
United States Congress established the Legal Services Corporation in 1974 to support high-
quality civil legal assistance to low-income Americans around the country .7 States fund civil 

1  The honorable Jonathan Lippman served as Chief Judge of the New York State Court of Appeals from 2009 until 
2015.

2  Thomas Jefferson, Note for Destutt de Tracy’s Treatise on Political Economy, in The PaPers of Thomas Jefferson:  
reTiremenT series, Vol. 9, at 633 (J. Jefferson Looney ed., 2012).

3 Alexander hamilton, quoted in The QuoTable lawyer 172 (Tony Lyons ed., 2010).

4   The honorable Learned hand, Chief Justice, united States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, Keynote 
Address at the Legal Aid Society’s 75th Anniversary Celebration (Feb. 16, 1951), available at http://www.legal-aid.
org/en/las/thoushaltnotrationjustice.aspx. 

5  The honorable Lewis Powell, Justice, united States Supreme Court, Address at the ABA Legal Services Program 
Annual Meeting (Aug. 10, 1976), available at http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/migrated/legalservices/
sclaid/atjresourcecenter/downloads/gideons_new_trumpet_9_08.authcheckdam.pdf. 

6 Deuteronomy 16:20, 1:17.

7 See Legal Services Corporation Act of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93–355, 88 Stat 378.
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legal services through government-mandated Interest on Lawyer Trust Accounts, or IOLTA .8 
Civil legal service providers attract some additional private and public money .9 In 2015, the 
New York State Senate and Assembly passed a joint resolution reaffirming their commitment to 
access to justice and the state’s obligation to ensure that all New York residents have adequate and 
effective legal representation for matters pertaining to the essentials of life . Recently, members 
of the U .S . Congress from the two major parties came together to launch an Access to Justice 
Caucus, recognizing that access to justice is a bipartisan issue .10 And judges, lawyers, academics, 
and elected officials in states around the country have individually and in groups spoken out on 
the importance of this issue . But, in the best of times, the funding for civil legal services cannot 
meet the vast demand . Moreover, current funding streams are vulnerable to congressional cuts, 
the vagaries of interest rates, and times of recession and budget constraints .11

At the same time, the demand continues to be great .  Our lives are shaped by laws .  Legal problems 
arise for people regardless of their station in life .  While those with means can afford help, many 
cannot . We in the court system see this first hand .  In New York alone, as recently as 2010, 2 .3 
million unrepresented people passed through our courts .12 Legal service providers turn away 
many more litigants in civil cases than they are able to represent .13  

In spite of the scale of the problem there is much that can be done to help unrepresented litigants 
and increase access to civil legal services .  As Chief Judge, I made access to justice a central mission 
of my tenure .  I believe that judicial leadership is critical to closing the justice gap . The judiciary 
is in the unique position to articulate the pressing need for legal assistance and to bring people 
together to confront that need .  There is no institution for whom equal justice is more important 
than the judiciary . If we do not speak up, how can we expect others to do so? Yet the judiciary 
cannot succeed on its own . Legal service providers, the private bar, academia, the executive and 
legislative branches of government, social service providers, and the business community are all 
essential to productive solutions . New York has benefitted greatly from collaboration among 
people and organizations with a shared concern for the welfare of our justice system .

Over the past seven years, we in New York have implemented a wide array of programs and 
initiatives aimed at increasing access to justice in our state .  First, and most importantly, we 

8  See National Association of IOLTA Programs & ABA Commission on IOLTA, What is IOLTA?,  IOLTA.ORG, http://
www.iolta.org/.  

9  See Civil Legal Aid Funding, naTional legal aid and defender associaTion, http://www.nlada.org/tools-and-technical-
assistance/civil-resources/civil-legal-aid-funding. 

10  Press Release, Congressman Joe Kennedy III, Kennedy and Brook Launch Congressional Access to Legal Services 
Caucus (Dec. 1. 2015), available at https://kennedy.house.gov/media/press-releases/kennedy-brooks-launch-
congressional-access-to-civil-legal-services-caucus. 

11  See Robert J. Derocher, The IOLTA crash: Fallout for Foundations, bar leader, Vol. 37 No. 1 (Sep.-Oct. 2012), 
http://www.americanbar.org/publications/bar_leader/2012_13/september_october/iolta_crash_fallout_foundations.
html); Editorial, Penny and Pound Foolish; Slashing Civil Legal Aid, n.y. Times, Mar. 11, 2011, http://query.nytimes.
com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9C00E0DA1F3FF93AA35750C0A9679D8B63; Stephen Labaton, Back From the Brink, 
the Legal Services Corporation Discovers It’s in Danger Again, n.y. Times, Mar. 31, 1995, http://www.nytimes.
com/1995/03/31/us/back-brink-legal-services-corporation-discovers-it-s-danger-again.html?pagewanted=all.

12  Task force To exPand access To ciVil legal serVs. in new york, rePorT To The chief Judge of The sTaTe of new york 4 
(2010), available at https://www.nycourts.gov/accesstojusticecommission/PDF/CLS-TaskForceREPORT.pdf. 

13  See Anne  Barnard, Top Judge Makes Free Legal Work Mandatory for Joining State Bar, new york Times,  
May 1, 2012, http://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/02/nyregion/new-lawyers-in-new-york-to-be-required-to-do-some-
work-free.html?_r=0; legal serVices corPoraTion, documenTing The JusTice gaP in america: The currenT unmeT ciVil 
legal needs of low-income americans (2009), available at http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/migrated/
marketresearch/PublicDocuments/JusticeGaInAmerica2009.authcheckdam.pdf.
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included substantial funding for civil legal services in the judiciary’s budget, beginning in 2010 .  
That funding has increased steadily from $27 .5 million in the first year to $85 million this year, 
with a goal of $100 million annually . Our partners in government, the New York State Legislature 
and the Governor, recognized that providing funding in the judiciary budget was critical, and 
that civil legal services for the poor were as much a priority for our state and society as housing, 
schools, education, and the other essentials of life . Moreover, funding for civil legal services makes 
good economic sense: studies show that investing in civil legal services returns money to our State 
through increased federal support, reduced shelter and social services costs, and other effects at a 
rate of $10 for every $1 invested .14

In obtaining this government funding – and in all our innovations – the Task Force to Expand 
Access to Civil Legal Services in New York made tremendous contributions .   Establishing the Task 
Force, now the Permanent Commission on Access to Justice, was one of my first acts as Chief Judge .  
The Task Force, led by Helaine Barnett, a former head of the Legal Services Corporation, includes 
judges, legal service providers, lawyers in private practice, and representatives of corporations, 
labor unions, and social service organizations . Their combined expertise and hard work has made 
an immeasurable impact on New York’s success by measuring the problem, amassing research, 
and identifying recommendations for action . In addition, I have held annual public hearings in 
each of the four Judicial Departments to assess the extent and nature of the unmet civil legal 
needs of low-income New Yorkers throughout the state, to identify the level of public resources 
necessary to meet that need, and to evaluate the impact of increased civil legal services .  Since 
beginning in 2010, we have heard testimony from New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio, Speaker 
of the City Council Melissa Mark Viverito and her predecessor in that office Christine Quinn, 
Timothy Cardinal Dolan of the Archdiocese of New York, three successive Presidents of the 
New York City Bar Association, judges, legal service providers, law school deans, economists, 
district attorneys, business leaders, educators, healthcare providers, labor and community leaders, 
government officials from around the state, and many litigants whose lives were turned around 
when they found a lawyer to help them .  Their testimony made clear over and over again the deep 
need for legal help in cases involving the basic necessities of life, the myriad ways that help can be 
provided, and the clear social and economic benefits of legal assistance for people in need .  

Some of the initiatives that emerged from the hearings and Task Force reports include technology 
tools like interactive do-it-yourself forms and online legal resources, increased use of mediation 
and alternative dispute resolution, an annual law school conference along with enhanced 
education and pre- and post-graduate opportunities for law students relating to access to justice .  
We have explored ways that non-lawyers can provide support and information to poor and near-
poor people who are facing legal problems, both in our courthouses through the Navigator 
program15 and in our neighborhoods through Legal Hand .16  While there is no substitute for 

14  PermanenT commission on access To JusTice, rePorT To The chief Judge of The sTaTe of new york 5 (2015), available at 
http://www.nycourts.gov/accesstojusticecommission/PDF/2015_Access_to_Justice-Report-V5.pdf. 

15  The Navigator program trains non-lawyers to provide legal information, accompaniment, and support to litigants 
in New York City housing Court and in consumer debt cases in New York City Civil Court.  See Court Navigator 
Program, NYCOuRTS.GOV, http://www.courts.state.ny.us/courts/nyc/housing/rap.shtml; and new york sTaTe 
courT naVigaTor Program, commiTTee on nonlawyers and The JusTice gaP, naVigaTor snaPshoT rePorT: december 2014, 
available at http://nylawyer.nylj.com/adgifs/decisions15/022415report.pdf. 

16  Legal hand staffs storefront offices with trained non-lawyer volunteers to provide information, support, and 
referrals to low-income people facing legal problems. See Press Release, New York State unified Court System, 
Chief Judge Lippman Announces Launch of Legal hand: Neighborhood Legal Information Centers to help Close 
New York’s Justice Gap (Nov. 23, 2015), https://www.nycourts.gov/press/PDFs/PR15_17.pdf. 
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a lawyer, the help of a well-trained non-lawyer standing by a litigant’s side – providing guidance 
and support, forms, and assistance in assembling documents and identifying possible sources of 
funding – is far preferable than no help at all .  

Even with all these efforts, more is needed .  The private bar in New York has a long tradition 
of pro bono .  Many lawyers in our state understand that giving of our time and skill to those in 
need is a core value of the legal profession .  But with more lawyers volunteering to help, we could 
make a bigger difference .  In order to encourage and support pro bono work, we have undertaken 
an array of programs designed to reach groups within the profession .  The Attorney Emeritus 
Program seeks to increase pro bono by retired lawyers or those reaching the end of their legal 
careers .  For many experienced lawyers, pro bono service is a deeply satisfying way to continue 
to use their knowledge . Looking to newly-minted lawyers, the 50-hour rule requires applicants 
to the New York bar to perform 50 hours of pro bono work before they can be admitted to 
practice law in our state . The 50-hour requirement both increases available legal services for the 
poor and teaches prospective lawyers that service to others is an integral part of what it means 
to be a lawyer .  The Pro Bono Scholars program allows law students to sit for the bar exam in 
February of their third year in exchange for devoting their last semester in law school to pro 
bono work .  By participating in this program, students gain valuable real-world experience, help 
people in need, and can be admitted to the Bar immediately upon graduating from law school .  
Growing out of that program, Poverty Justice Solutions places Pro Bono Scholars in legal service 
jobs immediately following law school for a two-year period, establishing them in public service 
careers and providing much needed assistance to institutional providers .  For in-house lawyers 
who are admitted out of state but working in New York, we instituted a rule permitting them 
to litigate in New York in pro bono cases, increasing the pool of eligible pro bono attorneys and 
making it possible for companies to promote department-wide pro bono projects .  Finally, to 
better measure current pro bono efforts by the Bar, we instituted mandatory reporting of pro 
bono hours and charitable contributions as part of the biennial attorney registration .  This will 
serve to clarify how much and where work is being done, will periodically focus lawyers on their 
level of volunteerism, and will inform efforts to encourage pro bono service in the future .

These measures have gone a long way towards providing the assistance we need to ensure equal 
justice in our state . With all that we have accomplished in the last seven years, we must not and 
cannot lessen our efforts .  As much progress as we have made and as many voices have been raised 
in this cause, our work is not near complete . There continues to be a dire need for legal services 
by the most vulnerable in our society .  In the coming years, all of us who care about fairness must 
re-commit ourselves to the ideal of equal justice . It is up to judges, lawyers, our elected officials, 
and our communities to make that ideal a reality for all .  •
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WhY A rIGhT: The right to Counsel  
and the ecology of housing Justice
Andrew scherer1

“[T]he good we secure for ourselves is precarious and uncertain  .  .  . until it is secured 
for all of us and incorporated into our common life .” 

– Jane Addams2

Introduction

There are many reasons why establishing a right to counsel for low-income tenants who face 
eviction in New York City would change the lives and communities of its low-income residents 
for the better and be good for the city . The right to counsel would help people keep their families 
together and stay in their homes and communities .  The right to counsel would stem the loss of 
affordable housing .  It would keep people out of homeless shelters and save them from the trauma 
and long-term consequences of eviction and homelessness .  The right to counsel would address 
growing economic inequality .  And the right to counsel would save government money because 
the cost of legal assistance would be greatly offset by the savings in keeping families together, 
preserving communities and preventing homelessness .  These points have been made by others, as 
well as by me, in law review articles and in other writings .3  Arguably, many of these benefits could 
be achieved, albeit in the short term and to a lesser degree, by increasing the availability of counsel 
and not guaranteeing a right .  However, this essay addresses the question of why it is so important 
to establish a right to counsel in eviction proceedings .  

The context for this essay is the very real possibility that the New York City Council and Mayor 
will adopt legislation that would make New York City the first jurisdiction in the United States to 

1  Policy Director, Impact Center for Public Interest Law, New York Law School and Director of the Impact Center’s 
Right to Counsel Project as well as author, residenTial landlord-TenanT law in new york (Thomson-Reuters 2015-
2016).  The author wishes to thank the following tenant leaders from Community Action for Safe Apartments 
(CASA) for their thoughtful contributions to the ideas that are discussed in this essay: Joseph Cepeda, Fitzroy 
Christian, James Fairbanks, Paulette hew, Althea Matthews, Evelyn I. Rivera, Sigilfredo Roman, Aaron Scott and 
Gwynn Smalls.  These ideas, expressed at a group consultation/focus group conversation that was videorecorded 
at CASA on November 17, 2015, are quoted and referenced throughout this essay.  And this essay is dedicated to 
these individuals as well as the other tenant leaders and activists at CASA and other organizations throughout New 
York City who are advocating for a right to counsel in eviction proceedings for themselves and their fellow New 
Yorkers.  

 The author also wishes to thank the law firm Orrick for transcribing the November 17 discussion.

2  Social and political activist, author and lecturer, community organizer, public intellectual (b.1860, d.1935).  Jane 
Addams, The Subjective Necessity for Social Settlements, in Jane addams, TwenTy years aT hull-house wiTh 
auTobiograPhical noTes 113, 116 (1912), available at http://digital.library.upenn.edu/women/addams/hullhouse/
hullhouse.html. 

3  A number of articles making these points can be found on the website of the Right to Counsel Project of the 
Impact Center for Public Interest Law at New York Law School. Right to Counsel Project, imPacT cenTer for Public 
inTeresT law, http://www.nyls.edu/impact-center-for-public-interest-law/projects-and-institutes/right-to-counsel-
project/.  An even more comprehensive listing of articles, reports and other documents related to the civil right to 
counsel can be found on the website of the National Coalition for a Civil Right to Counsel. Civil Right to Counsel 
Bibliographies, naTional coaliTion for a righT To counsel,   http://www.civilrighttocounsel.org/resources/bibliography 
(last visited Mar. 9, 2016). 
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guarantee a right to counsel for low-income tenants who face eviction .4  Proposed legislation to that 
effect has been pending before the New York City Council since 2014,5 and, as of the time of this 
writing, the legislation has the support of 41 of the Council’s 51 members .  While the legislation 
has not yet been adopted, the City has responded to the advocacy for a right to counsel by vastly 
increasing funding for eviction prevention legal assistance .  In 2016, the City will quintuple its 
funding for eviction prevention legal assistance, and a great many more low-income tenants will be 
able to receive legal help in eviction cases in New York City than ever before .6  

This vast expansion of funding for eviction prevention legal assistance has led some to question 
why we need to make access to counsel a “right,” when the City is willing to expand funding 
and make it easier for low-income New Yorkers to obtain representation .  The central point of 
this essay is that, while an expansion of funding for legal assistance to people facing eviction is 
enormously helpful, it is not enough to simply increase funding; there are many important and 
compelling reasons why access to counsel should be a right.   A right protects right-holders against 
government error and unfairness and advances the rule of law .  A right protects right-holders’ 
well-being, security and stability .  A right reinforces right-holders’ dignity and respect .   A right 
fosters equality .  And perhaps most importantly, a right fundamentally shifts power to the right-
holder .  And, by increasing fairness in the operations of the Court, improving the status and 
treatment of tenants, fostering equality and altering the balance of power, the right to counsel 
would disrupt the existing ecology and bring about concrete changes in the practices of New York 
City’s Housing Court and the relations between landlords and tenants .  

What is a right?

Any discussion of the importance of a right must begin with a working definition of the term, 
“right .”  While the concept of a “right” is commonly understood and, in the United States 
especially, deeply embedded in history and the national psyche,7 it’s important to be explicit 
about the meaning of the term, “right .”  The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines a “right” as 
including “something to which one has a just claim .”8  Merriam-Webster defines a “legal right” 
as “a claim recognized and delimited by law for the purpose of securing it,” and “the interest in 
a claim  .  .  . for the infringement of which claim the state provides a remedy in its courts of justice .”9

It is that enforceability of a remedy in a “court of justice” for violation of a right, that enables a 
right-holder to derive power from a right, and what distinguishes it from a privilege or a benefit .  
Thus, while funding an expansion of the availability of counsel to those facing eviction confers an 

4  Mireya Navarro, Push to Provide Lawyers in New York City Housing Court Gains Momentum, n.y. Times, Dec. 16, 
2014, http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/17/nyregion/push-to-provide-lawyers-in-new-york-city-housing-court-gains-
momentum.html?_r0. 

5  Int. No. 214-A-2014, new york ciTy council, http://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.
aspx?ID=1687978&GuID=29A4594B-9E8A-4C5E-A797-96BDC4F64F80.  

6  See Text of Mayor de Blasio’s State of the City Address, n.y. Times, Feb. 3, 2015, http://www.nytimes.
com/2015/02/04/nyregion/new-york-mayor-bill-de-blasios-state-of-the-city-address.html.  

7  See, e.g., James H. Hutson, The Emergence of the Modern Concept of a Right in America: The Contribution of 
Michel Villey, 39 am. J. Juris. 185, 186 (1994) (“They assume that the people who stepped off the Mayflower and 
the Susan Constant brought with them the idea of a right and understood the concept much as we do today.  In 
a typical scholarly assessment two constitutional experts claimed in 1987 that ‘from the beginning, it seems, the 
language of America has been the language of rights’.”). 

8  Right, merriam-websTer, http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/right (last visited Mar. 9, 2016).

9 Legal Right, merriam-websTer, http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/legal%20right (emphasis added). 
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important benefit, it does not confer a right or an entitlement, and the benefit can be denied or 
terminated at will and with impunity .  

When access to counsel is dependent on funding, as it is for people who cannot afford to pay 
for counsel, the true “gatekeeper” for access is the provider of funding for the service .  The City 
of New York has now become the primary funder of legal assistance to low-income tenants who 
face eviction in the City and in the absence of a right, can choose to continue to provide the 
funding and continue the service or not .  The city and other government and nonprofit funders 
of legal assistance delegate the gatekeeping task to the nonprofit legal organizations that provide 
the service, so that when low-income tenants facing eviction are turned away and denied services 
by the nonprofit providers, they experience the providers as the gatekeepers because they hear the 
word “no” directly from them .  But the providers are merely the instruments; they can only do 
as much as their available resources allow .   The real control over access is held by the funder(s) .  
When legal assistance becomes a governmentally–recognized-and-provided “right,” a “court of 
justice,” and not the city or the provider becomes the gatekeeper, and the beneficiary of the right 
can compel government to provide the assistance or, as in this context, compel the government 
to fund the provision of the service .  This ability to enforce thus represents a fundamental shift of 
power to people who previously lacked it .

The right to counsel is a “civil right” in the sense that it is a right that pertains to an aspect of our 
justice system that is understood to be “civil” as opposed to “criminal .”  It is also a “civil right” 
in the sense that it is a right deeply connected to the movement for civil rights, equality and 
human dignity for all the reasons set forth below .   As one legal dictionary definition states, “[a] 
civil right is an enforceable right or privilege, which if interfered with by another gives rise to an 
action for injury .  Examples of civil rights are freedom of speech, press, and assembly; the right to 
vote; freedom from involuntary servitude; and the right to equality in public places .”10  A right 
not to be deprived of a meaningful opportunity to defend one’s home in the courts because of 
one’s poverty fosters equality and, in protecting the ability to have a home, protects the ability to 
exercise many other of the important civil rights, such as the right to vote and the right to equal 
opportunity in work and education .   

Fairness has long been seen as a core element of what constitutes a “right” and there is certainly 
a general intuitive sense of fairness about having a right to counsel in a civil legal matter with as 
significant a consequence as eviction from one’s home .  When polled, many Americans simply 
assume that there is a right to counsel in such cases as there is in criminal proceedings .11  Under 
the theory of natural rights, the rights we believe we are entitled to as members of society are 
the rights entitled to recognition .  According to the French legal philosopher, Maurice Villey,  
“[t]o give someone his right (suum jus) meant in the classical world to give him ‘what he deserved,’ 
‘his due .’ What was due to the individual in society? His just share (‘le part juste’, ‘le bon partage’) . 
Here, said Villey, was the meaning of classical natural right: a just or fair share for every individual 
of society’s benefits and burdens .”12 

10  Cornell university Law School, Civil Rights, legal informaTion insTiTuTe, https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/Civil_rights 
(last visited Mar. 9,  2016). 

11  bosTon bar associaTion Task force on The ciVil righT To counsel, The imPorTance of rePresenTaTion in eVicTion cases 
and homelessness rePresenTaTion 1 (2012), available at http://www.bostonbar.org/docs/default-document-library/bba-
crtc-final-3-1-12.pdf. 

12 hutson, supra note 7, at 189–90. 
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This notion that rights are rooted in the human expectation of fair and equitable treatment can 
be seen in economic terms as well; a framing that is particularly relevant to the right to counsel 
in eviction matters, where the court conflict balances economic interests and the fundamental 
need for a roof over one’s head . In the United States, the conventional wisdom, or at least the 
national mythology, is that we operate with a free market economy, but the reality is quite 
different .  A huge number of interventions by government are constantly at play, affecting 
economic markets and reapportioning rights and values .  This is particularly true with respect 
to housing, where, among other areas of government intervention, zoning, taxation, banking 
regulation, transportation policy and rent regulation all profoundly affect real estate value and 
the ability to have a home .  In any event, in theory, to work fairly and equitably, a free market 
economy depends on “rational cooperation, full information and zero transaction costs .”13  Yet, 
none of these essential elements is even minimally present in eviction proceedings in New York 
City’s Housing Court .  To the contrary, Housing Court is well recognized as being a difficult, 
hostile environment in which most landlords are represented by counsel who are familiar with the 
law and the court and most tenants appear without legal help, and where the “transaction cost” 
for those unrepresented tenants in lost wages, child-care costs, stress and anxiety are exceedingly 
high .14  Under an economic approach, legal rights are intended to correct market failures such as 
these by allocating entitlements .15  In Housing Court, a right to counsel would foster “rational 
cooperation, full information and zero transaction costs .” 

At a time of increasing economic inequality, seismic transformation of communities through 
gentrification, rising homelessness and racial tensions, the movement for a right to counsel in 
eviction proceedings in New York City should come as no surprise .16  The claim for rights often 
“percolates up” from communities and movements of people who perceive injustice and lack of 
fairness in their lives .17  People thus have an intuitive sense of justice and rights in circumstances 
in which their lives are affected .  This theory is certainly borne out in the right to counsel context 
in New York City .   Scholarly analysis of what it means to have a right is echoed by the sentiments 
of tenant leaders:

The right to counsel means living in dignity and being treated as a human being, which 
they don’t do at all . And also, mental well-being . You know, the right to counsel gives 
you mental well-being . How do you get that? You have a home, you go to sleep and 
you get peace of mind and you’re able to think out what problems you had the day 
before and what you’re going to face tomorrow . So that’s a big plus . Also, the right to 
counsel will stop all the hostile tactics of eviction, of harassment, of overcharging, of the 
multiple, you know, multiple MCIs, nonservices, cutting down on services, you know, 
turning off the elevator, not picking up the garbage . It goes on and on, and the right to 

13  See, e.g., Jules L. Coleman & Jody Kraus, Rethinking the Theory of Legal Rights, 95 yale l.J. 1335, 1336 (1986).

14  See, e.g., new seTTlemenT aParTmenTs’ communiTy acTion for safe aParTmenTs (casa) & communiTy deVeloPmenT 
ProJecT (cdP) aT The urban JusTice cenTer, TiPPing The scales: a rePorT of TenanT exPeriences in bronx housing courT 
(2013), available at http://cdp.urbanjustice.org/sites/default/files/CDP.WEB.doc_Report_CASA-TippingScales-
full_201303.pdf. 

15 Coleman & Kraus, supra note 13, at 1336.  

16  See generally Susanna Blankley, The Fight for Justice in Housing Court: From the Bronx to a Right to Counsel for 
all New York City Tenants, appearing in this volume of imPacT.

17  For an in-depth discussion of this notion – referred to as “jurisgenesis” – and its adherents, see Michael McCann, 
The Unbearable Lightness of Rights: On Sociolegal Inquiry in the Global Era, 48 law & soc’y reV. 245, 248, 256 
(2014) (discussing the views of Robert Cover and others about “the persistent proliferation of claims about justice 
and rights that percolate up from communities and movements in civil society”). 
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counsel would empower people to be human beings again and stop being abused the way 
they are . And also, the right to counsel will stop big money from doing gentrification 
and creating homelessness in the city and the right to counsel will save the city a lot of 
money by addressing all of these issues because you have shelters, you have all kinds of 
other mental issues that can go on with people not being able to live in a home . So the 
right to counsel means peace of mind and well-being and living in dignity as a human 
being and that’s why we need it .18

What does it mean for people to have a right?

Making something a “right” is transformative in a number of respects .  It transforms government 
behavior by protecting against error and unfairness .  It fosters the right-holder’s sense of security 
and well-being .  It grants the right-holder greater dignity and respect .  It conveys greater equality .  
And it transfers greater power to the right-holder .  

A right provides protection against government error and unfairness

I saw where even when tenants were right they still had a very good chance of being 
evicted or might have been evicted for [not] paying a debt that they already paid 
because they did not know how to present their defenses properly . They did not know 
their rights, so were not able to win very winnable cases that would’ve been easily won 
if they had an attorney .19

Rights are generally seen as providing protection against government error and unfairness .  Rights 
cause government to act in a manner that is more deliberative, less arbitrary, more thoughtful; 
and in so doing, rights foster the rule of law .  Due to their common nature, rights affect others 
around them as well as government actors .   As one scholar put it, “[b]y definition, the creation 
of a right alters not only the status of one individual but also the status of the government and all 
individuals that the right holder comes into contact with .”20  

This alteration of status would certainly be true with the introduction of a right to counsel in 
eviction proceedings in New York City’s Housing Court .  In Housing Court, there are a number 
of regular players who interact on a daily basis in a relatively closed environment – Judges, court 
officers, housing agency and other city and state government representatives, landlords, landlord’s 
lawyers (who represent most of the landlords who appear in court), unrepresented tenants and 
tenant lawyers (who represent a fraction of the tenants who appear in court) .   That environment 
is not only closed, it is relatively static, with patterns of behavior and mutual understandings that 
have evolved over many years .  The ecology of that environment will be greatly disrupted with the 
introduction of a right to counsel and the resultant changed expectations and understandings and 
cadre of tenant lawyers who will be there to implement the right .

18 Joseph Cepeda, CASA focus group, Nov. 17, 2015.

19 Fitzroy Christian, CASA focus group, Nov. 17, 2015.

20  David McKennett, Who Can Create Your Rights? On Save Our Valley v. Sound Transit, the Inability of Agencies to 
Create Personal Rights, and the Implications on the Non-Delegation Doctrine, 15 geo. mason u. c.r. l.J. 179, 209 
(2004). See also holiday hunt Russell, The Search For a Section 1983 Right Under the Dormant Commerce Clause, 
15 noVa l. reV. 263 (1991) (“Rights are all things which inure to the person upon which that person can claim to be 
free of governmental action”).
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Under New York law, “self-help” eviction is illegal; a landlord must use a court in order to evict .21   

When tenants appear in court without counsel, they generally do not have the capacity to convey 
sufficient and relevant information in an acceptable form to enable the court to make a fair 
decision on the law and the facts .  Thus, the right to counsel is a right that checks the power of 
government by assuring that government has sufficient and relevant information on which to 
make a decision .  

In this sense, rights limit government authority and “the creation of a new individual right might 
so much affect the power of the Government and strengthen the status of particular individuals 
that their creation might be fundamentally different than the mere creation of a law .”22

I was evicted one time . I lived up on Mosholu Parkway and I did not understand 
“stipulation .”

[Did you have a lawyer?]

I did not . I thought I knew what I was doing, but it’s not just the money that you have 
to pay, if they tell you “you have to pay it on Tuesday the 10th,” you do not pay it on 
Thursday the 14th .

[Right .]

And when they want you out, they want you out .23

A right protects the individual’s well-being, security and stability

Rights also serve to protect an individual’s well-being, security and stability,24 and a right to counsel 
in eviction cases would make an important contribution to the well-being and sense of security 
and stability of low-income tenants in New York City .  The devastating and destabilizing effects of 
both eviction and the threat of eviction cannot be overstated .  In his recent book, Evicted: Poverty 
and Profit in the American City,  Professor Matthew Desmond of Harvard University describes in 
great detail the impact eviction has on low-income households in Milwaukee – homeless shelters 
and the streets, dilapidated housing and dangerous neighborhoods, depression and illness, and 
long term developmental consequences for traumatized children .25 All the evidence shows that 
representation by counsel prevents evictions .26  Thus, while the right to counsel will not extinguish 
evictions entirely, it will reduce them significantly and create a buffer of protection for tenants 
between having and not having a home .  For low-income people, the awareness of that protection 
would be a relief that fosters their sense of security, stability and well-being .  Tenant leaders know 
this very well:

Everybody that I grew up with, that grew up in that neighborhood, that went to 
grammar school with me, they have all moved out because of harassment, and they told 

21  See generally andrew scherer, residenTial landlord-TenanT law in new york §§ 7:1-7:39 (2015-2016) (concerning 
“Origins of Summary Proceedings and Need for Judicial Process”).  

22 McKennett, supra note 20, at 209.

23 Gwynn Smalls, CASA focus group, Nov. 17, 2015.

24 Richard h. Fallon, Jr., Individual Rights and the Powers of Government, 27 ga. l. reV. 343, 353–54 (1993). 

25 See generally maTThew desmond, eVicTed: PoVerTy and ProfiT in The american ciTy (2016). 

26  See bosTon bar associaTion Task force on The ciVil righT To counsel, supra note 11; Carroll Seron et al., The Impact 
of Legal Counsel on Outcomes for Poor Tenants in New York City’s Housing Court: Results of a Randomized 
Experiment, 35 law & soc’y reV. 419 (2001). 
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me personally “I’m moving out because of harassment .” Not because my rent is $1400 
for one bedroom, or my rent is $2400 for a three bedroom, it’s not because of that . I can 
afford it . It’s just, can’t take harassment .  .  .  . 

People won’t be stressed out economically, psychologically, okay, if they have the right 
to counsel . They won’t miss a day of work, like they do . The right to counsel, you know, 
will give you the right to be represented correctly and cannot be taken away . A right is a 
right, okay?  .  .  . It would take away the fear, the ignorance, and the feeling of despair and 
failure that people have when they go to housing court . Right to counsel would give me 
peace of mind to live with dignity and even the unfair playing field that landlords play 
with in Housing Court . 

The sanctity of a home where you can have, you know, your sanctity when you come 
home, unwind and think about how attacking tomorrow’s, you know, problems that are 
going to confront you and then you could pursue, okay, happiness, and that’s what we’re 
about, we want to be happy .27

and:

I believe that if you have a basic need, if you don’t provide food, shelter, and clothing 
for your children they will take your children away or your child away . So the right to 
counsel is built on having those principles to protect not only your children but yourself, 
as well . And so I believe that with the right to counsel it would be more of a battlefield 
with knowledge against knowledge . Not one that is crippled by not knowing . This way 
it would keep more people from being tossed out to the street .28

An important component of one’s sense of well-being is the interest in agency or autonomy, 
particularly in situations that are difficult or stressful or that are fraught with risk .29 When people 
feel they have the ability to make decisions and assert their will, as they would with a right to be 
represented by counsel when their homes are in jeopardy, they have a greater feeling of agency 
and autonomy:

I was in housing court at one point back in 2013, two years after my mother had passed 
away where she was living in NYCHA30 and I was her primary care provider, and we 
was going to court because my name wasn’t on the lease . And after going back and forth 
with the other people that was living in the apartment, I had decided to just leave the 
apartment and I think it was more stressful with the people than with the Housing 
Court, but at that time, though, I did not have an attorney to represent me . I did know 
of succession rights and stuff like that, little things you know, that I tried to educate 
myself to fight my own battle . However, with NYCHA we don’t have succession rights, 
I found that out, because the NYCHA has their own set of rules .  .  .  . But I decided just 
to leave the apartment and I’ve just been floating around and trying to get my head 
above the water  . . . . It would have made a difference if I’d had an attorney . It would have 
helped me better educate myself and know my rights to how to keep the apartment and 
get rid of the other people that was in the apartment, as well… 31

27 Joseph Cepeda, CASA focus group, Nov. 17, 2015.

28 Althea Matthews, CASA focus group, Nov. 17, 2015.

29 Fallon, supra note 24, at 353–54. 

30 The New York City housing Authority.

31 Althea Matthews, CASA focus group, Nov. 17, 2015.
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A right reinforces the right-holders’ dignity and respect

The notion that rights confer dignity upon and respect for the rights-holder became a focal point 
for human rights law in the aftermath of the horrors of World War II . Countries like Germany 
and, more recently, South Africa, given their history in particular, have focused on the importance 
of the “dignitary” aspect of rights .32 However, that notion is very relevant to the movement for a 
right to counsel in eviction matters .  

In the contemporary United States, growing activism in low-income communities of color is 
drawing attention to incidents of police brutality that reflect that the system of justice is unequal 
and that the members of those communities are not treated with the dignity and respect they 
deserve .  Much of this activism centers around the police and the criminal justice system, and the 
“Black Lives Matter” movement has emerged out of that activism as a call for respect and dignity .  
But a parallel critique can be made of the civil justice system, particularly in Housing Court, 
where people are effectively denied their right to be heard when they face losing their homes 
simply because of their poverty and, as a consequence, the brunt of evictions, displacement and 
homelessness falls disproportionately on low-income communities of color .  A right to counsel 
in eviction proceedings would convey a strong message to those communities of color that their 
lives, homes and communities matter and will be treated with the dignity and respect they deserve .

Treating all people with dignity and respect is an important social value and an important element 
of human rights .

Contemporary constitutional law draws from the religious and Kantian conceptions of 
human dignity and embraces the inherent dignity of all individuals as a legal principle . 
This modern form of “dignity” necessarily conflicts with and rejects the traditional 
social view of dignity as a mark of distinction for particular individuals and groups . 
The endowment of human dignity entitles everyone in modern society to demand 
equal respect and consideration for his personality from the government as well as from 
other individuals . The claims of equal dignity are largely normative and serve to ground 
human rights . Therefore, regardless of whether individuals actually possess equal dignity 
in some traditional or social sense of being “dignified,” there may be practical reasons for 
asserting the equality of dignity in order to support basic human rights and avoid the 
most egregious violations of human rights .33 

The need for a new order of dignity and respect by establishing a right to counsel is well understood 
by tenants whose lives are directly affected:  

When I went to court I wanted to talk to the judge . The lawyer from the other side, 
they said “Why would I have to talk to the judge?” I say “I want to talk to the judge . I 
want to tell my story to the judge .”, and they say “No, you cannot talk to the judge .” So 
I asked the clerk if I can talk to the judge and he go like this, like yes you could do .  So, I 
mentioned that I was missing time from my job and they were putting overcharge in my 
rent also .  I had an overcharge, for long time .34

For me, [the right to counsel] is knowing that when you’re about to go before the judge, 
that you’re not alone . There’s somebody there that can interpret for you, that’s not working 

32 See Neomi Rao, On the Use and Abuse of Dignity in Constitutional Law, 14 colum. J. eur. l. 201, 202 (2008).

33 Id. at 207. 

34 Evelyn Rivera, CASA focus group, Nov. 17, 2015.
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for the lawyer, that is not working for the court, that won’t have an attitude if you say “I 
can’t read .” That won’t have an attitude if you say, “These numbers don’t figure out . You’re 
going too fast .”  .  .  .  it means that you’re guaranteed somebody for you when you go before 
that judge and when you come back, and that will help you understand why you’re there 
in the first place . Because sometimes you just really don’t know .35

With the right to counsel it’s not all about the tenants going up against the landlord in a 
negative way, it’s going up against the landlord in a positive way and letting the landlord 
know that we are aware of what the rules and regulations are and we both can abide by 
those rules, not just that we’re fighting the landlord to try to get on .  Some people might 
think that that’s what the right to counsel is . No .  .  .  . The right to counsel, let’s face it, 
they went to school for this . We did not go to school for this .  So it has nothing to do 
with being ignorant . It has a lot to do with how they were educated in that field . So as 
tenants we have to have a right to counsel and that right to counsel, attorney, have to be 
really for the tenants, not siding with landlords .36

A right fosters equal treatment

Ronald Dworkin, the renowned legal scholar, has argued that there is a moral right to be treated 
as an equal in decision-making processes . While external preferences and political pressures 
inevitably influence decision-making processes, “our legal system should and does counteract 
their influence by identifying in advance the interests these preferences are most likely to infringe 
upon and then providing these interests with special protection . These interests thereby become 
rights .”37  Dworkin’s thesis is highly relevant to eviction proceedings in which the vast imbalance 
in money, power, influence and, most importantly, access to counsel or legal firepower, cries out 
for the special protections required to secure equality in the decision-making process .

The inordinate imbalance in resources, power, influence and access to counsel in Housing Court 
gives rise to the widely held perception of a need to “level the playing field .”

Well I went to court and then this guy showed up, you know, I’m representing myself 
and I thought he was gonna help me and he’s like, “Oh, I’m here to help you” and then 
lo and behold when I get into court it’s him against me .

[So you didn’t have your own lawyer then?]

No, no . At that point I did not have a lawyer, and if I had a lawyer, I would not have 
been evicted . . . 38

A right fundamentally shifts power to the right-holder

Ultimately, as discussed above, the creation of rights shifts power to the rights-holder and away 
from government .  This concept has been recognized as far back as the Romans .39 When low-
income tenants facing eviction have a right to counsel at government expense, they gain power .  

35 Gwynn Smalls, CASA focus group, Nov. 17, 2015.

36 Paulette hew, CASA focus group, Nov. 17, 2015.

37  R. Lea Brilmayer & James W. Nickel, Taking Rights Seriously, 77 colum. l. reV. 818, 819 (1977)(reviewing ronald 
dworkin, Taking righTs seriously (1977)). 

38 Joseph Cepeda, CASA focus group, Nov. 17, 2015.

39 hutson, supra note 7, at 192. 
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In a very real sense, they gain a power that government gives up when it gives up its discretion to 
grant or deny legal assistance for any or no reason at all .   But they not only gain power within the 
eviction proceeding itself .  The security of knowing that they will have a meaningful opportunity to 
be heard and that their interests will be protected if they should be brought to court in an eviction 
proceeding empowers them to organize and assert their rights in their homes and communities .  
And that empowerment could very well produce results that avert court proceedings altogether 
by enabling pre-litigation resolution of disputes over housing conditions, rent levels and the like .

You know, we have a right to organize, now we need the right, the human right, of free 
lawyers in housing court to back up the work of low income people who are organizing .40

A right to counsel, I think would be a very good thing . It would be one step towards 
empowerment in this great, big city that is about regentrification and it would mean 
that people could have and feel comfortable about organizing to stay in their homes .41

A right will disrupt the ecology of housing justice

By increasing fairness in the operations of the Court, improving the status and treatment of 
tenants, fostering equality and altering the balance of power, the right to counsel would disrupt 
the existing ecology and bring about concrete changes in the practices of New York City’s 
Housing Court and in the relations between landlords and tenants .  The current ecology is 
based on well-established and long-standing expectations and understandings about how things 
work .  Attitudes, behavior and decisions of the tenants, landlords, managing agents, community 
organizers, landlords’ lawyers, tenants’ lawyers, Housing Court Judges, court clerks, court 
attorneys and others who participate in the system of housing justice are based on a current set 
of expectations and understandings .  As the core expectations and understandings change, the 
behavior, attitudes and decisions will change .  

We can only speculate as to the kinds of changes that would result from the advent of a right 
to counsel, but there is broad consensus among those most familiar with Housing Court – the 
attorneys who practice in the court on behalf of landlords and tenants and the judges who preside 
in the court – as to at least some of those changes that would affect the court .  I did an informal 
and unscientific poll of about 200 landlord and tenant attorneys as well as Housing Court 
Judges at the 2015 Jack Newton Lerner Landlord-Tenant Institute at the New York County 
Lawyers’ Association on October 15, 2015 and there was general agreement among members 
of the audience that a right to counsel would bring about at least the following changes:  with 
attorneys on both sides, the role of judges would become easier, there would be more decorum in 
the court and there would be less stress over the complicated role of judges when presiding over 
proceedings in which one side has legal representation and the other does not;  settlements of 
cases would be more permanent and less likely to be vacated because they would be negotiated 
between attorneys, leading to fewer “repeat” cases brought and fewer applications for emergency 
stays (orders to show cause) sought; and there would be greater attempts by landlords and tenants 
to resolve cases before they result in litigation, and expanded efforts to address public policies that 
impact on landlord-tenant litigation such as, for example, the availability of government benefits 
to pay rent .

40 Jim Fairbanks, CASA focus group, Nov. 17, 2015.

41 Althea Matthews, CASA focus group, Nov. 17, 2015.
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Conclusion

No doubt, expansion of funding for eviction-prevention legal assistance is a good thing, and New 
York City’s huge and growing investment in legal services for tenants will bring positive results .  
But expansion of funding is a short term measure with doubtful sustainability and it will not 
cause a fundamental shift in power, attitudes or culture .  As one tenant leader put it: 

It is good that the city is now providing some funding to protect tenants in areas 
where landlords may be using methods to push them out and displace them . But that 
funding can be taken away at the will of the legislature .  A right cannot be taken away . 
It can, but it is a whole lot more difficult to lose that right . So a right to counsel means 
that the same way people accused of criminal activity automatically have the right to 
an attorney at their arraignment and they will have one during their trial, the right to 
counsel in housing court has to do the same thing and this is what we have been asking 
for . Something that can’t be taken away . Something that can’t be changed with a change 
of administration that says listen we are not going to fund this program . Because it is a 
right that will always be financed, will always be funded, will be there always so that the 
right is protected at all times .42

Moreover, increased funding for a benefit cannot bring about the shift in power dynamics, the 
change in the ecology of the court, the security and sense of well-being that would be generated 
by establishing the right to counsel .   Increased funding does not treat people as equals, and does 
not convey the message of dignity and respect that is so sorely-needed in the city’s low-income 
communities .  For government officials, as for all of us, giving up a power and flexibility is not an 
easy thing to do; it takes strength and courage .   The bold step of establishing a right to counsel 
would shift power to low-income people from government and would generate a long-overdue 
recalibration of the balance of power between landlords and tenants in Housing Court and 
elsewhere .  It would have a lasting and transformative effect on the ecology of housing justice .  

You know what?  They talking about bringing a panda from what country?  To come 
over here . . .

From China .

From China, for $1 million a year? What? You know, they get money [for that] and an 
animal is more important than a human life, and that’s sad .43  •  

42 Fitzroy Christian, CASA focus group, Nov. 17, 2015.

43 Althea Matthews, CASA focus group, Nov. 17, 2015.
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The fight for Justice in housing Court:  
from the Bronx to a right to Counsel for  
All New York City Tenants 
susanna Blankley1

Introduction

We have a real housing crisis in New York City .  Developers are clamoring to build luxury condos 
and international investors are buying up properties .2  Meanwhile more than half of New York 
City renters pay more than 30 percent of their income in rent, and many households pay more 
than 50 percent of their income .3  In February 2016, more than 60,000 individuals were in our 
city’s shelter system each night .4 

In May of 2014, New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio, who ran on a campaign to end the housing 
and homelessness crisis, released his housing plan, laying out the goal to build and preserve 
200,000 units of affordable housing over 10 years .5  Of the 200,000 units, the Mayor’s goal is 
to construct 80,000 new units of affordable housing .  To build new housing in New York, you 
either need to build taller buildings in places where you are allowed to build housing, or find land 
where you aren’t currently allowed to build housing and get the laws that govern the use of that 
land changed .  Either way, you need to go through a rezoning process .  Upon releasing his plan, 
the Mayor also announced his plans to rezone 15 neighborhoods across New York City, with 
the explicit goal of changing the land use laws to facilitate the construction of new residential 
housing .  

In New York City, the most lucrative form of real estate you can own is residential housing .  
Changing the use of land changes the value of land . Changing the value of land, changes landlords’ 
and developers’ behavior .  Recognizing that the rezoning will increase land values and speculation 
as well as harassment of existing tenants, the de Blasio administration has dedicated tens of 
millions of dollars to increase the number of lawyers available to represent tenants in Housing 
Court in the neighborhoods being rezoned .6  In addition to this, recognizing that many evicted 

1 Director, Community Action for Safe Apartments (CASA).

2  See Louis Story & Stephanie Saul, Stream of Foreign Wealth Flows to Elite New York Real Estate, n.y. Times, Feb. 
7, 2015, http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/08/nyregion/stream-of-foreign-wealth-flows-to-time-warner-condos.
html?_r=0.

3  See 2014 New York City Affordable Rental Housing Landscape, NYu furman cenTer, Apr. 23, 2014, http://
furmancenter.org/NYCRentalLandscape; uniVersiTy neighborhood housing Program, nowhere To go: a crisis of 
affordabiliTy in The bronx 11-12 (2013), available at http://unhp.org/pdf/NowhereToGo.pdf.

4  See Basic Facts About Homelessness: New York City, coaliTion for The homeless, http://www.coalitionforthehomeless.
org/basic-facts-about-homelessness-new-york-city/ (last visited April 7, 2016). 

5  See ciTy of new york, housing new york: a fiVe-borough, Ten-year Plan (2014), available at http://www.nyc.gov/html/
housing/assets/downloads/pdf/housing_plan.pdf.

6  Press Release, Office of the Mayor, City of New York, De Blasio Administration to help Prevent homelessness 
by Adding Resources to Keep New Yorkers in Their homes (Sept. 28, 2015), http://www1.nyc.gov/office-of-the-
mayor/news/653-15/de-blasio-administration-help-prevent-homelessness-adding-resources-keep-new-yorkers-in; 
Text of Mayor de Blasio’s State of the City Address, N.Y. Times, Feb. 3, 2015, http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/04/
nyregion/new-york-mayor-bill-de-blasios-state-of-the-city-address.html.
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families go straight into the shelter system and that eviction prevention decreases homelessness, 
the Mayor identified neighborhoods where the highest number of people enter the shelter system 
directly from evictions, and allocated an additional $12 million to provide legal services to 
prevent evictions in those neighborhoods .7

As more lawyers are hired to represent tenants, we are in the middle of an incredible moment in 
our city’s history .  New York City’s Mayor has explicitly acknowledged that preventing tenant 
displacement through legal counsel is central to our expansion and growth as a city .  For many years, 
advocates and tenants throughout New York City have been advocating for New York to establish 
a Right to Counsel—a right for New Yorkers facing the loss of their home to have an attorney to 
defend them even if they are too poor to pay for counsel .  From a funding perspective, we are closer 
to a Right to Counsel than we’ve ever been .  But a right is so much more than just funding . 

The high stakes of housing Court

To illustrate how a right is different than greater access to resources, allow me to use a recent 
experience that my husband Jon and I had with another one of the city’s courts––Traffic Court . 
As part of the preparation for a three-week vacation, we parked our car in a part of the city that 
has no alternate side parking restrictions (yes, they do exist!) . When we came back to get the car, it 
wasn’t where we had parked it and it was nowhere to be found .  We went online and found that we 
had racked up close to $1,000 in parking tickets and that the car had been towed .  Jon took time 
off work to investigate, went back to the neighborhood where we had parked the car and went 
door to door and business to business to find out what may have happened .  He slowly pieced it 
together—the street had been repaved, and the city had moved our car to an avenue and parked it 
there .  Obviously we weren’t paying the meters we didn’t know about and the car racked up tickets 
and eventually was towed .  To get the car out of the lot where it had been towed, we had to pay 
the fines and fees .  The women at the impound lot were very nice to Jon and encouraged him to 
fight the case and go to Traffic Court .  They explained to him what he needed to bring to court 
and what and how he should argue . With their encouragement, he decided to go . The next day, 
armed with information he had gathered himself, he argued his case before a judge .  The judge 
agreed and within a few weeks, we were fully reimbursed . It was a bizarre experience and cost us 
money, time and effort, but at the end of the day, we got justice in the court . 

But we didn’t get justice just because we were right .  We got justice in part because of how privilege 
and power play out .  We had the resources to pay the fines up front .  Jon’s boss was understanding 
and allowed him to take two days off work, with pay . He was able to walk through a neighborhood, 
investigate and be well received . He was received as a victim of a city’s bureaucracy and not as a 
lazy person who wasn’t following the rules or worse, as a criminal .  He got the same treatment in 
the impound lot with the women who explained his rights and encouraged him .  And he got the 
same treatment from the judge, whose language he spoke both in terms of English and class, and 
whose respect he instantly had .  Jon is an exceedingly nice guy, but he is also white and middle 
class .  And in this case, both his class and his whiteness gave him an advantage to argue his case 
and to navigate the court . And he learned that he can fight and win, which reinforces his place in 
society—as a white citizen with rights who gets a fair shot .  He learned that the city’s systems of 
justice work, at least for him . 

7  See Press Release, supra note 6; Erin Durkin, De Blasio Launches $12.3M Plan to Help Tenants Fighting Off 
Evictions Get Legal Aide, N.Y. daily news, Sept. 28, 2015, http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/de-blasio-
launches-12m-plan-tenants-avoid-eviction-article-1.2377842.
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But he also got justice because Traffic Court is relatively easy to navigate . It sees a relatively small 
number of cases .  The laws that govern traffic violations are relatively simple and straightforward 
and the stakes are low .  Even with all of Jon’s advantages, the complicated nature of housing laws 
in New York City, and the nature of the court itself with its high volume of cases and heavy traffic 
in the hallways, would have made it impossible for him to do in Housing Court what he did in 
Traffic Court .  He can’t investigate his own case, because he doesn’t have access to the landlord’s 
files and he certainly can’t walk in to see a judge .  Not to mention that he went into Traffic Court 
confident partly because losing would not have had a huge impact on our lives . Contrast this with 
the weight of losing your home, of making your children homeless, of needing to pack and store 
all of your belongings in a matter of days, rearrange your mail and your bills and find a new place 
to live .  Even with all of his advantages, Jon would never just walk into Housing Court like he 
walked into Traffic Court .  He would get an attorney .

The more than 200,000 New Yorkers who go through our city’s Housing Courts every year8 learn 
quite a different lesson about justice, their rights and roles than Jon did in Traffic Court . Right to 
Counsel isn’t just about evictions, displacement and affordable housing—though it is about all of 
those things .  It is about how we treat our mostly Black, Brown, poor and female members of this 
city as they face the loss of one of their most important necessities—their home .

CAsA’s housing Court reform Campaign 

In New York City, over 200,000 families are sued in Housing Court every year by their landlords .  In 
the Bronx alone, 2,000 people are in the Bronx Housing Court every day .9 Twenty to thirty thousand 
families lose their homes every year in New York City through a formal eviction process, with about 
a third of evictions occurring in the Bronx .10 Almost all of them are Black or Brown, many of them 
are women and almost all of them make less than $48,000 a year for a family of four (200 percent of 
the poverty line and below) . And for almost everyone, housing court is a humiliating, degrading and 
horrific experience . Thousands more never brave the housing court but lose their homes through an 
informal eviction process, moving out when an eviction is looming or threatened, when papers are 
served, when basic services like heat and hot water are denied . 

For those who make it to court, here is what a typical day looks like:11 

8:30 a .m .:  Two tenants arrive at Bronx Housing Court . Tenant #1 has been to Housing 
Court before . Tenant #2 is at Housing Court for the first time . They both 
wait in the security line in the rain to get into the Housing Court building .

8  See housing Court Answers, Inc., Eviction Trends (1998-2015), http://cwtfhc.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/06/
EvictionTrends1998to20151.pdf. 

9  new seTTlemenT aParTmenTs’ communiTy acTion for safe aParTmenTs (casa) & communiTy deVeloPmenT ProJecT (cdP) aT 
The urban JusTice cenTer, TiPPing The scales: a rePorT of TenanT exPeriences in bronx housing courT 1 (2013), available 
at http://cdp.urbanjustice.org/sites/default/files/CDP.WEB.doc_Report_CASA-TippingScales-full_201303.pdf. 

10  See housing Court Answers, Inc., Eviction Trends (1998-2015), http://cwtfhc.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/06/
EvictionTrends1998to20151.pdf. For annual eviction data for the Bronx and other counties in New York City, see 
Marshals Evictions, housing courT answers, http://cwtfhc.org/evictions-marshals-documents/. 

11  This segment about a “typical day” is excerpted from new seTTlemenT aParTmenTs’ communiTy acTion for safe 
aParTmenTs (casa) & communiTy deVeloPmenT ProJecT (cdP) aT The urban JusTice cenTer, TiPPing The scales: a rePorT 
of TenanT exPeriences in bronx housing courT (2013), available at http://cdp.urbanjustice.org/sites/default/files/CDP.
WEB.doc_Report_CASA-TippingScales-full_201303.pdf. A survey and the methodology used to obtain the data 
reported here are described infra and in the report, and the survey appears as an appendix to the report.
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9:00 a .m .:  After going through the long security line, both tenants finally get into 
the Housing Court building . Tenant #1, who has been to Housing Court 
before, goes directly to the courtroom to wait for it to open at 9:30 a .m . 
Tenant #2 doesn’t know where to go specifically so she wanders around and 
then stands in the wrong line before learning of the correct courtroom . 

 n   22% of tenants don’t know where in the court building they need to go .

 n    54% of tenants were NOT helped by court personnel to find the correct 
room .

9:30 a .m .:  The courtroom opens but the Judge doesn’t immediately take the bench .  
Tenant #1 has checked in with the court clerk using the calendar number 
and is waiting for the landlord’s attorney to arrive . Tenant #2 hasn’t checked 
in with the court clerk because she did not know she needed to . 

 n   32% didn’t know they needed their calendar number before going into 
the courtroom .

 n   24% didn’t know they needed to check in with the court clerk .

10:00a .m .:  Tenant #2 isn’t sure what is going on, and so talks to the court clerk to find 
out what she should be doing . The court clerk tells her to get her calendar 
number so the court clerk can mark that the tenant is in court . Both tenants 
sit and wait in the courtroom .

11:30a .m .:  Tenant #1 finally hears the landlord’s lawyer call out her name . They step 
out into the noisy hallway . Tenant #1 knows her rights, so after some 
conversation, she tells the landlord’s attorney that she wants to speak to the 
court attorney or judge about her case . The landlord’s attorney agrees, but 
tells Tenant #1 that he is going to “take care” of all his other cases first, and 
then leaves . Tenant #1 goes back into the courtroom to sit down and wait . 

12:00 p .m .:   Tenant #2 finally hears someone calling her name . This person asks Tenant 
#2 to step into the hallway, and then begins to talk to Tenant #2 about her 
case . After several minutes of conversation, Tenant #2 realizes that she is 
talking to the landlord’s attorney . Tenant #2 is scared, so she agrees to sign 
the agreement suggested by the landlord’s lawyer, even though she doesn’t 
understand it .

12:30 p .m .:   Tenant #2 waits until the court attorney calls her case . The court attorney 
reviews and approves the case in a quick, perfunctory manner, so Tenant #2 
leaves court without fully understanding the stipulation that she signed .

 n   27% of tenants reported that no one explained the stipulation to them .

1:00 p .m .:   Court adjourns for lunch, but Tenant #1 is still waiting for her landlord’s 
attorney to return . There isn’t any food available in court, so Tenant #1 just 
waits in the hallway .

2:15 p .m .:  The courtroom reopens, so Tenant #1 goes back to the courtroom to sit and 
wait .
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2:30 p .m .:  The landlord’s attorney finally comes back . The judge calls Tenant #1’s case . 
Tenant #1 and the landlord’s attorney go before the judge . An adjournment 
is issued for Tenant #1’s case . A new court date is set .

 n   41% of tenants never spoke to a judge about their case . 

3:00 p .m .:  After spending the entire day in Housing Court, Tenant #1 finally leaves .

This day in court is based on an average day for two single, English-speaking people who can easily 
get around . There are many other factors that would make this day look different . 

n If a tenant has a child: 

 –  If the child is in a stroller, the tenant waits an additional 10 minutes once inside Housing 
Court to use the elevator . If the child makes any noise in the courtroom, the court clerk asks 
the tenant to leave, so the tenant misses the first time the landlord’s attorney calls out their 
name to negotiate .  

n  If the tenant is in a wheelchair or is unable to walk up the many stairs: 

 –  The tenant must wait an additional 10 minutes once inside Housing Court to use the elevator .

n  If the tenant is a non-English speaker: 

 –  Since all the signs are in English it takes the tenant an extra 20 minutes to figure out where to go 
in court . If the tenant is Spanish-speaking, an additional 30 to 60 minute wait is necessary for 
an interpreter to be available at the same time as the landlord’s attorney . If the tenant speaks a 
language other than English or Spanish, they must get an adjournment for another court date so 
that the court can arrange for an interpreter . The tenant will lose another day of work and much-
needed income .

If someone is nice to you and explains your rights and options and encourages you to fight in the 
court, you are one of the lucky ones .  If you have a lawyer, you are one of the lucky ones . If you 
speak to a judge, you are one of the lucky ones . And if you resolve your case in one day and you 
win, you are the luckiest . 

It really would feel like that—like luck, like an exception, a miracle, like all of the pieces came 
together in the right way—it wouldn’t feel like justice . How could it when close to 2,000 people 
next to you, who look like you, don’t have the same outcome?

In 2012, members of Community Action for Safe Apartments (CASA), a tenants’ rights 
organizing project in the Southwest Bronx, voted to start a campaign to reform the Bronx housing 
court out of concern about the lack of justice in housing court and the high rate of evictions .12 
While there have been many reports about housing court reform and access to justice, there had 
never before been a report from the perspective of the people who go through housing court 
every day .  CASA members decided to take on this task . 

In partnership with the Community Development Project (CDP) at the Urban Justice Center, 
we spent a year doing participatory action research .  Members created a survey of tenants’ 
experiences and were trained on how to collect surveys . In a few months, we collected 1,055 

12  See Campaign For Justice in Housing Court, communiTy acTion for safe aParTmenTs, http://casapower.org/campaign-
to-reform-housing-court-2/ (last visited April 8, 2016). 
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surveys . Upon analyzing the data, members concluded that we lacked two things: a description 
of the courtroom experience itself and narratives from tenants .  Members therefore created focus 
group questions and an observation survey .  After being trained in both courtroom observation 
protocol and facilitating focus groups, members conducted 15 judge observations and facilitated 
three focus groups with 25 participants .

Our data revealed four main findings: 

1 . Housing Court is confusing and difficult to navigate for most tenants .

2 . The vast majority of Bronx tenants do not have legal representation to help them navigate 
the system .

3 . Pro se tenants are at a huge disadvantage in housing court .

4 . Judges have the ability to do more to even the playing field for tenants .

Policy recommendations

Initially, as members began to outline what they would change in housing court if they could, 
almost everything centered on how they were treated . People described being yelled at, being 
talked to like they were less than human, not being able to find anyone who could speak their 
language in a dialect and form that make them feel comfortable (not all Spanish is the same), 
being threatened by their landlord’s attorney with immigration, with eviction, and so much more . 
Members felt like if they were just treated better, their outcomes would have been different . 

As we began to analyze how decisions are made in the housing court and who has control over 
how it functions, we began to focus on the systems of power within the court, instead of individual 
people’s behavior .  We understood that individual court personnel’s attitudes and behavior would 
be hard to change unless the conditions change . The people who work at housing court, who are 
mostly people of color themselves, have an overwhelming caseload and work under incredibly 
stressful conditions .  As tenants pour out their hearts, tell their stories, voice frustration and anger, 
it’s the court personnel, not the landlords, who hear and receive all of this .   Tellingly, when we 
were talking to the union that represents the court staff about one of our demands––to require the 
court personnel to wear visible identification as a court employee so that tenants don’t mistakenly 
think the landlord’s attorney they are negotiating with works for the courts (which happens more 
often than you would think)––the union said court staff didn’t want the tenants to know their 
names for fear that they would follow them out of court, and attack them .  We were able to 
compromise to get the employees to wear IDs that don’t state their names, but this is an incredible 
reflection of how inhumane and dire the relations are in housing court . Anyone who can come to 
work on a daily basis under these conditions and be compassionate, patient and kind for years on 
end, is a remarkable person .  Eventually the most kind-hearted, well-intentioned people will lose 
their patience .  Changing systems and structures that create such a hostile environment, would 
benefit the people who work in the courts as well as the tenants who are facing eviction . 

CASA members worked with an Advisory Committee of attorneys, policy experts and advocates 
to help turn our findings into concrete policy recommendations to change these systems and 
structures . After an intense process of analysis and prioritization, members narrowed it down to 
23 recommendations and released our report in March of 2013 .13 

13  See new seTTlemenT aParTmenTs’ communiTy acTion for safe aParTmenTs (casa) & communiTy deVeloPmenT ProJecT 
(cdP) aT The urban JusTice cenTer, supra note 9. 
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In the Bronx, CASA is leading a campaign to ensure that these recommendations are 
implemented, and we’ve had some success . In the year after the report was released we saw 
three of our recommendations implemented: a bilingual PowerPoint plays in every courtroom 
explaining tenants’ rights and basic court procedures; all court personnel are required to wear 
visible identification so that tenants know when they are talking to someone who works for the 
court and when they aren’t (like a landlord attorney); and when judges take the bench every 
morning, they give an overview of what to expect during the day and review some basic rights, 
as well as where tenants can go for more in-depth help .  The changes the court implemented as 
a result of our campaign weren’t just implemented in the Bronx, but in all of the housing courts 
throughout the city . 

We are proud of this progress and believe that these recommendations, implemented alongside 
other administrative changes that the court can make as outlined in our report, will go a long way 
towards changing unrepresented tenants’ experiences in housing court and reducing evictions .  
However, the court cannot and should not shoulder the responsibility of the incredible lack of 
equity in the court system .  

One of our main recommendations, passing a law making it a right for tenants to have an attorney 
in housing court, is at the core of changing the nature of what housing court is and could be . 
Currently, housing court is the center of displacement for tenants .  It could be the place where 
tenants go to find justice .  That’s what housing court reform and Right to Counsel are all about . 

right to Counsel NYC Coalition

In March of 2014, we were excited to learn that New York City Councilmember Mark Levine was 
working on introducing Intro 214, a piece of local legislation that would make the city responsible 
to make it a right for tenants to have an attorney in Housing Court .  Because the court system in 
New York City is part of the state court system, we had always thought that any law changing the 
nature of how the court worked, would have to be done on the state level .  Pro-tenant legislation 
has been almost impossible to pass in New York State for the last 30 years .  The prospect of a city 
council bill meant we might actually win .  Intro 214 does not challenge the power of the state; 
instead it places the obligation on the city to provide counsel .  If the city fails to do so, a tenant 
has the right to sue the city . 

As we rallied to support this important and critical bill, we recognized the need to form a new 
coalition, independent of the legislature, that would build a citywide movement not for increased 
funding for representation, but for New York City to be the first city in the nation to establish 
a RIGHT to counsel for tenants in housing court .  We formed a coalition rooted in principles 
of equity, humanity, diversity and justice .  We are working to develop and champion a new legal 
services model that can be implemented when a comprehensive bill passes . We are working 
towards a bill that will be fully funded and that will do justice to those facing eviction in housing 
court so that tenants have qualified, dedicated and experienced housing attorneys who can devote 
the time they need to their cases .  

The Right to Counsel NYC Coalition is made up of advocates, tenants, academics and legal 
services providers in support of a Right to Counsel for low-income tenants who face eviction in 
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New York City .14 Many of us have been working on issues of affordable housing, tenant power 
and housing court reform for decades .

As a Coalition, our main goal is to make sure that people stay in their homes and communities 
with dignity and respect and for housing court to be a place where justice is applied equitably . We 
believe that a Right to Counsel for tenants is a key piece in making that goal a reality . 

For over a year and a half, the Coalition has been working to educate tenants, advocates and 
allies about the issue .  In December of 2014, we put together a day-long conference that drew 
over 450 people and featured prominent speakers such as then Chief Judge Jonathan Lippman, 
New York City Human Resources Administration Commissioner Steven Banks and many more . 
We subsequently released a report citing the findings of this conference .15  We put together a 
compelling video citing the statistics that support a Right to Counsel .16  We’ve held four town halls 
in four different boroughs, which educated and engaged over 500 tenants and dozens of elected 
officials .  We’ve developed a 3-year phase-in plan for Right to Counsel, taking into consideration 
the time it will take to develop the infrastructure to support such a critical change in how housing 
court works . We’ve developed a logistical plan, thinking through how Right to Counsel would 
be implemented at every step in the process . There has been a great amount of press that connects 
Right to Counsel to the crisis of homelessness in our city and how cost effective it is .17 

In just a year and a half, we’ve made incredible progress .  While money was initially a significant 
concern, those concerns have lessened as funding has increased and the gap from what we 
currently fund to what we’d need to fund to have a full right, continues to close .  In regards to 
funding, no one will be thinking about the cost of Right to Counsel in 10 years, it will just be the 
way we operate, just the cost of providing justice and due process for close to half a million people 
every year . 

Conclusion

A detriment of having increased funding levels is that it presents a danger that we will stop there .  
Not only does dependence on funding make us vulnerable to the funding priorities of a future 
administration, but increased funding alone does not address the fundamental question of how 
we value the lives of the people who not only go to housing court, but who see housing court as a 
very real threat to their ability to stay in their homes .  

People are afraid of their landlords precisely because their home is such a valuable, intimate 
cornerstone of their lives that they must protect and also because they know that landlords have 
more power in the court system than they do .  With almost all of the cases in court initiated by 
landlords and with most of the landlords represented by counsel while most of the tenants are 
not, how could anyone draw any other conclusion? 

14 See Home, righT To counsel nyc coaliTion, http://www.righttocounselnyc.org/ (last visited Apr. 7, 2016).

15  See righT To counsel nyc coaliTion, housing JusTice: whaT The exPerTs are saying on new yorkers’ righT To counsel 
in eVicTion Proceedings (2015), available at https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/righttocounselnyc/pages/23/
attachments/original/1433269447/FINAL_expert_report.pdf?1433269447. 

16  See Right to Counsel-The Facts! New Settlement Apartments Community Action for Safe Apartments (Dec. 6, 
2014), available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrlsSrRCuyg. 

17  See, e.g., Mark D. Levine & Mary Brosnahan, How to Fight Homelessness, n.y. Times, Oct. 19, 2015, http://www.
nytimes.com/2015/10/19/opinion/how-to-fight-homelessness.html?_r=1. 
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People’s relationship with eviction isn’t just in the courts .  The very real threat of eviction looms 
every time they think about calling the city to report housing code violations, withholding rent 
for lack of repairs, forming a tenants’ association or exercising their rights . Having rights and 
knowing those rights enables people to take action .  If tenants knew that housing court was a 
place to find justice, if they knew they’d have an attorney to represent them, they’d be more likely 
to report housing code violations, form a tenants’ association, file an overcharge complaint and 
even take their landlord to court .  We would see an incredible change in the primary function of 
housing court as well as a change in tenant organizing and activism .  This new balance of power 
would make our city safer—it was tenant organizing that helped and continues to help shape 
laws about code violations that keep all New Yorkers safe . Every time a tenant doesn’t report a 
maintenance or building code violation, like a gas leak, because they are afraid of being evicted, 
we are all at risk . 

As New York City gets closer to the levels of funding needed to provide a full Right to Counsel, 
how we do it is just as important as what we do .  The earlier example of Traffic Court presents 
us with a challenge . How do we institutionalize justice? How do we make it so that all tenants 
leave court feeling like their voices were heard and their rights were protected? If we implement 
Right to Counsel, will we do it in a way that respects the full dignity of everyone who is faced 
with the challenge of going to housing court? Will we do it in a way that teaches people that our 
city’s courts are a place of justice, dignity, fairness and respect? Will we teach tenants that they 
are equal citizens under the law? Will we teach them that they have rights that our courts and 
our city respect and uphold? Will we teach them that they have a place in our society to fight for 
their rights? 

If so, then Right to Counsel needs to be fully funded .  It needs to be phased in so that the 
providers have the capacity they need and so that tenants are well informed .  It needs to be done 
in consultation with an incredible and diverse coalition of academics, tenant organizers, activists 
and attorneys who have been working on these issues for the better part of a generation—the 
Right to Counsel NYC Coalition .   

If we don’t do it this way, if we throw money at the problem without a comprehensive strategy and 
plan, outcomes might be better for some tenants, but they will still learn that they are second class 
citizens as they navigate one new bureaucracy to access free legal services after the other . Many 
tenants won’t be affected at all, because they will never make it to court . 

Right to Counsel cannot just be about meeting numbers—numbers of cases represented, numbers 
of people served, numbers of homes protected, numbers of dollars saved for every dollar invested, 
numbers of shelter residents reduced .  Those are important numbers, but they cannot be the 
goal of this initiative .  How people are treated must be at the foundation of this—as it is at the 
foundation of the movement for a Right to Counsel . 

Increased funding increases the pool of people who get lucky . By contrast, a fully funded and a 
well implemented Right to Counsel, is a strong step forward in the path towards institutionalizing 
justice .  •
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Caught in the Web:  
Immigrant Children in removal Proceedings
Claire r. Thomas and Lenni B. Benson1

I. Introduction: Caught in the Web

The day of his hearing arrives . It is 8:30 a .m . He wears his best shirt and his jeans are clean and 
pressed . He grips the arms of the courtroom chair so hard that his knuckles are white . He is so 
small that his feet do not touch the floor . The Immigration Judge is speaking to him slowly and 
kindly, but he turns his small face up to look only at the court’s Spanish-speaking interpreter . 
He does not understand English . The government prosecutor, an attorney for Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement (ICE), holds a document listing the charges against him; she is ready to 
proceed with his deportation case . He is eight years old . 

In the United States, the individual state governments are primarily responsible for protecting 
children . Today, the basic normative principle governing domestic children’s law is found in the 
legal standard known as the “best interests of the child .” While this standard is not succinctly 
defined in the U .S . legal system,2 scholars have noted that the “best interests of the child” 
generally “prioritizes the child’s safety, permanency, and well-being .”3 This flexible criterion guides 
agencies and judges through many critical legal decisions affecting the daily life of a child, such 
as guardianship, custody and visitation, economic support, abuse and neglect proceedings, and 
determinations relating to mental health and incarceration for juvenile infractions, while allowing 
the child to have a voice in the proceedings affecting his or her life .4 

When the child is born abroad, but is now physically residing in the United States, the state’s 
primary obligation to promote the child’s welfare can also be woven into the complex web of 
federal immigration, education, and benefits law .5 Navigating through this intersecting web of 
competing or overlapping jurisdictions is extremely difficult even for the experienced pro bono 
attorney or professional social worker . The people least able to navigate these bureaucratic 

1  Claire R. Thomas is an adjunct professor at New York Law School (“NYLS”) and Director of Training at the Safe 
Passage Project. Lenni B. Benson is a professor of law at NYLS and the founder and Executive Director of the 
Safe Passage Project, a program that mentors and trains pro bono counsel representing children in immigration 
removal proceedings. The authors work together to train attorneys, law students, interpreters, and medical and 
social services professionals on the need for legal representation of immigrant youth. The authors would like to 
thank Timothy Greenberg, NYLS ’16, for his invaluable research assistance in preparing this essay.  

2  The united Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) clearly defines the standard of “best interests 
of the child.” While the united States had an active role in drafting the CRC and signed the CRC on February 16, 
1995, it has not yet ratified the Convention. The united States has, however, signed and ratified both optional 
protocols to the CRC. See Convention on the Rights of the Child, Sept. 2, 1990, 1577 u.N.T.S. 3; see also 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, uniTed naTions TreaTy collecTion, https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.
aspx?src=IND&mtdsg_no=IV-11&chapter=4&lang=en. 

3  Bridgett A. Carr, Incorporating a “Best Interests of the Child” Approach Into Immigration Law and Procedure, 12 
yale h.r. & deV. l. J. 120, 127 (2009).

4  Id. at 127. 

5  Children born outside the territorial united States may have a claim to citizenship if one or both of their parents 
were u.S. citizens at the child’s birth. The rules can be complex and have changed over time. Today the relevant 
statutory provision is found in Immigration and Nationality Act, 8 u.S.C. § 1401. This article is primarily focused on 
non-citizen children. As volunteers at the Immigration Court we have met young children who were born abroad to 
u.S. citizen fathers and who did not realize they had the ability to claim u.S. citizenship.
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borders alone are children . Children who are caught up in the complexity and are unprotected 
are incredibly vulnerable . The confusion created by this web leaves non-citizen children without 
protection . 

Sadly, in immigration law, the federal system has failed to provide free counsel to anyone, let 
alone children, who are often invisible and voiceless as a bureaucratic system operates around 
them .6 Data gathered through Freedom of Information Act requests indicates that between 
fiscal year 2005 and December of 2015, the government has initiated 169,684 juvenile cases in 
the Immigration Court, known as the Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR) .7 The 
number of juveniles in the immigration removal system has steadily increased . In fiscal year 2005, 
approximately 8,910 juvenile cases began in Immigration Court .8 Ten years later, in fiscal year 
2015, 28,819 juvenile cases were filed in Immigration Court . In 2014, the number of juvenile 
cases filed in Immigration Court was 56,167 . And perhaps of greater importance is that juvenile 
cases have been a growing percentage of the overall EOIR workload . In fiscal year 2014, the cases 
initiated for juveniles represented 24% of the total of new cases filed .9 

Only as the crisis widened and expanded did the Administration of President Barack Obama find 
limited funds through the Corporation for National and Community Service (CNCS) to assist 
with the dearth of legal counsel . In 2014, the CNCS created the Justice AmeriCorps program 
that funded less than 100 one-year attorney fellowship positions .10 The Justice AmeriCorps 
fellows can only represent unaccompanied children who are under the age of 16 at the time of 
entry to the United States . Fellows are expected to handle twenty-five to forty cases during their 
one-year fellowships; a challenging goal as many cases require more than one year to complete 
and most fellows are new attorneys with limited experience . The funding provides stipends of 
$19,800 annually (a sum that is less than half of the public interest fellow salary in most major 
cities) . Whether this program will be renewed or expanded beyond 2015 is unknown . Further, 

6  In recent litigation in Southern California, the u.S. Department of homeland Security (DhS) agreed to provide 
appointed counsel in cases where the respondent non-citizen was mentally incompetent. The Executive Office 
for Immigration Review (EOIR) which is part of the Department of Justice is in the process of developing more 
procedures to try to recruit and locate free counsel for the mentally incompetent. Franco-Gonzales v. holder, 767 F. 
Supp. 2d 1034 (C.D. Cal. 2010). See also Judge Robert A. Katzmann, u.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, The 
Orison S. Marden Lecture of the Ass’n of the Bar of the City of New York: The Legal Profession and the unmet Needs 
of the Immigrant Poor (Feb. 28, 2007), available at http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:v7_
KcCfj_oAJ:www.aila.org/File/DownloadEmbeddedFile/40681+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us&client=safari. 
The EOIR does provide some funds for “know your rights presentations” provided by nonprofit legal services 
organizations. Organizations receiving these funds may not provide direct legal representation under the terms 
of the grants. am. bar. ass’n, The fund for JusTice and educaTion 2009-2010 annual rePorT, available at http://www.
americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/images/fund_justice_education/fje_ar0910.pdf. 

7  See Juveniles—Immigration Court Deportation Proceedings, Trac immigraTion, http://trac.syr.edu/phptools/
immigration/juvenile/  (last visited on Feb. 21, 2016) (data shared in a tool reported on juvenile cases before EOIR).  
The official statistical yearbook of the EOIR does not separate out cases classified as unaccompanied children or 
juveniles. Statistical Year Book, u.S. deP’T of JusT., http://www.justice.gov/eoir/statistical-year-book (last visited Feb. 
21, 2016). 

8  See Juveniles, supra note 7 (data shared in a tool reported on juvenile cases before EOIR). 

9  The EOIR reported 225,896 new cases initiated in fiscal year 2014 and the TRAC data reported 56,097 new juvenile 
cases for that time period. The 2015 fiscal year data was not yet available at the time of this writing.

10  See Justice AmeriCorps Legal Services for Unaccompanied Children, corP. for naT’l and communiTy serV., http://
www.nationalservice.gov/build-your-capacity/grants/funding-opportunities/2014/justice-americorps-legal-services 
(last visited Feb. 21, 2016). Safe Passage Project received a grant under this program and actively participates in the 
Justice AmeriCorps program. It is hoped that this program will help establish that providing free counsel to indigent 
children is cost effective and helps reduce the length of the immigration case, thereby reducing government costs 
in the administration of the cases as well. 
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the need for qualified, trained, and free counsel continues to grow .11

Around the time that the Administration created Justice AmeriCorps, the Administration for 
Children and Families of the U .S . Department of Health and Human Services announced that 
they would appropriate some funds for full legal representation of children to those legal services 
organizations which had been providing some “Legal Orientation” programs inside the Office 
of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) detention facilities managed by this agency . The full figures are 
unclear, but the program found the funds to authorize legal assistance to approximately 6,000 
children .12

Yet even as the Administration was responding by trying to mobilize limited legal resources for 
children, the number of immigrant youth arriving grew dramatically . By the summer of 2014, 
nearly 4,000 children a month arrived at the Southern Border of the United States from three 
main countries: Honduras, Guatemala, and El Salvador . The U .S . government began to describe 
the arrivals as a “surge” but also recognized the issue as a humanitarian crisis .13  The Department 
of Homeland Security (DHS), which is charged with enforcing the immigration laws, and the 
Department of Justice (DOJ), which contains the Immigration Courts with its Executive Office 
for Immigration Review (EOIR), entered into a memorandum of understanding that for all 
new child arrivals after May 1, 2014, the EOIR would schedule the removal (deportation) cases 
within twenty-one days of receipt of the charging document . This fast-tracked “priority docket” 
or “rocket docket” was created both in an effort to resolve the claims quickly to help those 
individuals who might qualify for protection and to respond to strong criticism within the U .S . 
Congress that the lengthy delays within the Immigration Court system created the impression 
in the children and mothers arriving that they would get “permisos” or work permits while their 
cases slowly worked through the court .14 In fact, few people qualify quickly for any type of work 

11  In July 2014, the American Civil Liberties union (ACLu), in conjunction with the American Immigration Council, 
Northwest Immigrant Rights Project, Public Counsel, and K&L Gates LLP, filed suit in u.S. District Court in Seattle, 
Washington, on behalf of unrepresented immigrant children in removal proceedings. This class-action lawsuit, 
J.E.F.M. v. holder, No. 2:14-cv-01026-TSZ, 2015 WL 9839679 (W.D. Wash. Apr. 13, 2015), is pending as of January, 
2016. The plaintiffs’ request for an injunction was not granted and the case is proceeding with discovery and 
other pretrial motions. The District Court has refused class certification and the federal government also filed an 
interlocutory appeal to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals challenging the court’s subject matter jurisdiction. In 
August of 2015, the District Court dismissed several of the plaintiffs from the suit because they had managed 
to secure some immigration relief or hired counsel. The District Court scheduled a hearing on the merits of the 
children’s constitutional claims to appointed counsel on May 2, 2016. 

12  u.s. deP’T of healTh and human serV., office of refugee reseTTlemenT (orr), legal resource guide--legal serVice 
ProVider lisT for uac, reV. (February 9, 2015) available at https://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/orr/lrg_5_
legal_service_provider_list_for_uac_in_orr_care_e02_09_15.pdf.  The provision of legal counsel funded by ORR is 
discussed by David Rogers, Under 16 and Ordered Deported- with No Lawyer, PoliTico (Nov. 18, 2015), http://www.
politico.com/story/2015/11/under-16-and-ordered-deported-with-no-lawyer-215944#ixzz3yBkMrTOM. 

13  Barack Obama, President of the u.S., Remarks by the President on Border Security and Immigration Reform (June 
30, 2014), available at https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/06/30/remarks-president-border-security-
and-immigration-reform. 

14  Testimony given to house Subcommittee hearings in July 2014. See Oversight of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration 
Services: Hearing Before H.R. Comm. on the Judiciary, 113th Cong. 9-23 (2014) (statement of The honorable Leon 
Rodriguez, Director, u.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services), available at http://judiciary.house.gov/_cache/files/
e7d4d5f8-2139-4c56-8419-56962569569a/113-99-88919.pdf. Congressman Goodlatte sent a letter to President 
Obama demanding an explanation of why the administration said most of the children would be sent back and 
cited the authors’ letter to the New York Times that many of the children would in fact qualify for relief. Lenni B. 
Benson & Claire R. Thomas, Lawyers for Immigrant Youths, To the Editor, n.y. Times, May 27, 2014, http://www.
nytimes.com/2014/05/28/opinion/lawyers-for-immigrant-youths.html?partner=rssnyt&emc=rss&_r=0. See also 
Letter from Bob Goodlatte, Virginia Congressman, Committee On The Judiciary Chair, to Barack Obama, President 
of the united States (June 24, 2014), available at http://judiciary.house.gov/_cache/files/c0ad486f-e935-4ba0-9dfc-
f1d4acc781c0/062414bguamlettertoobama.pdf. 
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authorization and children are not generally authorized to work in the United States until they 
are over the age of sixteen .15

The government also began a comprehensive public relations campaign in Central America to 
deter children from coming to the United States and in a very unusual move created an overseas 
refugee processing program called the Central American Minors (CAM) program .16 This limited 
program does allow minor children of parents living with status in the United States to file an 
application to be considered for refugee admissions or if the child (again acting alone and without 
representation) could not convince the interviewer that she or he had a bona fide refugee claim 
to be considered for permission to travel and enter the United States under humanitarian parole . 
The program was announced in 2014 and by the end of the fiscal year, no child had successfully 
completed the process . In the late fall of 2015, approximately 90 children were admitted to the 
United States .17 Further, the Administration coordinated actions with the government of Mexico 
to try to increase apprehensions of children in Mexico in order to reduce the migration of Central 
American children to the United States .18

At first these efforts appeared to reduce the number of children arriving at the southern border of 
the United States . Still in 2015, over 33,000 children arrived . In the last two months of 2015, the 
numbers of children arriving at the southern border of the United States increased to over 5,000 
per month, the highest rate of apprehensions of unaccompanied children in the history of the 
record-keeping .19 Many are calling the people fleeing El Salvador, Honduras and Guatemala, “The 
Other Refugee Crisis” and comparing the flight of Central Americans with the unprecedented 
number of people fleeing Syria and Afghanistan .20

The purpose of this essay is to demonstrate the need for adequate and free legal counsel for non-
citizen children who are caught in this web of bureaucratic borders . Although immigration 
statutes guarantee the right to counsel, there is no counsel provided at government expense .21 
Given children’s limited knowledge of the law and of potential avenues for immigration 
relief, inability to contract and hire legal counsel, and “greater potential for being victims of 
trafficking and other forms of abuse and neglect or abandonment,” children are in particular 

15   In our experience reviewing notes and talking with volunteers who have interviewed over 1,000 young people at 
the New York Immigration Court, no child or adult has told us they expected a permit to stay and most express 
surprise when we explain the child may qualify for legal protection and status within the united States.

16   In-Country Refugee/Parole Processing for Minors in Honduras, El Salvador and Guatemala (Central American 
Minors – CAM), u.s. ciTizenshiP immigr. serV., http://www.uscis.gov/CAM (last viewed Feb. 21, 2016).

17   Michael D. Shear, Red Tape Slows U.S. Help for Children Fleeing Central America, n.y. Times, Nov. 11, 2015, http://
www.nytimes.com/2015/11/06/us/politics/red-tape-slows-us-help-for-children-fleeing-central-america.html.

18   Adam Isacson, Maureen Meyer & Gabriela Morales, Mexico’s Other Border: Security, Migration, and the 
Humanitarian Crisis at the Line with Central America, wola: adVoc. of hum. rTs. in The am. (June 17, 2014), http://
www.wola.org/publications/mexicos_other_border#usaid. 

19   United States Border Patrol Southwest Family Unit Subject and Unaccompanied Alien Children Apprehensions 
Fiscal Year 2016, u.s. cusToms and border ProTecTion, http://www.cbp.gov/newsroom/stats/southwest-border-
unaccompanied-children/fy-2016 (last viewed Mar. 18, 2016); see also Julia Preston, U.S. to Open Shelters for New 
Surge of Youths Crossing the Southwest Border, n.y. Times, (Dec. 7, 2015), http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/08/us/
us-to-open-shelters-for-new-surge-of-youths-crossing-southwest-border.html. 

20   Clara Long, The Other Refugee Crisis, from Central America to the U.S., The ProgressiVe (Sept. 18, 2015), http://
www.progressive.org/news/2015/09/188320/other-refugee-crisis-central-america-us; see also The Brian Lehrer 
Show: The Other Refugee Crisis, WNYC (Nov. 6, 2015) (with Lenni B. Benson), available at http://www.wnyc.org/
story/other-refugee-crisis/. 

21  8 u.S.C. § 1362. See also 8 u.S.C. § 1229a(b)(4)(A). 
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need of appointed counsel in the immigration context .22  Creating a stable, funded, legal 
defense system will benefit the overall system not only for helping these desperate children but 
also for systemic efficiencies and reforms that are possible when the court system operates with 
effective and prepared counsel .23

II. miguel: Navigating Alone

Miguel is eight years old .24 He is from El Salvador . His mother left him when he was a baby—he 
does not have a relationship with her . His father traveled to the United States a few years ago 
to work to support Miguel and his uncles . Miguel came to the United States on buses with a 
teenage cousin across Mexico after his uncles were killed by gang members who threatened to 
murder their entire family . U .S . Customs and Border Protection (CBP) apprehended Miguel at 
the southern border of the United States . He was taken to a juvenile detention center run by the 
federal Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) and a representative of the federal government 
interviewed him and learned that his father is living in New York City . They contacted Miguel’s 
father . After several weeks, they released Miguel to his father, who was designated his “ORR 
Sponsor,” and handed them a packet of papers explaining that Miguel is in removal proceedings 
and will receive a letter that tells him when he must appear at Immigration Court in Manhattan . 
These papers explain that if Miguel does not attend, the Department of Homeland Security can 
order him deported . 

The day of Miguel’s hearing arrives . He and his father traveled to downtown Manhattan at 8:30 
a .m . Miguel is in the courtroom . He wears his best shirt and his jeans are clean and pressed . He 
tightly grips the arms of the courtroom chair . He is so small that his feet do not touch the floor . 
The Immigration Judge is speaking to him slowly and kindly but Miguel turns his small face up 
to look only at the court’s Spanish-speaking interpreter . The judge is asking, “Are you here alone 
today?” Miguel responds, “No, I am here with my father .” “Where is your father?” the Judge asks . 
Miguel pauses . He looks at the judge . He turns his head to the left and looks at the government 
prosecutor from Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) . He turns to the interpreter . 
Slowly he says, “I don’t know . He is outside?” Miguel’s father has no papers . He is undocumented 
and afraid, like so many immigrants, to come inside the courtroom . 

This scene is repeated with small variations every day at the New York Immigration Court . The 
Immigration Judges see many unrepresented people in the courts and now, a growing percentage 
of people facing deportation alone are children .

22   Letter from Lenni B. Benson, Comm. on Immigration and Nationality Law Chair, to the Senate Judiciary Committee 
(Apr. 24, 2014) (regarding Position Paper on the “Right to Counsel”), available at http://www2.nycbar.org/pdf/report/
uploads/20072470-SupportofRighttoCounselbill.pdf.

23   See dr. John d. monTgomery, cosT of counsel in immigraTion: economic analysis of ProPosal ProViding Public counsel 
To indigenT Persons subJecT To immigraTion remoVal Proceedings (2014) (commissioned by the New York City Bar 
Association), available at http://bit.ly/1EurONw.

24   Miguel’s case is discussed in testimony Claire Thomas provided at a New York City Council hearing on February 25, 
2014.  Testimony of Claire R. Thomas Before New York City Council, Safe Passage Project (Feb. 25, 2014), available 
at http://www.safepassageproject.org/claire-r-thomas-testifies-before-new-york-city-council/. 
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III. entering Immigration Court Alone

At Miguel’s hearing, he will be asked if he would like to retain counsel . He will be given a list of 
organizations in New York that provide free services and will hopefully have the opportunity to meet 
with one of the non-profit organizations for a consultation .25 Although he is likely to be granted a 
continuance to try to secure pro bono counsel or to allow his father to hire an immigration attorney, 
at the second or possibly third appearance before the immigration judge he will have to plead to 
the allegations that the CBP wrote in the charging document that initially placed him into removal 
proceedings . CBP likely charged Miguel with being an arriving alien who lacked documentation 
to enter the United States and who seeks to immigrate . When a person is charged as an “arriving 
alien,” the burden is on that person, referred to as the “respondent,” to prove his ability to enter the 
United States .26 In the vast majority of immigration cases the respondent, especially a child, admits 
the allegations and the immigration judge finds that he is removable . The case then progresses to 
determining whether the respondent can qualify for any relief from removal . 

Iv. Possible forms of relief from removal for Immigrant Youth

A. Asylum and/or Withholding of Removal

In Miguel’s case, he may have at least two avenues of relief from removal, the first of which is asylum 
and/or withholding of removal based on the persecution and trauma he suffered in El Salvador 
and/or fears of suffering should he be forced to return . Because Miguel was apprehended by CBP 
without a parent or guardian and before he turned eighteen, he is classified as an Unaccompanied 
Alien Child (UAC) .27 He is therefore entitled to file his application for asylum with the Asylum 
Office of the U .S . Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), as opposed to having his asylum 
case heard in the first instance by an immigration judge . Nevertheless, whether an asylum claim 
is made by a child or an adult, the applicant must show that: 1) he meets the statutory definition 
of a “refugee;”28 2) he is not subject to any statutory bars from asylum; and 3) he merits a grant of 
asylum in the adjudicator’s discretion . A child meeting these three criteria may be granted asylum 
under Section 208 of the Immigration and Nationality Act . 

B. Special Immigration Juvenile Status: Bifurcated State and Federal Protection

In the alternative, as a second avenue of immigration relief, Miguel may also be eligible for 
Special Immigrant Juvenile Status (SIJS) .29 This is an unusual immigration protection that does 
not originate out of international treaties . Congress created the SIJS category to help homeless 

25  The list of free providers is available on the EOIR website. Many of the listed organizations will not accept cases 
of people in detention and are oversubscribed so that it is very possible that none of the organizations will accept 
representation of a child who called. Please visit http://www.justice.gov/eoir/new-york-city-immigration-court for a 
list of providers and more information.

26  8 u.S.C.A. § 1229b; 8 C.F.R. § 1001.1 (current through May 21, 2015); 8 C.F.R. § 1.2 (current through May 21, 2015). 8 
C.F.R. § 1.2 defines “arriving alien” as a non-citizen who has not yet been inspected and admitted at a port of entry. 

27  See Memorandum from Ted Kim, Acting Chief of Asylum Division, to All Asylum Office Staff, on updated 
Procedures For Determination Of Initial Jurisdiction Over Asylum Applications Filed By unaccompanied Alien 
Children to All Asylum Office Staff (May 28, 2013), available at https://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/uSCIS/
humanitarian/Refugees%20%26%20Asylum/Asylum/Minor%20Children%20Applying%20for%20Asylum%20
By%20Themselves/determ-juris-asylum-app-file-unaccompanied-alien-children.pdf.

28 See 8 u.S.C. § 1101(a)(42)(A).

29  8 u.S.C. § 1101(a)(27)(J). A person who qualifies for special immigrant juvenile is granted lawful permanent resident 
status.
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non-citizen youth in state foster care programs . State social work agencies testified in Congress 
about the problem with children who, due to a lack of immigration status, found themselves 
unemployable, exploited, and possibly homeless when they “aged-out” of state foster care upon 
their eighteenth birthdays . In 2008, Congress revised the SIJS statute to expand the qualifying 
criteria to allow children who are not in foster care to be eligible for SIJS .30 This status, which 
leads to lawful permanent residence and potentially to citizenship, is available to immigrant 
youth who can demonstrate that they meet the following criteria:

1 .   The child is under 21;

2 .  The child is unmarried;

3 .   The child is “dependent” on a juvenile or family court within the United States, or a court “has 
legally committed to, or placed [the child] under the custody of, an agency or department of a State 
or an individual or entity appointed by a State or juvenile court located in the United States”;31 

4 .   A state juvenile court has made a finding that the reunification with one or both of the child’s 
parents “is not viable due to abuse, neglect, abandonment, or a similar basis found under State 
Law”;32 and

5 .   In judicial or administrative proceedings “it has been determined…that it would not be in the 
[child’s] best interest to be returned to the alien’s or parent’s previous country of nationality or 
country of last habitual residence”[ .]33

If Miguel could find a way to access the state court responsible for matters concerning juveniles, 
such as the Family Court, he could seek these “special findings” and then file a petition with the 
USCIS qualifying him for a visa in this SIJS category . But how will he do this?  

Unlike the immigration proceeding, where the young person was placed into the administrative 
court proceeding, the child has no direct way to access the family court . As we explained above, if 
the family court has jurisdiction over a child to make custody, guardianship, or other placement 
decisions such as foster care or juvenile delinquency, the child could seek the special immigrant 
juvenile findings that would later enable the child to seek permanent residence and a termination 
of the removal proceedings initiated by DHS . But how does the child access the family court?  
In most states, an adult or a state or local agency must initiate a proceeding and the child is the 
“subject” of the proceeding . For example, a parent might bring an action to gain custody over a 
child and would name the child’s other parent as a respondent . Custody proceedings meet the 
immigration law requirement that the child is “dependent on the family court .”34

30  8 u.S.C. §§ 1101(a)(27)(j), 1232; see William Wilberforce Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2008, 
Pub. Law 110-457, 122 Stat. 5044 (2009). 

31  8 u.S.C. § 1101(a)(27)(i).

32  Id. unfortunately the current agency regulations do not reflect the statutory changes and must be used with care. 
See 8 C.F.R. § 204.11. For example, this regulation refers to a requirement of foster care or abandonment by both 
parents; that requirement has been superseded. As of this writing in December 2015, the new agency regulations 
have not been issued although they have been drafted. Notes based on public presentation by uSCIS to New York 
County Bar Association (Nov. 18, 2013) (notes on file with authors).

33  8 u.S.C. § 1101(a)(27)(J)(ii). This best interest finding is usually made in the state family court as part of the special 
immigrant juvenile status findings. See, e.g., New York Family Court General Form 42 (GF- 42) (sample court order 
with all of the reference elements for the special immigrant juvenile findings), available at Family Court Forms, 
NYCOuRTS.GOV, https://www.nycourts.gov/forms/familycourt/general.shtml.

34  safe Passage ProJecT, sPecial immigranT JuVenile sTaTus: a sTeP-by-sTeP guide for safe Passage ProJecT VolunTeer 
aTTorneys 19-21, available at http://www.safepassageproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/SIJS-Manual-
11.24.2014-CT-FINAL-AMENDED.pdf. 
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v. further Appearances in Immigration Court 

In a few months, Miguel will have another hearing at the New York Immigration Court (EOIR) . 
If Miguel has not secured pro bono assistance or private counsel, he will again have to appear pro 
se before an immigration judge . Miguel and his father might be unaware that there is immigration 
relief available to Miguel and even if they are aware, they may not know how to initiate either 
form of relief: asylum or special immigrant juvenile status . The immigration judge may be able 
to give some generalized directions about applying for asylum, but he or she is not qualified to 
explain the procedures for initiating a petition in a state family court . EOIR personnel are aware 
of these problems and in some cities, the immigration court has created special juvenile dockets 
and invited non-profits to participate as “Friends of the Court .” In this capacity, non-profit 
organizations attempt to screen the children arriving for their removal hearings and to quickly 
advise them about how and where they might pursue immigration remedies . The attorneys acting 
as “Friend of the Court” are not making formal appearances as attorneys in these children’s cases 
and as such, their role is limited to assisting the child to seek a continuance .35

The availability of such special juvenile dockets is not guaranteed . In New York, there are currently 
five special dockets and those were not adequate to handle the increasing workload of juvenile 
cases . In the summer of 2014, the EOIR created special priority dockets for recently arriving 
children .36 Until the creation of the new priority dockets for juveniles who arrived after May 1, 
2014, children were sometimes scheduled on any immigration judge’s docket and sometimes 
children arrived at the immigration court when no special volunteers or advocates are present . 
Further, the non-profit organizations covering the juvenile dockets are not able to directly 
represent all of the children in removal . A typical master calendar hearing day will have sixty to 
seventy cases before a single immigration judge . While many of the non-profits work valiantly to 
try to either directly represent or find pro bono counsel for all of the children, the need far exceeds 
existing resources .37

After the creation of the priority dockets for recent arrivals of adults with children and 
unaccompanied children in the summer of 2014, many nonprofit organizations scrambled to 

35  Normally an attorney cannot speak on behalf of a person unless he or she has filed a Notice of Appearance (Form 
EOIR – 28) and is registered with the Immigration Court. 8 C.F.R. § 1292.1. The Friend of the Court is an informal 
process currently conducted under local ad hoc rules but it may expand to a more formal process as the EOIR 
anticipates receiving an ever-growing number of children on its dockets. Friends of the Court can assist the child 
to seek a change of venue if he or she is going to reside in another district. Counsel for ICE usually cooperates 
with the Friend of the Court process in the interest of streamlining the court procedure. See 42 C.F.R. § 430.76(c); 
Memorandum from Brian M. O’Leary, Chief Immigration Judge of the u.S Dep’t of Justice, to All Immigration 
Judges, on Friend of the Court Guidance (Sept. 10, 2014), available at http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/
aba/administrative/immigration/uACFriendCtOct2014.authcheckdam.pdf.

36  Department of Justice Announces New Priorities to Address Surge of Migrants Crossing into the U.S., u.s. deP’T 
of JusT. (July 9, 2014), http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/department-justice-announces-new-priorities-address-surge-
migrants-crossing-us. This program also created priority dockets for Adults with Children who were admitted into 
the united States. The vast majority of women with very young children were detained or released with ankle 
monitors to ensure they returned to Immigration Court. Because the children are traveling with a parent or legal 
guardian, their cases are consolidated with the adult. Many of these people are also unrepresented.

37  In New York, the following non-profit organizations provide some coverage of the juvenile dockets: The Door, The 
Legal Aid Society, the New York Chapter of the American Immigration Lawyers Association, Catholic Charities, Make 
The Road New York and human Rights First, and Kids in Need of Defense (KIND). The Safe Passage Project at New 
York Law School was responsible for one docket a month and brings volunteer attorneys, law students and volunteer 
interpreters to the Immigration Court. In August of 2014 Safe Passage Project expanded to begin covering the docket 
once a week and currently covers three Fridays a month. The authors are both engaged in the work of Safe Passage 
Project. For more information, please see the Safe Passage Project website at www.safepassageproject.org.
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try to expand the resources at the court .38 In some cities, law school clinics mobilized to provide 
information tables . In California, the state legislature responded with unprecedented funds to 
support counsel for unrepresented children .39 The City Councils of both San Francisco and New 
York City gave new funding to groups trying to meet the need . Private foundations also stepped 
forward in partnership with public funds to try to help the immigrant youth facing removal .40 

The immigration judges request that the ORR sponsor41 or a parent is present with the child at 
the hearing . The median age of the children in Immigration Court is approximately fourteen 
years old, but even infants have been placed in removal hearings . The immigration judges usually 
make an inquiry about where the child is living and whether he is attending school .42  If the 
young person is working and not attending school, the judges usually encourage the child to find 
a general educational development (GED) or other educational program, including English as a 
second language (ESL) programs .43  At times, children explain to the immigration judge that they 
have had difficulty enrolling in the public schools for a variety of reasons, including not having a 
legal guardian residing in the school district; the school district is asking for records from abroad; 
or the child and his or her sponsor are unable to overcome the bureaucratic barriers some school 
districts raise .

If the child is represented, the attorney can often help the child find a school and will help the 
child document school attendance . Further, the child’s attorney may be able to guide the child to 
plead to the allegations in the Notice to Appear, the charging document in immigration court, and 
to identify the forms of relief the child will be seeking . In those cases, if the child is in school, the 
immigration judge is usually willing to waive the appearance of the child at further immigration 
hearings as long as counsel attends in order to avoid further school absences and stress for the 

38  Kirk Semple, Advocates Scramble As New York Accelerates Child Deportation Cases, n.y. Times, June 5, 2014, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/05/nyregion/advocates-scramble-as-new-york-accelerates-child-deportation-
cases.html. 

39  2014 Cal. Legis. Serv. Ch. 685 (S.B. 873), available at http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.
xhtml?bill_id=201320140SB873. See Patrick McGreevy & Phil Willon, Gov. Brown Signs Bills Aiding Immigrant 
Children, Troubled Students, l.a. Times, Sept. 27, 2014, http://www.latimes.com/local/politics/la-me-pol-brown-bills-
20140928-story.html#page=1. 

40  For more information, see https://www.robinhood.org/news/nyc-council-speaker-melissa-mark-viverito-robin-hood-
foundation-and-new-york-community-trust. The New York City funding provides support for approximately 880 
children who are residents of the City and covers the costs of screening for the other children who reside in other 
parts of New York. Approximately fifty percent of the children reside in Long Island. The Long Island health and 
Welfare Council and the New York Secretary of State’s Office for New Americans provided some limited funding 
to help support access to counsel for Long Island children. The need outstrips the resources of these grants. Safe 
Passage Project receives calls weekly from youth who have been unable to afford private counsel and have been 
turned away from other nonprofits due to lack of capacity.

41 The “ORR Sponsor” is the adult to whom the child is released from federal custody. 

42   In 1982 the Supreme Court ruled in Plyer v. Doe that children have the right to attend public school regardless of 
their immigration status. Plyler v. Doe, 457 u.S. 202, 230 (1982). Nevertheless, many local school districts are 
neither prepared nor welcoming of recent immigrant children. NYCLU Survey: NY School Districts Illegally Denying 
Education to Immigrant Children, n.y. ciV. liberTies union (Oct. 30, 2014), http://www.nyclu.org/news/nyclu-survey-
ny-school-districts-illegally-denying-education-immigrant-children. 

43  Children in removal proceedings do not automatically receive work authorization so any work may be in violation of 
both federal immigration laws and state labor laws that protect children depending on the nature and duration of 
the work. We have many times heard the children explain to the court that they have to work to support themselves 
and to “pay rent.” Interview notes on file with authors. For children who later qualify for asylum or SIJS, the 
unauthorized work is not a barrier to their eligibility for adjustment of status. 8 u.S.C. § 1255(c)(2). Children who file 
for asylum and are over the age of eighteen may seek a work authorization document once the child’s application 
has been pending more than 180 days at the Asylum Office or EOIR. exec. office for immigraTion reView, u.s. 
ciTizenshiP and immigraTion serVices, The 180-day asylum ead clock noTice, available at https://www.uscis.gov/sites/
default/files/uSCIS/humanitarian/Refugees%20%26%20Asylum/Asylum/Asylum_Clock_Joint_Notice.pdf.  
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child .44 The child’s attorney usually knows to request either a long continuance or an adjournment 
as the other applications for relief move forward . And in many cases, if the child is successful 
at the Asylum Office or in securing the family court Special Findings Order necessary to seek 
Special Immigrant Juvenile Status, the attorney may be able to terminate removal proceedings in 
immigration court . Further adjudications for the child’s lawful permanent residence status, which 
are interview-based and non-adversarial by design, would then take place before the benefits 
agency of DHS, the U .S . Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) .45  But what if the child 
is pro se?

vI. The Difference representation makes

To put it simply, if a child is detained and unrepresented, or if a child is released but unrepresented, 
it is extremely unlikely that he will be able to successfully navigate the many agency and court 
jurisdictions . One study of case outcomes posited that when a child is represented he has more 
than an 80% chance of successfully ending the removal hearing and obtaining some form of 
status . On the contrary, an unrepresented child is ordered removed (deported) 90% of the time .46 
In November of 2015, the web magazine Politico published an analysis of the cases involving 
juveniles and found that out of the sample of 7,600 cases reviewed, 2,800 children were ordered 
removed after a single hearing when they were not represented by counsel .47 If these children had 
access to counsel it is very likely that they would have taken the steps necessary to pursue available 
legal remedies . But almost all of these remedies are found in adjudicatory bodies outside of the 
EOIR . In other words, just going to Immigration Court with or without counsel doesn’t help the 
child . If the child is going to obtain asylum or other relief, he or she must navigate the complex 
jurisdictional barriers and successfully complete adjudications in other tribunals .

Pause for a moment . Do you feel you understand the legal path a child like eight-year-old 
Miguel must take? The choices he must make? To obtain SIJS, Miguel’s father must first initiate 
proceedings in state court, likely to obtain an order of custody or guardianship over Miguel .48 
Then, Miguel must make a motion for the state court judge to make certain “special findings” 
enabling him to petition USCIS for SIJS . At the same time, Miguel would need to appear for 
his scheduled hearings in Immigration Court and could terminate his removal proceedings 
after USCIS has either accepted or approved his petition for SIJS . Finally, Miguel would file for 
adjustment of status before USCIS . Would you feel prepared and competent to prepare petitions, 
fee waiver requests and applications in so many different types of courts and agencies? Do you 

44  office of The chief immigraTion Judge, u.s. deP’T of JusTice exec. office of immigraTion reView, immigraTion office 
PracTice manual (2009), available at http://www.justice.gov/eoir/pages/attachments/2015/02/02/practice_manual_
review.pdf. 

45  In some regions of the country, advocates prefer to complete the SIJS case before the immigration judge, if 
possible, because of delays before uSCIS. See kids in need of defense, manual for Pro bono aTTorneys, ch. 4, 
sPecial immigranT JuVenile sTaTus 22, available at https://supportkind.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Chapter-4-
Special-Immigrant-Juvenile-Status-SIJS.pdf.  

46  Representation for Unaccompanied Children in Immigration Court, Trac immigraTion, http://trac.syr.edu/
immigration/reports/371/ (last visited Feb. 21, 2016). Safe Passage Project has found that very few children are 
ultimately unsuccessful if they have counsel. We have found that the majority of children who have been ordered 
removed are those children who lose contact with counsel or cases in which the child never appeared in the 
Immigration Court and the child may have had no opportunity to be informed about his or her eligibility for relief. 

47  See Rogers, supra note 12. The article explains that the journalist received a 175-page Excel spreadsheet with 
children’s ages and outcomes in the cases. Id. The cases were filed between mid-July 2014 and August 31, 2015. Id.

48  In New York a child cannot initiate a proceeding in family court until he or she is fourteen.  N.Y. Surr . Ct . Proc . Act 
§ 1703. State law varies and that adds to the confusion and complexity.
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understand that this one application involves two different court systems and the participation of 
two different branches of the Department of Homeland Security?

For children who have been persecuted or who have a well-founded fear of persecution on account 
of one of the protected grounds,49 asylum law offers the possibility of immediate protection from 
removal from the United States and creates basic eligibility for many social welfare benefits . For 
non-citizen children who are accompanied in the United States by a parent who is seeking asylum, 
the children will usually appear as derivative beneficiaries on their parent’s asylum application . In 
the alternative, non-citizen children are able to apply for asylum individually, whether they are 
unaccompanied or accompanied by a parent or guardian in the United States . 

Immigration law does not provide free counsel for children, even children seeking asylum . 
Although Congress has taken steps to make the asylum process less adversarial for unaccompanied 
minors under eighteen years of age, the complexities of the application process, the burden of 
document production, and the sophisticated legal advocacy needed to establish the prima facie 
case mean that asylum protection may be more of a dream than a reality for many children . 

In order to prioritize the growing number of children’s claims, the U .S . government announced 
that adult claims would be delayed while the claims of children and recently arriving adults with 
small children would be processed first . This policy of prioritized adjudication is openly designed 
in part to deter false or weak asylum claims and is also utilized in the hope that it will deter future 
entrants seeking asylum .50 With this change in asylum priorities, coupled with the prioritization 
in the Immigration Courts, the adjudication of children’s claims has truly become the tail that 
wagged the dog . Whether in immigration detention or operating outside of it, unaccompanied 
or with their parents or guardians, children cannot be expected to navigate the complex web of 
immigration law without competent legal counsel .

We are committed to helping children who are in removal proceedings . New York Law School 
houses our pro bono clinic called The Safe Passage Project . The authors teach a course that prepares 
law students to stand with children in the courtroom and to assist them in securing a continuance 
until they can find pro bono counsel . We then train and mentor the counsel . Our Project has 
grown rapidly from 50 cases in 2006 to over 550 in 2015 . The need outstrips our ability to find pro 
bono counsel to fill the gap . If we are serious about our commitment to justice and our obligations 
under both child welfare and international refugee protection, our government must do more 
to ensure that every child is represented . We cannot stand by and leave them lost in the web and 
vulnerable to deportation .  •

49  To be eligible for asylum, a person must show that: (1) she meets the statutory definition of a “refugee,” as found 
in 8 u.S.C. § 1101(a)(42)(A)(2); (2) she is not subject to any statutory bars from asylum as found in 8 u.S.C. § 
1101(a)(42) (defining refugees to exclude “any person who ordered, incited, assisted, or otherwise participated in 
the persecution of any person on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or 
political opinion”); and (3) she merits a grant of asylum in the adjudicator’s discretion as found in 8 C.F.R. § 208.13 
(b)(1)(i). A person meeting these three criteria may be granted asylum under 8 u.S.C. § 1158.

50  David A. Martin, Reforming Asylum Adjudication: On Navigating the Coast of Bohemia, 138 u. Pa. l. reV. 1247, 
1290–91 (1990). Professor Martin helped design the current Asylum Adjudication System, and the value of efficient 
processing of cases to avoid people using the asylum system for delay or to obtain work authorization is articulated 
in this seminal article.
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Access to Justice in Buffalo and Beyond: 
making the Justice system more  
Welcoming for refugees
fidèle menavanza, ms, LLB1

Introduction

As an essential human right, much has been written about access to justice . Still, too many poor 
people lack this essential access all over the world when they face major life challenges . The issue 
confronts people experiencing poverty around the globe, as well as close to home . 

Access to justice for the most vulnerable is as encompassing as our country is diverse, affecting all 
races, ethnic groups, and ages .  Victims of domestic violence, people with disabilities, homeowners 
facing foreclosure, renters facing eviction, families with or without children, and veterans all 
struggle to gain access to justice .

It is then no surprise to broadly list here asylees and refugees . According to the definition accepted 
by the United Nations and the United States, both asylees and refugees flee their home country 
based on a “well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, 
membership of a particular social group[,] or political opinion .”2

While “asylees request asylum once they enter the U .S . and based on the fear of returning to their 
home country, refugees are usually given this title outside the U .S ., generally overseas in a country 
other than their own .”3 

Still, their influx into the new land with a variety of needs poses new challenges to the U .S . Court 
system . It is important then that their impact within court proceedings occupy a central role in 
our discussion of access to justice .

Further, the U .S . Supreme Court has found a constitutional right to counsel for individuals in 
criminal proceedings,4 but has failed to establish a similar categorical protection for individuals in 
civil proceedings . “The result is a crisis in unmet civil legal needs: less than one in five low-income 

1  Paralegal at Legal Services for the Elderly, Disabled or Disadvantaged of Western New York, at Buffalo. Prior to 
coming to the u.S. in 2011, the author was an Attorney and Diplomat in the Democratic Republic of Congo. 
he would like to thank Karen Nicolson, Dave Shapiro, and Daniel Webster for enriching this paper with their 
comments. Some of the discussion in this article previously appeared in Fidèle Menavanza, Setting the Stage: 
Western New York Refugee Flow Train Has Left the Station!, bar ass’n of erie counTy bull., 12, 14 (May 2015), 
available at http://www.eriebar.org/files/Bulletin_May_2015.web.pdf. 

2  united Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, art. 1(A) (2), Jul. 28, 1951, 189 u.N.T.S. 150, & 
united Nations Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, Jan. 31, 1967, 606 u.N.T.S. 267; 8 u.S.C. § 1101(a)(42).

3  Refugees & Asylum, u.s. ciTizenshiP and immigraTion serVices, http://www.uscis.gov/humanitarian/refugees-asylum 
(last visited Jan. 30, 2016). Someone may seek a referral for refugee status only from outside of the united States 
while asylum status is a form of protection available to people who meet the definition of refugee, are already in 
the united States and are seeking admission at a port of entry. 

4 See Gideon v. Wainright, 372 u.S. 335 (1963).
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persons in the United States obtains the necessary legal assistance .”5 Indeed, with regard to New 
York State, the number of people lacking legal representation in court “is estimated at 2 .3 million 
each year .”6

Why does access to justice so matter? What constraints are impeding access to justice, specifically 
for refugees (hereinafter referred to as “accessors”)? Lastly, what kind of reforms are desirable and 
practical, and how might they be implemented to bridge the justice gap?

This article is twofold . The first section, Impediments to Access to Justice, briefly examines some 
barriers to accessing justice mainly for accessors . The second and final section presents selected 
initiatives and best practices that have been adopted and implemented in Erie County, particularly 
in Buffalo, New York .

1. Impediments to access to justice

The question of access asks whether or not there are barriers for vulnerable people to access 
mechanisms of justice . It is frequently related to an assessment of the accessibility of legal services 
providers, attorneys and courts’ staff to potential accessors .

It is important to recognize that not all asylees, refugees, or immigrants who fall into vulnerable 
groups “will suffer difficulty with accessing justice . Individual circumstances will always differ, 
and some disadvantaged people will already have access to the means to overcome any or all of the 
barriers caused by their disadvantage .”7 

For instance, a refugee with higher education and good literacy skills is likely to face fewer 
difficulties in seeking access to justice than another person with poor literacy skills . 

In some cases, the inability to take effective action to enforce legal rights impedes access to justice . 
Due to disability or ignorance of the processes and avenues for seeking a remedy, or even lack of 
access to appropriate advocacy and support services, many vulnerable people are not mindful of 
their legal issues or need for advocacy services .

Nevertheless, many identified barriers resulting from the judicial system itself, the poverty 
of individuals, and ignorance of their rights and obligations impede access to justice . These 
multidimensional constraints have been categorized either from the justice system stakeholders 
or the accessors’ perspective .

From the refugee accessors’ perspective, mainly because of their unfamiliarity with the U .S . legal 
system and court procedures, a close examination shows that the problems in access to justice are 
different for U .S . citizens than for new immigrants .

5  Risa Kaufman et al, Filling the Justice Gap: Access to Justice and Human Rights at Home, huffPosT imPacT (Nov. 
13, 2012, updated Jan. 13, 2013), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/risa-e-kaufman/access-to-justice-human-
rights_b_2096981.html (citing legal serVices corP., documenTing The JusTice gaP in america (2009)).

6  rochelle klemPner, besT PracTices for courT helP cenTers: a guide for courT adminisTraTors and helP cenTer 
sTaff inside and ouTside new york sTaTe (2015), available at http://www.nycourts.gov/ip/nya2j/pdfs/NYSA2J_
BestPracticeshelpCenter.pdf. 

7  louis scheTzer, Joanna mullins & roberTo buonamano, access To JusTice and legal needs 17 (2002), available at http://
www.lawfoundation.net.au/ljf/site/articleIDs/012E910236879BAECA257060007D13E0/$file/bkgr1.pdf. 
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For instance, refugees from corrupted or repressive regimes will not necessarily understand 
the role of the police in an American context, and therefore may be reluctant to report crimes 
to the police .  This was the case for one refugee student in Buffalo, as recently reported by his 
teacher, partner of our agency, the Legal Services for the Elderly, Disabled or Disadvantaged 
of Western New York . In this example, the student was the daily victim of bullying, but never 
reported it to the school or complained to anyone . When finally asked by his teacher the reason 
why he never called the police, he seemed surprised, and then put it: I don’t have money to pay 
the police! 

Multiple factors can undermine refugees’ access to justice . A range of those issues can be listed: 
the lack of information about the law and legal services (sometimes including information in 
languages other than English), the lack of access to suitable interpreters, a lack of cultural 
competency amongst those administering the legal system, and a perception among refugee 
communities that there is widespread cultural insensitivity in the operation, administration 
or enforcement of the law . To complicate the situation further, some refugees have gone years 
without going to school and are barely literate, even in their home language . 

On the other hand, court structures and litigation procedures bear directly upon the individual’s 
ability to resolve his or her legal problem . The more prominent issues are those of the cost and 
delay of legal proceedings . Other fundamental and equally critical issues, however, reduce access 
to legal systems . The multiplicity of courts, and the complexity of the rules of courts and court 
forms may produce a significant barrier to accessors, especially those who are unfamiliar with the 
U .S . Court system, such as refugees . 

Moreover, “the lack of interpreters’ availability or experience, or the difficulties associated with 
their use in courts remains a constant challenge .”8   Even the physical environment of courts 
(with a security checkpoint system), may lead to the feeling of being intimidated that produces 
disinterest, disempowerment, or confusion for a refugee accessor .

In many respects our list is not exhaustive, but includes language barriers, the use of interpreters, 
and information and education . Recognizing the need to address the justice gap, the Federal and 
State governments are taking steps to improve access to justice and to make court proceedings 
fairer for people from different backgrounds or who do not have legal representation . 

2. efforts to ensure access to justice for refugees in erie County, New York 

New York is among the top five resettlement states in the United States, after Texas and California .9 
Historically, Buffalo, New York is among the former U .S . immigrant gateways, listed as one of the 
central cities that had the largest numbers of immigrant residents in the early 1900s .10 Recent 
statistics from the New York State Office of Temporary and Disability Assistance show that the 
largest resettlement site in New York State is Erie County, more specifically, Buffalo . “Of the 4733 
refugees served in [Federal Fiscal Year] 2014, 4591 (97%) were served Upstate and 142 (3%) were 

8  Oral statement by Erie County Supreme Court Justice honorable Jeannette Ogden, at Erie County Supreme Court, 
Buffalo, July 29, 2015.

9  u.S. Dep’t of health and human Services, Fiscal Year 2014 Refugee Arrivals, office of refugee reseTTlemenT (Feb. 
11, 2015), http://www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/orr/resource/fiscal-year-2014-refugee-arrivals. 

10  audrey singer, The rise of new immigranT gaTeways 5-6 (2004), available at http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/
research/files/reports/2004/2/demographics%20singer/20040301_gateways.pdf.
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served in New York City . The top five counties of refugees served are Upstate, (Erie, Onondaga, 
Monroe, Oneida, and Albany) accounting for 4564 (96%) of all served .”11 

Over the past 15 years, nearly 10,000 refugees arrived in Erie County . “Every year, between 1,500 
and 2,000 people are resettled in the Buffalo area .”12 Although in 2000 it was ranked last of 48 
major metro areas in gaining immigrants, Buffalo’s percentage of foreign-born individuals rose 
from just over four percent in 2000 to six percent in 2010 .13  

Beyond a shadow of a doubt, Buffalo’s refugee population has increased, and is still growing . 
Somalis, Ethiopian, Eritrean, Sudanese, Iraqi, Afghan, Iranian, Burmese, Bhutanese-Nepali, 
Cuban, Congolese and others14 have come to call Buffalo home .

The influx of asylees and refugees with a variety of needs poses new challenges to the New York 
State Court system in supporting access to justice . To address the justice gap, the U .S . and State 
governments are taking steps to improve access to justice and to make court proceedings fairer for 
refugee accessors .

2.1. statewide: various Programs

New York State is taking encouraging steps to help asylees and refugees proceed more effectively 
without counsel and to make lawyers available for little or no cost .

It is important to recognize that statewide, there is greater awareness of the legal needs of New 
Yorkers experiencing poverty, and the severe consequences for the justice system and society as 
a whole if these needs go unmet . Laws, rules, policies, and initiatives have been developed across 
the state .

Across the state, various programs promote and protect access to justice rights . This article does 
not intend to describe in great detail the full range of programs and best practices . Rather, it 
selected certain programs that have been adopted and implemented statewide and locally, with a 
focus on the 8th Judicial District’s experience in Erie County .

Since the Court system was unified in 1978, the first change in the organizational structure of 
the New York State courts occurred in 1999 when the office of the Deputy Chief Administrative 
Judge for Justice Initiatives (“DCAJ-JI”) was created “to integrate the broad principles of access 
to justice into the core elements of court operations .”15

11  n.y. sTaTe office of TemP. and disabiliTy assisTance, bureau of refugee and immigranT assisTance PoPulaTion daTa for 
ffy 2014, 2-3 (2014), available at https://otda.ny.gov/programs/bria/documents/population-report.pdf. 

12  Melinda Miller, Refugees in Buffalo Deal with Scars from Their Homeland Long After Resettling Here, buff. news, 
Oct. 18, 2014, http://www.buffalonews.com/city-region/refugees-in-buffalo-deal-with-scars-from-their-homeland-
long-after-resettling-here-20141018. 

13  See Jill wilson & audrey singer, immigranTs in 2010 meTroPoliTan america: a decade of change 8 (2011), available at 
http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/research/files/papers/2011/10/13%20immigration%20wilson%20singer/1013_
immigration_wilson_singer.pdf; Jerry Zremski, Immigrants End the Decline in Erie County Population, buff. news, 
Mar. 26, 2015, http://www.buffalonews.com/city-region/erie-county/immigrants-end-the-decline-in-erie-county-
population-20150326. 

14  See n.y. sTaTe office of TemP. and disabiliTy assisTance, supra note 11.

15  office of The dePuTy chief admin. Judge for JusTice iniTiaTiVes, exPanding access To JusTice in new york sTaTe 1 (2009), 
available at http://www.nycourts.gov/ip/nya2j/pdfs/TenYearReport2009.pdf. 
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According to the 2009 Access to Justice in New York State Report, “as a result of the vision of 
[the late] Chief Judge Judith S . Kaye, there has been a dramatic change in the court and legal 
culture regarding access to justice .”16 The Report emphasized five major initiatives of the DCAJ-
JI, including, “(1) strengthening the delivery of civil legal services; (2) strengthening the delivery 
of criminal indigent defense services; (3) increasing the provision of pro bono services; (4) 
addressing the needs of self-represented litigants; and (5) expanding community education and 
outreach about the courts and how they operate .”17

More recently, the current evolution on Access to Justice Initiatives is in large part attributable 
to former Chief Judge Jonathan Lippman, who established in 2010 the Task Force to Expand 
Access to Civil Legal Services in New York in order “to address a crisis of the unrepresented in 
[New York] State’s courts .”18

As of today, the Task Force has been converted into the Permanent Commission on Access to 
Justice, to “recognize[] the continuing need to undertake reforms to diminish the gap between 
the need for civil legal services for low-income New Yorkers and the availability of such services .”19

Clearly, the Permanent Commission’s mission is to provide “support for the preparation of the 
Chief Judge’s annual hearings to assess the unmet needs for legal representation in civil legal 
proceedings involving fundamental human needs, as well as providing assistance in developing 
the Chief Judge’s report and recommendations to the Legislature and the Executive about the 
level of public resources necessary to meet those needs .”20

Moreover, its mission concerns “the expansion of access to civil legal services and the improvement 
of access to justice generally .”21 As one can see, noticeable progress has been made to provide more 
legal resources to low-income individuals in New York State in order to ensure access to justice .22

Finally, it is worth mentioning that new developments could impact all of these fields very soon 
since the Advisory Council on Immigration Issues in Family Court was recently established .23 
The Advisory Council “will work to enhance training programs to better prepare Family Court 
judges to manage proceedings involving immigration-related issues; foster communication 
and coordination among the justice system players and other stakeholders to streamline case 
processing and ensure the fair administration of justice   .  .  . and advance public education and 
other programs targeting the needs of litigants in these cases .”24  Furthermore, “[m]embers of the 
advisory council will engage in a variety of outreach and education efforts, also proposing new 
court rules and legislative reforms to address relevant issues .”25

16 Id. at 36.

17 Id. at 2.

18  PermanenT comm’n on access To JusTice, rePorT To The chief Judge of The sTaTe of new york 1 (2015), available at http://
nylawyer.nylj.com/adgifs/decisions15/122915report.pdf. 

19 Id.

20  Overview, PermanenT commission on access To JusT., https://www.nycourts.gov/accesstojusticecommission/index.
shtml (last visited Jan. 30, 2015).

21 Id.
22  Judge Lippman discusses this progress, as well as work to be done, in an article in this volume of IMPACT.  See 

hon. Jonathan Lippman, Justice, Justice Shall Ye Pursue.

23  Media Advisory, New York State unified Court System, Members Named to New Advisory Council on Immigration 
Issues in Family Court (Oct. 5, 2015), http://nylawyer.nylj.com/adgifs/decisions15/100615members.pdf.

24 Id.
25 Id.
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2.2. Local efforts in Buffalo, New York

A broad range of community-based workers provide general support to individuals in accessing 
the justice system, which may include assistance or referral in relation to their legal problems 
or simply identifying the problem as legal in nature . Social workers, welfare workers, health 
workers, psychological counselors, credit counselors, and housing counselors can all play a role in 
improving access to justice . Numerous government authorities, not-for-profit organizations and 
professional bodies provide advice and assistance for refugees to access the justice system .

For instance, the Eighth Judicial District Court Help Center employs staff to provide free 
procedural information and guidance about the courts or available legal resources (without giving 
any legal advice) .26 In addition, in order to expand access to civil legal services and improve access 
to justice for refugees, asylees and immigrants, a coalition of legal services providers has been 
formed in Buffalo .

a. The CRLS Project

As a new collaborative project launched in July 2014, the Coordinated Refugee/Asylee Legal 
Services Program (the CRLS Project) has been seen as the new social transformation vehicle for 
refugees and asylees in Buffalo . 

In fact, responding to the major and rapid shifts in the flow of refugees, legal services providers 
came up with this program teaming up with seven partners providing civil legal services, including 
Legal Services for the Elderly, the Volunteer Lawyers Project, Journey’s End, the Legal Aid Bureau, 
Neighborhood Legal Services, Vive La Casa (henceforth branch of Jericho Road Community 
Health Center), and the Western New York Law Center .

CRLS sought a pragmatic, proactive approach by developing a new delivery model that would 
deeply involve these organizations in the communities, places, and institutions that affect their 
clients’ lives . 

While its main purpose is to expand the capacity to serve refugees and asylum seekers on civil 
and immigration legal issues, it falls short of improving our understanding of client’s values and 
culture . Certainly, the CRLS partners have forged new opportunities to work together in greater 
harmony, serving the refugees and asylum seekers who face struggles integrating into their new 
land where they experience differences in customs, behavior, and social relations . 

Increasingly, the refugee population is assisted with legal issues involving housing, family matters, 
public benefits, health and disability, immigration, labor and employment, consumer law, and 
education . 

During the July 2014-March 2015 reporting period, “CRLS legal partners accepted 925 legal 
cases and had the great privilege of providing direct legal services to clients from sixty different 
countries, speaking forty different languages . 158 of the legal matters have been resolved, with the 
remaining cases still pending .”27

26  See N.Y. State unified Court Sys., 8th Judicial District Court Help Center, 8Th Jud. disTricT, hTTPs://www.nycourTs.
goV/courTs/8Jd/helPcTr.shTml (last visited Jan. 30, 2016). 

27 legal aid bureau of buffalo, The crls ProJecT, inTernal rePorT 10 (March 2015).
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About half of the cases handled during the first reporting period were “immigration matters; 
family, consumer, income maintenance, and housing constituted about thirty percent of the 
cases; the remaining twenty percent involved a great variety of concerns, including civil rights, 
education, health, child welfare, employment issues and other miscellaneous .”28  

By so doing, the CRLS partners recognize that we have as much to learn as we have to offer, and we 
can only make a difference on important community struggles by working alongside the people 
whose interests we represent . By meeting people where they are, both literally and figuratively, we 
are better positioned to assist refugees in overcoming their struggles and accessing justice .  

We are providing on-site services and outreach programs in shelters, homes, churches and other 
places where people in need congregate . Also, we are seeking to establish a level of trust among 
community leaders, law enforcement and ourselves that should support the growth of further 
collective efforts . 

Such a collaborative approach is effective, and legal service providers are playing a vital role . 
Committed to provide free legal assistance to individuals with limited English proficiency (“LEP”), 
the CRLS partners are aware of refugees’ struggles to adapt, adjust, cooperate, and comprehend 
the values and culture of their new society . This commitment to relationship-building is making 
possible a deeper awareness of refugees’ social realities, such as language barriers .

To overcome language and cultural barriers, over the past few months, we have made a concerted 
effort to hold cultural competency sessions, as well as develop personal and professional 
relationships in the refugees’ communities . We have also developed a Language Access Plan 
involving different approaches . 

First, several partners have hired bilingual staff from immigrant communities to assist with cases 
when their language skills are needed (the author of this essay being one of them) .  Second, 
partners would hire interpreters through local programs for more in-depth conversations . Lastly, 
we have been using telephonic language access services for emergency circumstances . As state-
funded agencies, we were entitled to telephonic language services at a reduced rate per minute, 
improving the time we could speak with clients .

To sum it up, the community lawyering approach has been useful and productive to develop 
relationships with refugee community organizations, familiarize ourselves with their struggles, 
and empower them . Thus, identifying, developing, and maintaining community partnerships 
and collaborations enhances capacity and extends services that would help refugees in accessing 
justice . 

b. Immigrant and Refugee Community/Family Court Collaborative Effort

Recognizing how important it is that the court system proactively address the new issues faced 
by people from diverse backgrounds, Honorable Lisa Bloch Rodwin, Erie County Family Court 
Judge, launched in 2010 the first Immigrant and Refugee Collaborative in New York to help 
immigrant families who land in the justice system .29 

28 Id.
29  See Michael Petro, Erie County Judge Named to State’s New Immigration-related Advisory Board, buff. l. J. (Oct. 

28, 2015), http://www.bizjournals.com/buffalo/blog/buffalo-law-journal/2015/10/erie-county-judge-named-to-state-s-
new-immigration.html.
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This innovative approach to court-community collaboration tends to bridge the gap by allowing 
the refugee community to learn more about the court system . 

In return, with the interest to educate as well as to be educated, this initiative strengthens a 
dialogue and partnership with judicial staff supplemented by periodic roundtable meetings and 
cultural competency trainings . To learn more about some best practices when interacting with 
refugees and increase ability to assist cross-cultural litigants, Erie County Family Court hosts on 
a regular basis trainings entitled “Knowing Our Neighbors,” involving refugee community leaders 
as the trainers .

As of today, the initiative has “grown to include more than 80 representatives of various religious 
and cultural groups, resettlement agencies, law enforcement, state, national and local government, 
legal services organizations and attorneys .”30

As the initiative brings a resounding impact on the community, Judge Rodwin has been recently 
appointed to the Advisory Council on Immigration Issues in Family Court discussed above .

Conclusion

We should recognize a range of actions has been taken to advance the rights, power, and legal 
capacities of refugees and asylees . By helping them and those who are unfamiliar to the U .S . legal 
system to access justice, New York State seems to be offering a promising road forward, but it is 
not enough .

A declaration of rights does not guarantee its enforcement . It is important that the barriers for 
refugee accessors in court proceedings occupy a central role in the justice system’s discussion of 
access to justice, both at the federal and local levels . 

Recognizing the interconnectedness of law and refugee social conditions, it is necessary to 
combine a pluralistic approach to law with institutions that are open and supportive . This should 
include partnership of individual lawyers, the organized bar, legal services providers, the non-
legal sources of assistance and vulnerable groups themselves who must overcome the various 
impediments discussed in this article .

Nevertheless, efforts to eliminate disparities in accessing justice remain a process, not a conclusion .  •

30 Id.
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Denying Access to Justice During a  
Carceral Crisis
Brett Dignam1

Enthusiasm for punishment has given America an unprecedented and uncomfortable position 
as the quintessential carceral state . As some states find themselves spending more tax dollars on 
incarceration than higher education2 and new studies reveal the dire psychiatric consequences 
of holding tens of thousands of people in extreme social isolation,3 talk of reform is building . 
Proponents of reform advocate a shift to strategies aimed at alternatives to incarceration, as well 
as reducing the use of long mandatory minimum sentences and providing opportunities to those 
leaving our prisons in an effort to stem the tide of recidivism . But the U .S . continues to incarcerate 
at a higher rate than any other country . For the more than 1 .5 million people who remain in U .S . 
prisons,4 access to justice is often an illusion .

Prisoners seek access to the justice system for two basic things – relief from an unconstitutional 
conviction and relief from unconstitutional conditions of confinement . Federal courts have 
long been the ultimate arbiter of the federal constitutional rights of prisoners, particularly 
those convicted of state crimes and held in state prisons . We now know that innocent people 
are convicted and can spend decades in prison .5 Those cases have prompted increased scrutiny 
of police investigation and prosecutorial practices . Historically, federal habeas corpus hearings 
have been an important forum where evidence of misconduct by state police and prosecutors has 
been developed, particularly in death penalty cases .6 Federal courts have also frequently examined 
the constitutionality of prison conditions, including rape and deliberate indifference to serious 
medical needs, and have issued both injunctive relief and monetary awards for unconstitutional 
conditions .7

However, two broad statutes, passed during a single week in April 1996, erected formidable 
barriers to prisoners’ access to federal courts . First, on April 24th, in reaction to the bombing 
of the federal building in Oklahoma City, Congress passed the Anti-Terrorism and Effective 
Death Penalty Act (“AEDPA”) .8  Though targeted at streamlining federal mechanisms used to 
challenge the death penalty, the statute’s expansive reach extends to all criminal cases . Significant 

1  Clinical Professor of Law, Columbia Law School.

2  academy of arTs and sciences, Public research uniVersiTies: changes in sTaTe funding 9-11 (2015), https://www.amacad.
org/multimedia/pdfs/publications/researchpapersmonographs/PublicResearchuniv_ChangesInStateFunding.pdf. 

3  See, e.g., Bruce A. Arrigo & Jennifer Leslie Bullock, The Psychological Effects of Solitary Confinement on Prisoners 
in Supermax Units, 15 inT’l J. offender TheraPy & comParaTiVe criminology 6 (2008).

4  bureau of JusTice sTaTisTics, correcTional PoPulaTions in The uniTed sTaTes, 2014 5 (revised Jan. 21, 2016), available 
at http://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/cpus14.pdf. Another more than 700,000 people are housed in the nation’s 
jails. Id.

5  As of May 7, 2016, the National Registry of Exonerations had identified 1,781 exonerations since 1989.  The vast 
majority of these have been non-DNA cases.  See National Registry of Exonerations, Exonerations By Year: DNA 
and Non-DNA, u. mich. l. sch., http://www.law.umich.edu/special/exoneration/Pages/Exoneration-by-Year.aspx 
(last visited May 7, 2016).

6  28 u.S.C. § 2254 authorizes federal courts to review the constitutionality of state convictions.

7 42 u.S.C. § 1983 gives federal courts jurisdiction over these claims.

8 Pub. L. No. 104-32, 110 Stat. 1214 (1996).
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provisions codified and intensified common law exhaustion and procedural default requirements, 
and imposed a one-year deadline for the filing of a federal habeas corpus petition challenging the 
constitutionality of a conviction .9 

Two days later, Congress passed a second statute with broad implications for prisoners .  The Prison 
Litigation Reform Act (“PLRA”)10 erected new and daunting barriers to federal civil litigation of 
unconstitutional prison conditions . The statute requires prisoners to file timely prison grievances 
and to fully exhaust all available remedies before filing a federal action .11  It also modified in 
forma pauperis provisions that now require prisoners challenging prison conditions to pay a $350 
federal civil filing fee, regardless of indigence .12  Significantly, the PLRA also limits the power of 
federal courts to grant prospective injunctive relief, assumes that all prospective relief will end in 
two years,13 and erects new barriers to settlements enforceable in federal court . 

Both AEDPA and the PLRA have deprived people in prison of access to justice . AEDPA privileges 
finality and efficiency by elevating state evidentiary records and the decisionmaking of state court 
judges . This expeditious review, which accords excessive deference to actors who operate in forums 
with incentives to defend prosecutorial action, has effectively deprived prisoners of an objective 
and independent review of their convictions . Simultaneously, the PLRA has erected barriers to 
civil actions filed by prisoners .  At the front end, it has increased filing fees, required complete 
exhaustion of all internal prison remedies and injected initial screening of prisoner complaints .  
At the back end, it discourages even meritorious litigation by limiting prospective injunctive relief 
and reducing attorney fee awards .

A.   restrictions on habeas Corpus Deny Prisoners A federal forum to 
Challenge Their Conviction

The historical roots of federal habeas corpus, commonly referred to as the Great Writ, are well 
known . Enshrined in the American Constitution but famously suspended during the Civil War, 
habeas corpus jurisdiction of federal courts over state prisoners was established by the Judiciary 
Act of February 5, 1876 .  Almost one hundred years later, in Fay v. Noia, Justice Brennan traced 
this history and the centrality of the writ to “the unceasing contest between personal liberty and 
government oppression .”14  

In this pre-AEDPA case, Mr . Noia was convicted with Santo Caminito and Frank Bonino of 
felony murder .15 The only evidence against each defendant was his signed confession .16  Caminito 
and Bonino appealed unsuccessfully but were later released when their confessions were found to 
have been coerced in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment .17  Mr . Noia did not appeal, but the 

9  28 u.S.C. § 2244(d)(1); 28 u.S.C. § 2255(f).

10  Pub. L. No. 104-134, tit. VIII, 110 Stat. 1321 (1996).

11  42 u.S.C. § 1997(e)(a).

12 28 u.S.C. § 1915.

13 18 u.S.C. § 3626(b)(1).

14 Fay v. Noia, 372 u.S. 392, 400-401 (1963).

15 Id. at 394.

16  Id. at 395.

17  Id.
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parties stipulated to the coercive nature of his statement during post-conviction proceedings .18 
The federal trial court denied Mr . Noia’s habeas petition for failure to exhaust his claim 
through direct appeal .19 The Second Circuit Court of Appeals reversed, noting that Americans 
soundly condemn the “satanic conditions” under which the statement was taken when they are 
employed by a totalitarian regime .20  After reviewing the history of habeas corpus at length and 
acknowledging the need to balance this great constitutional privilege against the demands of 
federalism, the Supreme Court found that federal courts have the power and the duty to provide 
the “ultimate remedy” of habeas corpus relief when the States withhold it .21  Thus, the Court 
ultimately held that federal habeas jurisdiction was not defeated by procedural defaults during 
state court proceedings .22  As a result, habeas petitioners were granted access to federal court if 
they could establish that they had not deliberately bypassed state mechanisms for relief .23

With a change in administration and new appointments to the United States Supreme Court, 
the law governing federal habeas corpus shifted dramatically .24 Decisions during the intervening 
years have steadily eroded the principles that animated Fay v. Noia . In the 1991 case Coleman v. 
Thompson, the Supreme Court explicitly rejected Fay’s standard allowing federal habeas petitions 
absent deliberate bypass of state procedure, and required petitioners to demonstrate both cause 
and prejudice for any state procedural default .25 Five years later, Congress codified these changes 
in AEDPA, articulating a clear preference for efficiency and finality .

As amended by AEDPA, 28 U .S .C . § 2254 imposes several limits on a federal court’s ability to 
grant habeas relief to a state prisoner .26 A federal habeas corpus petition must be filed no later than 
one year after the challenged state conviction becomes final .27 The exhaustion and procedural 
default provisions of AEDPA are daunting and a navigational challenge for even experienced 
habeas counsel .28 A narrow gateway through these requirements exists for those who can establish 
a “fundamental miscarriage of justice,” but they must meet the extremely demanding standard of 
actual innocence .29 These cases are “rare,” and require a petitioner “to persuade the district court 
that, in light of the new evidence, no juror, acting reasonably, would have voted to find him guilty 
beyond a reasonable doubt .”30 

18 Id. at 395-96.

19 Id. at 396.

20 Id. at 396, n.2.

21 Id. at 441.

22 Id. at 438.

23  Id.
24  See michael graeTz & linda greenhouse, The burger courT and The rise of The Judicial righT 65-74 (forthcoming 2016) 

(Chapter 3, “Shrinking the ‘Great Writ’”) for a summary explication of these developments during the Burger Court 
years.

25  Coleman v. Thompson, 501 u.S. 722, 724 (1991).

26  Cullen v. Pinholster, 563 u.S. 170, 181 (2011).

27  28 u.S.C. § 2254(d)(1)(A). under certain circumstances, a petitioner can file a timely petition within one year after new 
evidence is discovered or could have been discovered through reasonable diligence. 28 u.S.C. § 2254 (d)(1)(D).

28  While some prisoners have a right to counsel in state post-conviction proceedings, no petitioner has that right in 
federal habeas court.

29  See Schlup v. Delo, 513 u.S. 298 (1995) (showing of actual innocence can excuse procedural default); house v. Bell, 
547 u.S. 518 (2006) (applying Schlup in post-AEDPA context); McQuiggin v. Perkins, ___ u.S. ___, 133 S. Ct. 1924 
(2013) (actual innocence showing overcomes one-year AEDPA time bar).

30  Schlup, 513 u. S., at 329.
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For the few who manage to file timely petitions, exhaust their state remedies and avoid procedural 
default, explicit deference to state court findings almost always poses an insurmountable barrier to 
federal review .31  AEDPA requires a federal habeas petitioner to establish either (1) that the state 
court decision was contrary to, or involved an unreasonable application of, clearly established 
federal law, or (2) that the decision was based on an unreasonable determination of the facts 
in light of the evidence presented in the state court proceeding .32 Recent interpretation of this 
provision has confirmed that federal habeas jurisdiction must be evaluated and determined based 
solely on the state court record and that enormous deference must be accorded to state court 
decisions .33 

An empirical study of habeas litigation in federal trial courts during the first ten years after AEDPA 
called into question whether the statute had accomplished its stated goals of reducing delay and 
achieving finality in habeas litigation .34 The average time from state conviction to federal filing 
in non-capital cases increased, and the number of claims per petition significantly increased .35 
However, the statute did severely restrict federal litigation . Twenty-two percent of the non-
capital cases were dismissed as time-barred, and depositions or mental or physical examinations 
were ordered as discovery in only  .3 percent of non-capital cases .36 While only 1 percent of all 
petitioners in non-capital cases had been granted relief before AEDPA, courts granted relief in 
only 7 of 2384 of the non-capital cases reviewed during the decade after AEDPA was enacted: a 
relief rate of 0 .29 percent .37

B.   The PLrA severely Limits federal Challenges to unconstitutional 
Conditions of Confinement 

Challenges to state prison conditions are typically brought under 42 U .S .C . § 1983 rather than 
by way of habeas corpus .38 Federal courts began examining state action that violated federal 
constitutional rights when the Supreme Court revitalized Section 1983 in Monroe v. Pape .39 
Faced with the vivid scene of a family rousted out of bed in the middle of the night and made to 
stand naked in their living room while 13 police officers ransacked their home, the Monroe Court 
held that Section 1983 was available for the vindication of federal rights, even if the conduct 
violated state law for which a state remedy existed . It did not take long for the Court to extend 

31 Cullen, 563 u.S. 170.

32 28 u.S.C. § 2254(d).

33 Cullen, 563 u.S. 170.

34  Nancy J. king eT al., execuTiVe summary: habeas liTigaTion in u.s. disTricT courTs  (2007), available at http://cdm16501.
contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/criminal/id/102.

35 Id. at 4.

36 Id. at 5-6.

37  Id. at 9. Both the rate of evidentiary hearings and the rate at which relief was granted were much higher in capital 
cases, where petitioners are far more likely to have counsel. Id. at 5. Federal evidentiary hearings were held in only 
.41 percent of non-capital cases while evidentiary hearings were granted in 10 percent of the capital cases. Id. at 
5. Relief was granted in 1 out of 8 capital cases. Id. at 10.

38  The line between habeas and civil rights litigation has evolved and is now defined. Challenges to the fact or duration 
of confinement that seek release as the ultimate remedy are cognizable in federal habeas while challenges to 
conditions of confinement may be brought under Section 1983.  See heck v. humphrey, 512 u.S. 477 (1994); 
Wilkinson v. Dotson, 544 u.S. 74 (2005).

39  365 u.S. 167 (1961).
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that paradigm beyond the arrest context in order to examine unconstitutional prison conditions .40 

During the next 25 years, individual and systemic litigation was successfully brought to challenge 
a broad range of prison conditions,41 but criticisms of the effect on federal court dockets began to 
mount . State correctional officials, who were often the target of that litigation, argued vigorously 
that they were being micromanaged by federal courts and forced to litigate thousands of 
“frivolous” claims .42  Sympathetic to the position that these issues were better resolved at the state 
level, Republican politicians incorporated a proposal to stop frivolous prison litigation into their 
“Contract with America” in 1994 . Congress finally passed the PLRA, which specifically targeted 
Section 1983 prison conditions cases . 

Addressing concerns about the large number of frivolous federal lawsuits filed by prisoners,43 
the PLRA contained initial screening provisions that allow federal courts to dismiss civil actions 
filed by prisoners before requiring the state to respond .44 The “three strikes” provision also bars 
prisoners who have had three frivolous cases dismissed from filing in forma pauperis unless the 
prisoner is under imminent danger of serious physical injury .45

The PLRA exhaustion requirements have been among the most significant and effective 
deterrents to prison condition litigation .46 Although the Supreme Court had definitively rejected 
an argument that state administrative exhaustion should be required before litigation of federal 
constitutional claims could be brought under Section 1983, the PLRA legislatively reversed that 
holding for prisoners .47  After allowing the lower courts to debate the statutory language, the 
Supreme Court held that the PLRA exhaustion provisions applied to “all inmate suits about 
prison life, whether they involve general circumstances or particular episodes, and whether 
they allege excessive force or some other wrong .”48 And in 2005, the full weight of PLRA “total 
exhaustion” was announced .49 Detained juveniles, who have been repeatedly raped and assaulted 
with the knowledge and assistance of guards, must now comply with exacting prison procedures 

40  Cooper v. Pate, 378 u.S. 446 (1964); houghton v. Shafer, 392 u.S. 639 (1968) (holding resort to state administrative 
remedies was not necessary to entitle petitioner to relief under Section 1983).

41  See e.g., Estelle v. Gamble, 429 u.S 97 (1976) (deliberate indifference to a prisoner’s serious medical need states 
an Eighth Amendment violation that is cognizable under Section 1983); Farmer v. Brennan, 511 u.S. 825 (1994) 
(prison officials may be held liable under Eighth Amendment for denying humane conditions of confinement); 
Women Prisoners of the District of Columbia, et al. v. District of Columbia, 899 F. Supp. 659 (D.D.C. 1995).

42  A case widely described as a federal lawsuit over chunky peanut butter was touted as the archetypal example.  
Examination of the litigation record revealed that it raised serious due process issues of constitutional dimension. 
Jon O. Newman, Pro Se Prisoner Litigation: Looking for Needles in Haystacks, 62 brooklyn l. reV. 520 (1996).

43  In 1995, prisoners filed nearly 40,000 cases or almost one fifth of the federal court civil docket; plaintiffs prevailed 
in fewer than 15 percent of those cases. Margo Schlanger, Inmate Litigation, 116 harV. l. reV. 1555, 1558, n. 3 & 
4 (2003). 

44  28 u.S.C. § 1915A.

45  28 u.S.C. § 1915(g); Coleman-Bey v. Tollefson, ___ u.S. ___, 135 S. Ct. 1759 (2015).

46  42 u.S.C. § 1997e(a) provides: “No action shall be brought with respect to prison conditions under section 1983 of 
this title, or any other Federal law, by a prisoner confined in any jail, prison, or other correctional facility until such 
administrative remedies as are available are exhausted.” 

  Editor’s Note: The Supreme Court’s decision on exhaustion in Ross v. Blake, No.15-339, 2016 WL 3128839 (U.S. 
June 16, 2016), came down as this publication was going to press.

47  Compare Patsy v. Board of Regents for the State of Florida, 457 u.S. 496 (1982) with 42 u.S.C. § 1997e(a).

48  Porter v. Nussle, 534 u.S. 516, 532 (2002).

49  Woodford v. Ngo, 548 u.S. 81 (2006). Although the Court held exhaustion to be an affirmative defense rather than 
a jurisdictional requirement that must be pled by the plaintiff prisoner, forms provided by pro se offices routinely 
ask for information about exhaustion.
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even if that requires filing a grievance within 48 hours, as do women prisoners who must file 
timely grievances about a pattern of rape and harassment even if they correctly fear retaliation 
after filing such complaints .50

Injunctive relief, successfully achieved through systemic challenges to prison conditions before 
the PLRA, is now difficult to achieve either through litigation or settlement – and the scope of 
relief is limited . The statute requires prospective injunctive relief to be supported by findings, to 
be narrowly drawn, to extend no further than is necessary to correct a violation of federal rights 
and to be the least intrusive means of doing so .51 Parties can and sometimes do stipulate that the 
requirements have been met,52 but the statute is designed to direct parties to private agreements 
enforceable in state court rather than to federal court enforcement .53  Continuing jurisdiction to 
oversee implementation of federal consent decrees has become rare .

Constitutional standards are demanding and violation of prisoners’ constitutional rights has 
become increasingly difficult to prove . But egregious violations of basic human dignity continue 
to occur .  Persistent and creative lawyers have used the limitations imposed by the PLRA to forge 
successful litigation strategies . Brown v. Plata54 and Nunez v. City of New York exemplify that 
meaningful relief remains possible . 

In Plata, the statutory cap on permanent injunctive relief became a frame for relief . A three-
judge panel, required by the PLRA when a prisoner release order is sought,55 determined that 
overcrowding had caused the Eighth Amendment violation of the prisoners’ right to constitutional 
medical care . It took more than two decades and eighty remedial orders to develop an adequate 
factual record in that case . Notwithstanding the stark finding that, due to overcrowding, an 
average of one prisoner dies of avoidable negligence in California prisons each week,56 the state 
litigated PLRA issues through the Supreme Court .  Implementation of the order that California 
reduce its prison population to 137 percent of rated capacity has been hard fought and slow .57

Nunez was the sixth successive class action lawsuit in 25 years that challenged the use of excessive 
force, and unconstitutional deliberate indifference to a substantial risk of serious harm from that 
force, at the New York jails on Rikers Island .58 The fifth case, Ingles v. Toro, was resolved by the 
PLRA preferred Private Settlement Agreement mechanism that was enforceable in state court .59  
Unconstitutional conduct continued to occur and five years after the Ingles private settlement 

50  Id. at 121 (Stevens, J., dissenting).

51  18 u.S.C. § 3626(a) & (b)(2). A common feature of pre-AEDPA settlements was a statement that the agreement was 
not predicated on a finding or concession of constitutional violation. That approach enabled parties to compromise 
and achieve meaningful relief without costly and lengthy litigation.

52 See, e.g., Consent Judgment at 58, Nunez v. City of New York, 11-cv-5845 (LTS) (JCF) (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 21, 2015).

53 18 u.S.C. § 3626(c)(2).

54 563 u.S. 493 (2011).

55  18 u.S.C. § 3626(a)(3).

56  Plata, 563 u.S. at 507-08.

57  See, e.g., Joan PeTersilia, Voices from The field: how california sTakeholders View Public safeTy realignmenT (Stanford 
Criminal Justice Center Working Paper 2014), available at http://www.law.stanford.edu/organizations/programs-
and-centers/stanfordcriminal-justice-center-scjc/california-Realignment; see also Prison Law Office, California’s 
Prison Crowding Reduction Plans and Credit Laws (updated Mar. 16, 2016), available at http://prisonlaw.com/wp-
content/uploads/2016/03/pop-reduction-credit-laws-info-letter-March-2016-final.pdf. 

58  Amended Complaint ¶ 2, Nunez v. City of New York, 11-cv-5845 (LTS) (JCF) (S.D.N.Y. filed May 24, 2012).

59 See Ingles v. Toro, 438 F. Supp.2d 203 (S.D.N.Y. 2006).
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agreement was approved, the same lawyers filed Nunez . The parties recently stipulated to a federal 
consent order that has detailed and extensive implementation and monitoring provisions .60

Plata and Nunez are rare examples of systemic injunctive relief ordered by a federal court .  
Each case required the resources of premier prisoners’ rights legal offices and major law firms 
to wade through extensive discovery and motion practice . Navigating the PLRA requires skill 
and expertise, but the overwhelming number of prisoner lawsuits are filed and litigated pro se . 
Notwithstanding this evidence that serious constitutional violations continue to occur, the sharp 
impact of the PLRA on both filings and outcomes in prisoner litigation is beyond debate .61

Conclusion

Echoing the sentiments of Fyodor Dostoyevsky, that one can judge a civilized society by how 
well it treats its prisoners,62 Justice Brennan identified the “root principle” of habeas corpus as 
the government’s mandate to be accountable for imprisonment .63 Justice Kennedy has recently 
reminded us that the concept of human dignity is a guiding principle in prison conditions cases .64 
The integrity of our carceral system depends on our commitment to enforce the Constitution . 
Serious efforts to improve access to justice must include people we have deprived of their liberty 
in the interest of promoting justice .  •

60  Consent Judgment, Nunez v. City of New York, 11-cv-5845 (LTS) (JCF) (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 21, 2015).

61 Margo Schlanger, Trends in Prisoner Litigation, as the PLRA Enters Adulthood, 5 u.C. irVine law reV. 153 (2015). 

62  Fay v. Noia, 372 u.S. 392, 402 (1963); fyodor dosToeVsky, The house of The dead (1861).

63  Fay v. Noia, 372 u.S. at 441.

64  Brown v. Plata, 563 u.S. 493, 510 (2011) (prisoners who are deprived of the fundamental right to liberty “retain the 
essence of human dignity inherent in all persons”). 
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Tort reform: Blocking the Courthouse  
Door and Denying Access to Justice
Joanne Doroshow1

The right of injured people to sue and collect compensation from the perpetrators of their 
harm is one of the great achievements of American democracy .  In our system, the poorest and 
most vulnerable can challenge the largest corporation or institution and hold them accountable 
for causing injury . With corporate wealth and power dominating the executive and legislative 
branches of government, the civil courts are among the only places left in our American system 
where individuals can successfully confront large companies on a somewhat level playing field .  
And civil juries are the one arena where average citizens can participate directly in government, 
where they can have a direct impact on events and ultimately the state of their lives .  This paper 
will discuss the importance of the civil jury system, and how recent changes in tort law – i .e ., 
“tort reform” - are restricting access to civil justice by the sick and injured .  We will address three 
types of tort reforms that are having a particularly severe impact on access to the courts: caps on 
damages, contingency fee limits, and forced arbitration clauses .  

Introduction

The right to a civil jury trial is among our earliest rights as Americans . The American 
colonists believed that trial by jury was an important right of freedom .2  England repeatedly 
attempted to restrict the right to jury trial in the colonies, as colonial administrators made 
increasing use of judge-tried cases .3   In virtually every major document and speech delivered 
before the Revolution, the colonists portrayed trial by jury as, if not their greatest right, one that 
was indispensable .4  In 1791, during its first session, Congress drafted the Bill of Rights, ratified as 
the first ten amendments to the Constitution, securing the right to civil jury trial in the Seventh 
Amendment .5

But the right to civil jury trial amounts to a guarantee without any practical significance if attorneys 
are not available to help individuals navigate the legal system .  Very few injured parties have the 
financial resources to hire an attorney at an hourly rate .  With medical expenses, disability, pain 

1  Adjunct Professor of Law & Executive Director, Center for Justice & Democracy at New York Law School. This 
article is based in part on previously published studies, websites, blogs and other publications by the Center for 
Justice & Democracy and by author Joanne Doroshow, writing for the Center for Justice & Democracy and the 
Center for Study of Responsive Law.

2  Charles W. Wolfram, The Constitutional History of the Seventh Amendment, 57 minn. l. reV. 639, 653–54 (1973).

3  For example, on March 22, 1765, England passed the Stamp Act, which placed stamp duties on all legal documents, 
newspapers, pamphlets, college degrees and other documents. “The British reasoned that since the American 
colonists had been the chief beneficiaries of the expulsion of the French” after the 1754-63 French and Indian War, 
“they should bear the financial responsibility for the government and defense of the American continent.” The Act 
aroused strong opposition, in large part because the admiralty courts, which operated without juries, were given 
jurisdiction to enforce the Act. american bar foundaTion, sources of our liberTies 262–263 (Richard L. Perry & John 
C. Cooper eds., 1959).

4  See generally Wolfram, supra note 2.

5  The Seventh Amendment states, “In suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty 
dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved, and no fact tried by a jury shall be otherwise re-examined in any 
court of the united States, than according to the rules of the common law.” u.S. consT. amend. VII. See generally 
Wolfram, supra note 2.
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and often an inability to work, most injured people cannot afford to pay an attorney up front .  As 
one attorney told American Bar Association (“ABA”) Foundation researchers Stephen Daniels 
and Joanne Martin, “The simple truth is at least 95% of our clients could not afford to pay the 
lawyer and could not finance the lawsuit .  They just couldn’t – at least 95% .”6

Moreover, unlike in England and some other nations,7 U .S . government-funded attorneys cannot 
represent the injured who seek compensation in the United States .  That is why the third option 
– the contingency fee system - is so important .  Under this system, an attorney agrees to take 
an injury case without any money up front .  The attorney fronts all costs and gets paid only if 
successful .  In return, the lawyer is entitled to a percentage of the money collected if the case 
succeeds .  But if the case is lost, the lawyer is paid nothing .  This type of representation has been an 
accepted (and even celebrated) arrangement for more than 150 years .8  Today “[m]any consumer 
organizations, public advocates, labor unions, and plaintiffs’ lawyers view the United States’ 
system of contingency fees as nothing less than the average citizen’s ‘key to the courthouse door,’ 
giving all aggrieved persons access to our system of justice without regard to their financial state .”9  
But in recent years, lobbyists for big corporations, medical societies and the insurance industry 
have been pushing for government-imposed schedules and “caps” on both contingency fees and 
on overall damage awards, making it more difficult for victims to access the civil justice system . 

A.  “Tort reform” and Attacks on Justice

Laws that keep injured consumers from filing legitimate cases or obtaining compensation from 
the companies responsible for causing their injuries, are commonly known as “tort reform .”  The 
“tort reform” movement has had devastating consequences for many vulnerable children and 
families .  It has also weakened the ability of the civil justice system to protect us all from injury 
and disease, whether or not we ever go to court . That is because the prospect of civil liability 
deters manufacturers, builders, chemical companies, hospitals and other potential wrongdoers 
from repeating their negligent behavior and provides them with an economic incentive to make 
their practices safer .10  Tort actions also force disclosure of often extremely important internal 
information about unsafe products and practices, and force airing these disclosures through the 
media .  Often, corporations that may have blocked regulatory laws have been forced to change 
harmful behavior because of lawsuits brought by individuals .  Judges and jurors are free from the 
influence of corporate lobbyists who wine and dine legislators and regulators, and who use their 
influence to weaken safety laws . 

6  Stephen Daniels & Joanne Martin, Plaintiffs’ Lawyers: Dealing with the Possible but Not Certain, 60 dePaul l. reV. 
337, 348 (2011).

7  See discussion of British system in herbert M. Kritzer, Seven Dogged Myths Concerning Contingency Fees, 80 
wash. u. l. Q. 739 (2002), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=907863; Elihu Inselbuch, Contingent Fees and Tort 
Reform: A Reassessment and Reality Check, 64 law & conTemP. Probs. 175 (2001), available at http://scholarship.
law.duke.edu/lcp/vol64/iss2/9/.

8  Adam Shajnfeld, A Critical Survey of the Law, Ethics, and Economics of Attorney Contingent Fee Arrangements, 54 
n.y.l. sch. l. reV. 773, 775–776 (2009)), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1465164 
(discussing the history of the contingent fee). 

9  Inselbuch, supra note 7, at 175.

10  Conservative theorist Richard Posner has written that the tort system’s economic function is deterrence of non 
cost-justified accidents, and that tort law creates economic incentives for “allocation of resources to safety.”  
william m. landes & richard a. Posner, The economic sTrucTure of TorT law 312 (1987).  See also meghan mulligan 
& emily goTTlieb, lifesaVers: cJ&d’s guide To lawsuiTs ThaT ProTecT us all (2002), available at https://centerjd.org/
content/study-lifesavers-cjds-guide-lawsuits-protect-us-all.  
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Before the mid-1970s, consumer rights organizations focused little time or energy on the tort 
system .  Until then, the common law of torts had generally operated without much political 
interference, having evolved through the courts for generations - indeed centuries - to afford 
citizens a means to challenge injustice and negligence .  But that changed in the mid-1970s 
when the nation experienced its first liability insurance crisis . Insurance rates for doctors and 
some businesses suddenly started to skyrocket for no apparent reason .11  Insurers quickly blamed 
what they believed was occurring in the country – a “litigation explosion .”  They demanded huge 
rate hikes from state regulators and convinced lawmakers that the only way to bring rates under 
control was to limit the legal rights of injured victims .12 

It “turns out that there never was a ‘litigation explosion .’”13  However, the political lessons learned 
by the insurance industry were clear: by blaming lawyers and litigation for a crisis that the 
industry itself had manufactured, the industry could obtain major changes in tort laws to reduce 
or eliminate legitimate claims brought against businesses and professional groups .

B.  how Tort reform restricts Access to Justice

Two tort reform proposals that have a significant impact on access to justice are caps on damages 
and mandatory limits on contingency fees for plaintiff lawyers .  In addition, companies are 
making increasing use of “forced arbitration” clauses in consumer, employment and health care 
contracts, preventing harmed individuals from accessing the civil justice system at all .  

1.  Caps on Damages  

A damages cap is an arbitrary ceiling on the amount an injured person can receive in compensation 
by a judge or jury, irrespective of what the evidence presented at a trial proves compensation 
should be .  The most typical cap proposals cover non-economic damages .  Non-economic 
damages compensate injured people for intangible but real “quality of life” injuries, like the loss 
of a reproductive system, permanent disability, disfigurement, trauma, loss of a limb, blindness 
or other physical impairment . As University of Buffalo Professor Lucinda Finley has written, 
“certain injuries that happen primarily to women are compensated predominantly or almost 
exclusively through noneconomic loss damages .  These injuries include sexual or reproductive 
harm, pregnancy loss, and sexual assault injuries .”14 

Caps on damages usurp the authority of judges and juries, who listen to the evidence in a case, to 
decide compensation based on each specific fact situation .  Caps specifically on non-economic 
damages discriminate against senior citizens, children, stay-at-home parents, low-income families, 
or anyone with a relatively low level of economic or wage loss .  According to Professor Finley, 

11  See Malpractice - Doctors in Revolt, newsweek, June 9, 1975 (“Like measles in a nursery, doctors’ strikes seem 
to be erupting all across the nation. What the doctors are protesting is the skyrocketing cost of their malpractice 
insurance premiums.”).

12  For example, during this period California enacted a $250,000 cap on non-economic damages for malpractice 
victims. cal. ciV. code § 3333.2(b).

13  americans for insurance reform, rePeaT offenders; how The insurance indusTry manufacTures crises and harms 
america 9 (2011), available at http://www.insurance-reform.org/studies/Repeat_OffendersFinal.pdf. 

14  Lucinda M. Finley, The Hidden Victims of Tort Reform: Women, Children, and the Elderly, 53 emory l.J. 1263, 1266 
(2004).
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[ J]uries consistently award women more in noneconomic loss damages than men 
… [A]ny cap on noneconomic loss damages will deprive women of a much greater 
proportion and amount of a jury award than men .  Noneconomic loss damage caps 
therefore amount to a form of discrimination against women  and contribute to 
unequal access to justice or fair compensation for women .15 

Professor Joanna Shepherd of Emory University School of Law explained,

[B]y limiting certain types of damages relative to other damages, tort reform 
disproportionately reduces both compensation and access to justice for specific segments 
of the population .  For example, existing studies show that caps on noneconomic 
damages disproportionately reduce compensation to females, children, the elderly, and 
the poor because a much greater proportion of their damage awards are in the form 
of noneconomic damages . These demographic groups often have lower incomes than 
other groups and, as a result, they have correspondingly less economic loss and relatively 
more noneconomic loss .  Thus, noneconomic damage caps act as a regressive tax on 
their recoveries because they reduce the recoveries of lower-income plaintiffs by a higher 
fraction than they reduce the recoveries of higher-income plaintiffs .16 

As will be explained in more detail later, caps also make it more difficult for injured people to find 
competent contingency fee attorneys to take their cases .  California insurance defense attorney 
Robert Baker, who had defended malpractice suits for more than 20 years, told Congress in 1994, 
“[a]s a result of the caps on damages, most of the exceedingly competent plaintiff ’s lawyers in 
California simply will not handle a malpractice case … There are entire categories of cases that 
have been eliminated since malpractice reform was implemented in California .”17

2.  Limits on Contingency fees18

The contingency fee system provides anyone with a legitimate injury case, regardless of his or her 
financial means, with access to an attorney .  As noted earlier, the attorney takes a case without 
charging any money up front and is paid only if the case is successful .  Even organizations generally 
known for their support of tort reform have recognized this critical function of the contingency 
fee system .  Associate Professors of Economics Alexander Tabarrok and Eric Helland of George 
Mason University and Claremont McKenna College wrote a book about this topic, called Two 
Cheers for Contingency Fees, published by the conservative American Enterprise Institute .  In 
it, the authors wrote, “A second advantage of contingent fees [the first being cost reduction] is 
improved access to the legal system .”19  They also explained, “[c]ontingent-fee lawyers ‘screen’ 

15  Id.  
16  Joanna Shepherd, Uncovering the Silent Victims of the American Medical Liability System, VanderbilT l. reV. 151, 

175 (2014) (citing Lucinda M. Finley, supra note 14, at 1264–65); nicholas m. Pace eT al., caPPing non-economic 
awards in medical malPracTice Trials: california Jury VerdicTs under micra 30–33 (2004); Eleanor D. Kinney et al., 
Indiana’s Medical Malpractice Act: Results of a Three-Year Study, 24 ind. l. reV. 1275, 1288–89 (1991)).

17  See Jamie Court, The Medical Malpractice Insurance Crisis Hoax, mulTinaTional moniTor (Mar. 2003), http://www.
multinationalmonitor.org/mm2003/032003/court.html. 

18  This section is based on an earlier publication, cenTer for JusTice & democracy, courThouse cornersTone: conTingency 
fees and Their imPorTance for eVeryday americans (2013), available at http://centerjd.org/content/white-paper-
courthouse-cornerstone-contingency-fees-and-their-importance-everyday-americans. 

19  alexander Tabarrok & eric helland, Two cheers for conTingenT fees 7 (2005), available at www.aei.org/
files/2005/08/22/20050817_book827text.pdf. 
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potential cases and clients .  In constructing a litigation portfolio for his firm, the lawyer will reject 
weak cases and agree to handle stronger ones .  This screening function is useful both for clients 
and, most likely, for the legal system at large .”20  

Today half the states in this country have some type of law dealing with contingency fees .21  Some 
states simply allow for judicial review of fees while others cap fees at levels considered fair and 
ethical, i.e., one-third .22  However, many state laws covering contingency fees prevent recovery of 
“one-third” by using sliding scales, with the most severe limits on the highest award or the most 
serious cases .  New York’s law is a good example .  New York limits contingency fees in medical 
malpractice cases to 30 percent of the first $250,000, 25 percent of the second $250,000, 20 
percent of the next $500,000, 15 percent of the next $250,000 and just 10 percent of anything 
over $1 .25 million .23  While such a fee may still seem like plenty of money, it is important to 
understand what high-value cases can cost to bring, and how attorneys must evaluate risk before 
taking any case on contingency .24  Indeed, the risk of losing the case completely is not the only risk 
faced by contingency fee lawyers:

[R]ecovery or no recovery is only one part of the uncertainty inherent in litigation .  The 
other contingencies faced by the lawyer (and the client) include:
n   uncertainty about the amount that will be recovered (and hence the fee the lawyer 

will receive);
n   uncertainty about what it will cost, in both effort and expenses, to obtain the 

recovery; and
n  uncertainty about how much time will pass before the recovery is obtained .25

High-stakes cases, like medical malpractice cases involving catastrophic injuries, can be extremely 
costly for the patient .26  Even Victor Schwartz, General Counsel of the American Tort Reform 
Association, has said that it is “rare or unusual” for a plaintiff lawyer to bring a frivolous malpractice 
suit because they are too expensive to bring .27  By allowing lawyers to distribute their risks among 
cases, the contingency fee system allows attorneys to survive professionally even if they lose some 
cases and are paid nothing .  The more restrictions placed on the ability of a contingency fee 
attorney to recover their costs and fees in cases they win, the less likely they will risk taking any 
cases at all .   

In 2009, researchers from RAND’s Institute for Civil Justice (ICJ) surveyed 965 plaintiffs’ 
attorneys who were presented with “hypothetical meritorious cases” and asked if they would take 
the case given that either noneconomic damages caps or attorney fee limits were in effect .  ICJ 

20  Id. at 8.

21  See full list in cenTer for JusTice & democracy, supra note 18, Appendix 1.

22  See, e.g., mich. cT. r. 8.121 (b).

23 N.Y. Jud. law § 474-a(2).

24  Task force on conTingenT fees, aba TorT Trial &  insurance PracTice secTion, rePorT on conTingenT fees 
in medical malPracTice liTigaTion 8 (2004), available at http://apps.americanbar.org/tips/contingent/
MedMalReport092004DCW2.pdf.

25  Kritzer, supra note 7, at 748.

26  David Goguen, The Challenges in Winning a Medical Malpractice Lawsuit, alllaw,  http://www.alllaw.com/articles/
nolo/medical-malpractice/challenges-winning-lawsuit.html  (last visited Feb. 9, 2016).

27  Mark A. hofmann, White House Open to Medical Liability Changes, business insurance, http://www.
businessinsurance.com/article/20110130/ISSuE01/301309974 (last visited Feb. 9, 2016). 
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concluded that caps and attorney fee limits each “make it harder to retain counsel .”28  In states 
where both types of laws are in effect, the impact on victims with the most serious harm is even 
more severe, as attorneys simply cannot afford to front high litigation costs when the possible 
recoverable damages are so limited .   

What’s more, noted the ABA Tort Trial and Insurance Practice Section, just as caps on non-
economic damages have a disproportionate impact on women, children, minorities and the poor,  
so do attorney fee caps:

Elimination of, or significant constraints on, contingent fees would make legal assistance 
available only to those injured persons who are wealthy .  The poor, the retired, African 
Americans, and women especially will suffer because they are often unable to afford 
hourly fees .29

The reason caps on fees have had this impact is obvious: costs .  As the ABA Tort Trial and 
Insurance Practice Section report found, “imposing such limitations will likely preclude many 
medical malpractice actions from being filed because the prospective damages and resulting 
attorneys’ fees will not justify the expected time and expense associated with the litigation,”30 
which often costs the attorney hundreds of thousands of dollars .  Practically speaking, this means 
that “[o]nly those most grievously injured by the grossest medical negligence would likely be 
able to bring an effective action”31 and that, for many victims, limiting contingent fees “would 
have virtually the same effect as prohibiting them .”32  Indeed, such limitations would have the 
additional impact of driving attorneys out of the system altogether, particularly those specializing 
in costly and complex cases like medical malpractice: 

If prices for lawyer services are fixed below what the market would yield, lawyers will have 
incentive to employ their services elsewhere, where their expertise and skill match the 
demand for them… . Limiting contingent fees will likely squeeze lawyers out of medical 
malpractice litigation, leaving some, perhaps many, victims with no representation .33

Indeed, the contingency fee system provides the injured with access not just to any lawyer, but to 
one who is capable of fighting an insurance company on a somewhat level playing field .  As the 
ABA Tort Trial and Insurance Practice Section put it: 

Limitations [on contingency fees] do not simply serve to ignore medical error and to 
eliminate medical malpractice victims from the system, they also would shift meritorious 
cases to less experienced (and therefore less expensive) lawyers .  This could have the 
effect of reducing the likelihood or amount of recovery .  Plaintiffs would not really be 
able to have the counsel of their choice and might have to settle for counsel unfamiliar 
with the procedural intricacies of the specialized area of practice .34 

28  Steven Garber et al., Do Noneconomic Damages Caps and Attorney Fee Limits Reduce Access to Justice for 
Victims of Medical Negligence?, 6 J. emPirical legal sTud. 637 (2009).

29  Task force on conTingenT fees, supra note 24, at 32. 

30  Id. at 20. 

31  Id.

32 Id. at 8.

33 Id. at 29.

34 Id. at 33.
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At the same time, 

there would be no limit on the number of lawyers the defense could employ or the 
amount of fees those lawyers could charge .  That creates a potential imbalance in favor 
of the defense .  Thus, even where medical malpractice victims could find representation, 
the law would say to them, “you are not allowed to use a lawyer whose market valuation 
is equivalent to those who might represent the defendant .”35

There is no question that the tort reform movement has been skillful in getting everyday Americans 
to support this kind of imbalance while undermining their own constitutional rights of access 
to the civil justice system .  This is precisely what was accomplished in Florida in 2004 with the 
passage of Amendment 3, a voter initiative .  This amendment to the Florida State Constitution 
was sponsored by the state’s medical lobbies, and it imposes caps on contingency fees in medical 
malpractice cases .  The amendment as passed limits contingency fees to 30 percent of the first 
$250,000 awarded and 10 percent of any amounts above $250,000 .36

What is remarkable and dangerous about Amendment 3 is how the medical lobbies won popular 
support for it .  Specifically, the Amendment was couched in misleading language suggesting 
that the law’s purpose was to allow injured patients to keep more of their recovery .  In reality, its 
aim and impact were no different than any other contingency fee limit law: preventing injured 
patients from obtaining competent counsel .  

Specifically, the constitutional provision reads as follows:

(a)  Article I, Section 26 is created to read “Claimant’s right to fair compensation .” 
In any medical liability claim involving a contingency fee, the claimant is entitled to 
receive no less than 70% of the first $250,000 .00 in all damages received by the claimant, 
exclusive of reasonable and customary costs, whether received by judgment, settlement, 
or otherwise, and regardless of the number of defendants .  The claimant is entitled to 
90% of all damages in excess of $250,000 .00, exclusive of reasonable and customary 
costs and regardless of the number of defendants .  This provision is self-executing and 
does not require implementing legislation .37  

When the Florida Supreme Court allowed this Amendment on the ballot, Justice R . Fred Lewis 
dissented, recognizing it for what it was – an attempt to mislead voters .  He wrote that the 
Amendment: 

attempt[s] to “hide the ball” from the voters and disguise a very clear end…[with] false 
promises of benefits when [it] really…restrict[s] existing rights… Clearly, the proposed 
amendment as written portrays that it will provide protection for citizens by ensuring 
that they will actually personally receive a deceptive amount of all money determined as 
damages in any medical liability action .  However, the amendment actually has the singular 
and only purpose of impeding a citizen’s access to the courts and that citizen’s right and 
ability to secure representation for a redress of injuries .  Its purpose is to restrict a citizen’s 
right to retain counsel of his or her choice on terms chosen by the citizen and selected 
counsel and to thereby negatively impact the right of Florida citizens to seek redress for 
injuries sustained by medical malpractice .  This is truly a wolf in sheep’s clothing .38

35  Id. at 29. 

36  fla. consT. art. I, § 26(a).

37  Id.
38  Task force on conTingenT fees, supra note 24, at 37–38 (citing In re: Advisory Opinion to the Attorney General Re: 

The Medical Liability Claimant’s Compensation Amendment, 880 So.2d 675, 683 (Fla. 2004) (Lewis, J., dissenting)).
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He went on to write of the Florida Medical Association, “[The FMA] should not falsely claim 
they are providing a benefit to those injured by medical malpractice when they are in fact 
restricting their rights to secure adequate legal representation .  There really is no other purpose of 
this proposed amendment .”39

3.  forced Arbitration

In 2011, the United States Supreme Court held that the Federal Arbitration Act of 1924 
(“FAA”) allows corporations to strip people of their basic right to civil jury trial and force them 
into private, corporate-designed systems to resolve their disputes .  The case was AT&T Mobility 
LLC v. Concepcion .40  The Court ruled that even when an existing state law protects individuals 
from abusive forced arbitration clauses, the FAA - a law originally enacted simply to help resolve 
commercial disputes between businesses – trumps these state laws .

This is a problem for several reasons .  Our judicial system is designed to neutralize imbalances 
between parties through procedural and substantive rights, like the right to know and rebut 
evidence through discovery, cross-examination and argument, civil rules of procedure, and an 
impartial judge who is guided by the substantive law .  Arbitration, on the other hand, does none 
of these things .  Arbitrators are often on contract with the businesses against which a claim is 
brought .  Often the company, not the victim, is allowed to choose the arbitrator .  This creates 
inherent bias and self-interest on the part of the arbitrator—the arbitrator is motivated to rule 
in a way that will attract future company business .  At the same time, arbitration companies have 
a financial incentive to side with corporate repeat players who generate most of the cases they 
handle . 

Arbitrators are also not required to have any legal training and they need not follow the law .  
Court rules of evidence and procedure do not apply .  There is limited discovery making it much 
more difficult for individuals to have access to important documents that may help their claim . 
Arbitration proceedings are secretive .  Decisions are still enforceable with the full weight of the 
law even though they may be legally incorrect .  This is especially disturbing because these decisions 
are binding .  And sometimes, victims must split the sizeable costs of arbitration with the defense .41  
Finally, “consent” to forced arbitration is hardly voluntary .  These clauses are usually outlined in 
tiny print, buried in documents and paragraphs and written in legalese that is incomprehensible 
to most people .  And because entire industries are inserting arbitration terms into contracts – 
including class action waivers -  there is little choice but to agree to them . 

In March 2015, the federal Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) released a 
comprehensive study about the use of forced arbitration clauses in consumer financial contracts .42  
CFPB found that among the millions of transactions covered by forced arbitration clauses 
between consumers and financial institutions, consumers filed very few arbitration cases .  From 

39 Id. at 38. 

40 563 u.S. 333, 343–344 (2011).

41  See, e.g., Jessica Silver-Greenberg & Robert Gebeloff, Arbitration Everywhere, Stacking the Deck of Justice, n.y. 
Times, Oct. 31, 2015;  Jessica Silver-Greenberg & Michael Corkery, In Arbitration, a ‘Privatization of the Justice 
System,’ n.y. Times, Nov. 1, 2015. 

42  See generally consumer financial ProTecTion bureau, arbiTraTion sTudy rePorT To congress, PursuanT To dodd–frank 
wall sTreeT reform and consumer ProTecTion acT § 1028(a) (2015), available at  http://files.consumerfinance.
gov/f/201503_cfpb_arbitration-study-report-to-congress-2015.pdf.
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2010 through 2012, cheated consumers alone filed on average only about 400 arbitration cases 
each year for six product markets combined – credit card, checking account/debit cards, payday 
loans, prepaid cards, private student loans and auto loans .43 The agency found that consumers 
had counsel “in roughly 60% of the cases” but “companies almost always had counsel .”44  In 
addition, “[a]lmost all of the arbitration proceedings involved companies with repeat experience 
in the forum,” and consumers prevailed in a little over 20 percent of cases filed in 2010 and 2011 
that were resolved by an arbitrator while companies prevailed in 93 percent of cases in which 
companies made claims or counterclaims that were resolved by arbitrators .45

By contrast, CFPB’s review of 419 federal consumer financial class action settlements during this 
time period found that “the total amount of gross relief – defined as the total amount defendants 
offer to provide in cash relief (including debt forbearance) or in-kind relief and to pay in fees and 
other expenses was $2 .7 billion,” and covered 350 million class members .46   

Conclusion

Our uniquely-American civil justice system is a cornerstone of our democracy, fundamental 
to protecting individual rights and liberties, ensuring public health and safety and restraining 
abuses of power .  Even the late conservative Chief Justice William Rehnquist wrote eloquently 
in defense of the right to civil jury trial, instructing that “a right so fundamental and sacred to 
the citizen … should be jealously guarded .”47  Unfortunately, as a nation we are not doing a very 
good job guarding this right .  The civil justice system is an embattled and vulnerable institution in 
the United States .  Corporations and their insurers have been at the forefront of attacks on civil 
judges and juries as industries seek to limit corporate liability exposure by blocking access to the 
courts by everyday people .  But Rehnquist’s admonition should give pause to any government 
leader intent on further weakening our civil justice system .  This nation fought a grueling and 
bloody war to win these freedoms .  We should not have to re-fight those battles within our own 
country today .  •

43  Id. at Section 1, 11. 

44  Id. at Section 1, 12.

45  Id.
46  Id. at Section 1, 16 & Section 8, 4-5.

47  Parklane hosiery Co. Inc. v. Shore, 439 u.S. 322, 352 (1979) (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
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moving Women out of Poverty:  
A Call to Action for Legal Aid
Catherine Carr1

I became a lawyer because of interest in the equality of women and justice for women in a time 
when equality of women was being much discussed and change was in the air . Over three decades 
later, I look back on a legal career spent in legal aid working on poverty issues; early on my path 
veered from “women’s rights” to “poverty law .” However, there was no disconnect with this 
transition . I now am convinced that anti-poverty work is perhaps the most essential work one 
can do to advance women and their position in our nation . It is not something we in the legal aid 
advocacy world talk about often enough: poverty is a women’s issue and it is time we framed it 
that way and recognize that addressing poverty is critical for women’s equality . 

It took me a while to understand the connection between women’s rights and poverty . As an 
undergraduate in the 1970s I met women law students working on the Equal Rights Amendment, 
struggling with the issues around what equality would look like and how it could be achieved . 
Discrimination against women was something I could see and feel every day around me; it was 
personal, and I wanted to join the cause . 

So I went to law school, and it was there, while working in a legal aid office, that I was really 
exposed face to face with injustices that far exceeded any I myself had experienced: the injustices 
faced by poor people, and in particular, poor women . I met older women who had worked all 
their life and now were struggling to keep a roof over their heads . I met young women with 
children whose partners had died suddenly and had no idea how to feed their children; they had 
given up any dreams of continuing their own education . I met women who were ill and alcoholic, 
abandoned by men or determined to stay safely away from one, none with a family safety net like 
the one I grew up with . Yes, I had faced discrimination and hurdles, but the women I met faced so 
much more . My heart went out to them, but so did my newly developing lawyer brain: where was 
American justice for people who did nothing wrong except be born to a family without resources? 

We know that poverty is a huge problem in our country, we note that it has important and 
troubling racial connections, but in our talk about it, we don’t always recognize that poverty 
is especially a women’s problem . About 60 percent of the poor in this country are women .2 To 
rephrase that, almost 50 percent more women live in poverty than men . As the media frequently 
informs us, women make less money than men, and that contributes to the problem both when 
they are working and when they are older and retired .3 More women live with children, thus 

1  Adjunct Professor, university of Pennsylvania Law School, and Executive Director, Community Legal Services of 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania from 1995 to 2015. 

2  The u.S. Census Bureau reported 12.75 million adult men in poverty and 18.37 million women in poverty in 2014, 
making women just over 59 percent of the adult poverty population. See alana eichner & kaTherine gallagher 
robbins, naTional women’s law cenTer, naTional snaPshoT: PoVerTy among women & families, 2014 (2015) (citing 2015 
u.s. census bureau, currenT PoPulaTion surVey, annual social and economic suPPlemenT), available at http://nwlc.org/
wp-content/uploads/2015/08/povertysnapshot2014.pdf.   

3  See council of economic adVisors, gender Pay gaP: recenT Trends and exPlanaTions (April 2015) (citing Bureau of 
Labor Statistics census data showing that the median full time working woman makes 78 percent of what the 
median full time working man makes), available at https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/docs/equal_
pay_issue_brief_final.pdf. 
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they more frequently are sharing their income with dependents .4 This gender poverty gap was 
narrowed in the recession, but from 2010 until 2013 it was growing again, as more men got out 
of poverty and the women’s poverty rate remained steady .5

The poverty gender differential was certainly visible in my legal aid office where almost two-
thirds of the low income people served are female . To put that differently, my legal aid office sees 
about twice as many women as men . And of the women assisted there, about half are in “deep 
poverty,” which means their income is 50 percent of the poverty line or lower, and the majority 
have children who live in poverty with them . The gender statistics are similar nationally in legal 
aid . Seventy-one percent of the national Legal Services Corporation (LSC) clients are women; 
thus women are assisted at about 2 .5 times the rate of men at legal aid offices across the country .6  
Poverty is very much a women’s issue . 

The work at legal aid is often in areas of particular importance to women, although, again, legal 
aid staff does not often think of it that way . Some issues that legal aid offices deal with obviously 
impact women more than men; domestic violence and sexual assault work are examples . But 
welfare, unemployment compensation, Social Security, employment, access to health care and 
housing issues - legal issues frequently handled by legal aid organizations - all impact severely and 
differentially on women . 

The federal welfare program, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), is designed to 
assist parents with children living in poverty . Unlike its predecessor, Aid to Families with Dependent 
Children (AFDC), it sets expectations for single parents to work rather than stay home with young 
children, reflecting the changed norms around women’s work outside the home . TANF also sets 
time limits on benefit eligibility, again forcing single mothers to move into work rather than allowing 
them to stay home and care for their children . While AFDC was designed to provide assistance to 
parents who needed to stay home with children and did not have another breadwinner, the new 
world of welfare assistance is one that values “self sufficiency” even for women with no partners, few 
work skills, and young dependent children who will require childcare by others . The cultural changes 
around women moving into paid work, reflecting the success of the women’s movement, ironically 
resulted in more difficulty for women in poverty who seek some help as they raise children . “Welfare 
reform,” as it was called, made assistance harder to access for many impoverished single mothers, and 
resulted in a significantly smaller percentage of poor women with children participating than was 
true under the AFDC program . The Center for Budget and Policy Priorities reported that in 2014 
only 23 percent of households in poverty received TANF, as compared to 68 percent who received 
AFDC in 1996, when that program was ended .7

4  Over half of poor children live in households headed by women. eichner & robbins, supra note 2 (citing u.S. Census 
Bureau statistics). And households headed by single women with children are almost twice as likely to be poor 
than those headed by single men. cynThia hess eT al., insTiTuTe for women’s Policy research, The sTaTus of women in 
The sTaTes: 2015 169 (2015), available at http://www.iwpr.org/publications/pubs/the-status-of-women-in-the-states-
2015-full-report. 

5  Institute for Women’s Policy Research, Gender Poverty Gap Grows in Recovery: Men’s Poverty Dropped Since 
Recession, Women’s Poverty Stagnates, Quick figures (September 2013), available at http://www.iwpr.org/
publications/pubs/gender-poverty-gap-grows-in-recovery-mens-poverty-dropped-since-recession-womens-poverty-
stagnates. 

6  2013 LSC By the Numbers, legal serVices corPoraTion, http://www.lsc.gov/media-center/publications/2013-lsc-
numbers#bfrtoc-client-demographics. The Legal Services Corporation is the funding conduit and oversight agency 
for legal aid organizations across the united States that receive federal funds. 

7  Ife Floyd et al., TANF Continues to Weaken as a Safety Net, cenTer on budgeT & Policy PrioriTies (updated Oct. 27, 
2015), http://www.cbpp.org/research/family-income-support/tanf-continues-to-weaken-as-a-safety-net.
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Many legal aid offices also assist poor clients in accessing unemployment compensation when 
they lose work . Again, there are gender imbalances in this area: the state unemployment 
compensation programs treat women worse than men . A U .S . Department of Labor-funded 
study noted that women are “appreciably” less likely to receive unemployment benefits than men 
because of disparities in the type of work they perform .8 Because more women are in lower paying 
jobs (sixty percent of minimum wage workers are women), work more part time jobs, and leave 
the work force more often to provide family caretaking, they have trouble meeting the eligibility 
requirements for the unemployment insurance programs, programs which were designed before 
the increase of women’s participation in the workforce .9 Indeed in 2000 the U .S . Government 
Accountability Office found that higher wage workers received unemployment benefits at more 
than twice the rate of low wage workers, thus compounding the negative impact of women’s lower 
wages .10

When I started my legal aid career, I handled many disability cases . In the early 1980s, I represented 
numerous single or widowed women who had worked in Philadelphia’s sewing or candy factories, 
and others who had served as domestic workers until carrying heavy vacuum cleaners and buckets 
of supplies up and downstairs became too much for their aging or sick bodies . Supplemental 
Security Income, which does not require a history of work with Social Security tax payments and 
thus is available even to sporadic and very low wage workers, kept them out of abject poverty in 
their final years . Some women had lost husbands who had enough of a work history to entitle 
them to Social Security widow’s benefits, which usually put them in a better financial status than 
they would have based on their own wages . Those who could not prove disability and were not 
yet old enough to receive old age benefits, were forced to live on subsistence General Assistance 
benefits, a state run program . That program has since been ended, leaving a group of Pennsylvania 
women (and men) with absolutely no safety net income program, besides food stamps . Despite 
claims by some that our government coddles the poor, our current system, in the richest country 
in the world, now leaves over 10 million people with zero monthly income for housing and other 
necessities .

Older women suffer more poverty than older men and are more dependent on Social Security 
to avoid poverty, even though they receive less from Social Security . Without Social Security, 
over half of older women would be living in poverty . Because women make lower wages and take 
more breaks from work to care for family, they are entitled to smaller amounts of Social Security 
each month and are less likely to have other pension or retirement saving resources . Fixes have 
been proposed to provide more assistance to women in view of these gender differentials,11 and 
legal aid advocates are in a position to play a role in pushing for them, in addition to representing 
individual women seeking benefits . 

8  marios michaelides & PeTer mueser, IMPAQ inT’l, ui benefiTs sTudy: recenT changes in The characTerisTics of unemPloyed 
workers 36 (2009), available at https://www.impaqint.com/sites/default/files/files/report_20characteristicspaper_
aug20.pdf. 

9  See Testimony of Vicky Lovell, Ph.D, The unemployment Insurance Modernization Act: Improving uI Equity 
and Adequacy for Women, Before the house Ways and Means Committee, Subcommittee on Income Security 
and Family Support, Sept. 19, 2007, available at http://iwpr.org/publications/the-unemployment-insurance-
modernization-act. 

10  Id. at 2.

11  See carroll l. esTes eT al., breaking The social securiTy glass ceiling: a ProPosal To modernize women’s benefiTs 
(2012) (report by the Institute for Women’s Policy Research, the National Committee to Preserve Social Security 
& Medicare Foundation, and the National Organization for Women Foundation), available at http://www.iwpr.org/
publications/pubs/breaking-the-social-security-glass-ceiling-a-proposal-to-modernize-womens-benefits. 
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Employment issues make up an important part of legal aid representation of the poor, and have 
become more important to poor women as the public assistance system has moved single mothers 
into low wage work and their children into childcare . Not only do women make less money on 
average than men, but many also face “wage theft” issues, i .e . the failure of employers to pay wages 
earned and legally owed to their workers .12 

Interestingly, wage theft by women’s employers was the reason for the establishment of some of 
the earliest legal aid offices . Professor Felice Batlan has described how the New York Legal Aid 
Society grew out of the Working Women’s Protective Union, an organization founded in the 
1860s and dedicated to providing employment and legal assistance to women . The organization 
was not operated as a union but instead as a benevolence agency, run by a board of male members 
of the bench and bar who wanted to help women entering the work world .13  Its work consisted 
largely of cases against employers who refused to pay working women . The legal aid world has not 
embraced this history of its initial role: legal aid was the provider of assistance to women when 
they encountered exploitation moving into an industrializing world controlled by men . 

Unfortunately, wage theft is not just a historical problem of the 19th century, but continues today, 
particularly for immigrant workers . Work to prevent and address it, along with advocacy for 
increased wages for the lowest paid workers, are part of the current legal aid agenda of particular 
importance to women . 

Legal aid work to provide medical coverage to the poor has particular impact on women, who are 
more likely to use health care when young for reproductive health and maternity issues, and who 
are usually the caretakers of sick children and older family members . Similarly, representation and 
advocacy for legal aid clients facing housing issues has particular importance for women . Low 
income women are more likely to face the devastating effects of eviction from rental housing than 
are men . A recent study of 300 renters facing eviction actions found that 79 percent of them were 
women and 65 percent housed minor children with them .14 Matthew Desmond of the Institute 
for Research on Poverty writes, “If incarceration has become typical in the lives of men from 
impoverished black neighborhoods, eviction has become typical in the lives of women from these 
neighborhoods .”15 Women are at high risk for mortgage foreclosure as well . While women are 
less likely to own their own homes, single women who did buy homes experienced higher rates of 
subprime lending than their male peers, and thus were more likely to obtain mortgages that have 
a high risk of default and foreclosure .16

Recent studies on scarcity and its impact on individuals suggest that the demands of living with 
poverty reduce cognitive functioning and hurt decision making ability . Economic insecurity 

12  At Community Legal Services in Philadelphia, the Employment unit reports that about half the clients who sought 
assistance with wage theft cases in the past three years were women.  

13  Felice J. Batlan, The Birth of Legal Aid: Gender Ideologies, Women, and the Bar in New York City, 1863-1910, 28 
law & hisT. reV. 931 (2010). 

14  Public JusTice cenTer, JusTice diVerTed: how renTers are Processed in The balTimore ciTy renT courT 12 (2015),  available 
at http://www.publicjustice.org/uploads/file/pdf/JuSTICE_DIVERTED_PJC_DEC15.pdf.  Most respondents were 
Black women; 94 percent of the respondents identified as “African American/Black.” Id. at 12-13.

15  Matthew Desmond, Unaffordable America: Poverty, Housing, and Eviction, fasT focus No.22-2015 (Institute for 
Research on Poverty March 2015). See also Matthew Desmond, Eviction and the Reproduction of Urban Poverty, 
am. J. sociology Vol. 118 No. 1, 88–133 (July 2012).

16  See Amy Castro Baker, Eroding the Wealth of Women: Gender and the Subprime Foreclosure Crisis, social serV. 
reV., Vol. 88, No. 1, 59-51 (March 2014).
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increases stress and decreases patience and attention, leading to behaviors that can be harmful . 
Thus it is now theorized that poverty itself leads to bad decision making . Rather than blaming 
the poor for their mistakes, this research suggests the importance of assisting the poor with 
decision making and protecting them from exploitation .17  Thus moving women out of poverty 
is important in order to stop a cycle of poor decision making and its continued harmful impact 
on families . 

Even though we have rarely defined legal aid as women’s rights work, in the past three decades, 
as women have joined the bar in greater numbers, they have been attracted to legal aid work 
disproportionately to men . While men are still the majority of Legal Services Corporation 
(LSC) legal aid executive directors and litigation directors, women make up the majority of other 
attorney positions, from staff attorney to deputy director .18 Of course legal aid lawyers make less 
money than lawyers in private practice, a fact which raises concerns about legal aid becoming the 
“pink collar” part of the law profession, populated by female attorneys making lower salaries than 
the male dominated sectors of the profession .19

It is time for the legal aid community and its supporters to clearly frame legal aid work as work that 
brings justice to women, indeed as feminist work . The legal aid community has long recognized 
and spoken clearly and powerfully about the connection of our work with racial equality and the 
deep historical connections between racism and poverty . We need to bring that same analysis to 
poverty and discrimination against women .20 The historical denigration of women and women’s 
subjugation by men is too often forgotten about in our more equal modern culture, but we need 
only look to women in less developed nations to see where we were not long ago . The history 
of humankind is one of women being beaten, raped, controlled and enslaved by men both in 
wartime and in peace . It is only a hundred years ago that women could not vote, could not make 
contracts, and could not hold most jobs . The first female federal court judges are still on the 
bench, and they tell powerful stories of graduating at the top of their law school classes only to 
be offered jobs as assistants or law librarians . We must recognize that the history of treatment of 
women has lasting effects on their current status and economic position . 

Framing legal aid anti-poverty work as part of the women’s movement may help achieve successes . 
As we recognize the ongoing second class status of women and its relationship to their poverty, 
we can also recognize how far we have come with women’s rights and women’s status . Women are 
both very present and successful in our nation’s professions, including the law, where more women 
than men now graduate from law schools . While we have far to go, more and more women are 
representing us in elected and appointed governmental positions, and women are slowly entering 
more positions of power in academia, industry, and the nonprofit sector . The world is changing 
and is unlikely to go backwards . We must harness this movement of cultural change and bring 

17  See sendhil mullainaThan & eldar shafir, scarciTy: The new science of haVing less and how iT defines our liVes (2014).

18  2014 LSC By the Numbers 31, legal serVices corPoraTion, http://lsc.gov/media-center/publications/2014-lsc-
numbers. 

19  Kelly A. Miller, The Pink-Collar Ghetto, 28 clearinghouse reV. 1168 (February 1995). Interestingly, in 1995 Miller 
reported that 83 percent of LSC Executive Directors were male, the same percentage as reported by LSC 21 years 
later in 2014. In contrast females only made up 51 percent of all LSC attorneys in 1993 but 67 percent in 2014. 
See also Catherine C. Carr, Fairness and Justice in Setting Legal Services Attorney Salaries: Finding the Will to Get 
There, MIE J., Summer 2007.  

20  A search of the Clearinghouse Review website, the longstanding journal of the legal aid advocacy community, 
which recently changed into the “Clearinghouse Community” online reporter, produces about three times more 
hits when searching for articles on race and legal aid work than on gender. See http://povertylaw.org/content/
clearinghouse-review-0. 
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it also to the poorest among us, the women who labor without adequate pay and struggle to 
feed and house themselves and their loved ones . Women’s equality demands the end of women’s 
poverty . It is a struggle we can advance just as we have advanced the rights of women with more 
opportunity and affluence . 

Legal aid work on behalf of women must be comprehensive . We must assist the many women 
who need help with their individual problems, be it accessing income, avoiding discrimination or 
obtaining essential housing and health care . And we must also do work to challenge the systems 
and policies which keep women in their economically disadvantaged position . Women’s roles 
have evolved, and legal aid advocacy can help redesign laws and policies to provide for women’s 
equal treatment and economic stability in the modern world . 

Many pieces of our current unemployment compensation, Social Security, education, employment 
and childcare systems were designed in an era where most women did not work, especially 
those with children, and where women were dependent on the income of men, typically men 
employed full time . As a result, school days end in the middle of the workday, Social Security and 
unemployment compensation programs reward full time year round employment, and traditional 
women’s work earns less than that of men (who historically were seen as needing more wages to 
support families) .

Legal aid advocates can assist their clients by flagging these inequities and working to change 
them, to raise women out of poverty that is too closely related to their gender and expected gender 
roles .  We need to start looking at poverty and its relationship to gender in new ways and labelling 
it unacceptable . Poverty is not gender-neutral, just as it is not race-neutral . Historical oppression 
and traditional roles have put women and minorities in their current subordinate positions and 
we must push for remedies .

The women’s movement has made tremendous and powerful progress . Let us lawyers who have 
witnessed women in poverty join forces with the struggle for women’s equality and recognize 
how the two problems interrelate . We can speak out on behalf of women who have the least and 
struggle the most . We can recognize the particular challenges that women face, we can identify 
the societal and cultural factors that make women bear the brunt of poverty, and we can develop 
strategies to push for change .  • 
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The Civil Legal Aid movement:  
15 Initiatives that are Increasing Access  
to Justice in the united states 
David udell1  

Across the United States and around the world people seek civil access to justice to resolve problems 
that threaten their homes, jobs, savings, custody of their children, even their physical safety and lives . 
They seek it also to resolve pressing challenges in their communities that may concern the stability of 
neighborhoods, the availability of medical care, the reliability of public benefits and, sometimes, even 
the quality of the justice system, itself . They may encounter barriers that interfere with access to justice, 
including such inherently challenging features of the justice system as: a lack of understanding that 
problems are legal in nature; the complexity of law and procedure; the high cost of legal representation 
by private counsel, the absence of a civil right to counsel and the minimal availability of free civil legal 
aid counsel; barriers (such as mandatory arbitration) that effectively limit the jurisdiction and authority 
of the courts; language barriers; barriers that impede access for people with disabilities; and more .

What is access to justice? In the civil justice system, it means that a person can learn about her 
rights and then give voice to them through a neutral and nondiscriminatory, formal or informal, 
process that determines the facts, applies the rule of law, and enforces the result . www .ncforaj .org . 
Viewed through the lens of human rights, access to justice is the obligation of states to “construct 
a legal and institutional framework which facilitates access to independent and effective judicial 
and adjudicatory mechanisms and ensures a fair outcome for those seeking redress, without 
discrimination of any kind .” Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty and Human Rights, Extreme 
Poverty and Human Rights, ¶ 11, Human Rights Council (Aug . 9, 2012), http://www .ohchr .org/
Documents/Issues/Poverty/A-67-278 .pdf . Viewed through the lens of “legal empowerment,” it is 
about “strengthening the capacity of all people to exercise their rights, either as individuals or as 
members of a community . It’s about grassroots justice – about ensuring that law is not confined 
to books or courtrooms, but rather is available and meaningful to ordinary people .” https://www .
opensocietyfoundations .org/projects/legal-empowerment . 

In 2015, a year in which the crisis in access to civil justice in the United States was increasingly 
recognized by the media alongside headlines about the troubling failings of our criminal justice 
system, see Voices for Civil Justice, http://voicesforciviljustice .org/press-clips/ (gathering civil 
access to justice coverage), the civil legal aid reform movement for access to justice was strengthened 
by two meta-declarations widely expected to restructure the field and to change people’s lives . The 
United Nations adopted “Global Goal 16” calling on all countries – including the United States 
– to use data indexing to increase access to justice to help end extreme poverty by 2030 . http://
www .globalgoals .org/global-goals/peace-and-justice/; http://www .un .org/ga/search/view_doc .
asp?symbol=A/RES/70/1&Lang=E . And, the Conference of Chief Justices and Conference 
of State Court Administrators of the American state courts issued a Resolution calling for “100 
percent access to effective assistance for essential civil legal needs .” http://www .ncsc .org/~/media/
Microsites/Files/access/5%20Meaningful%20Access%20to%20Justice%20for%20All_final .ashx . 

1  David udell is Executive Director of the National Center for Access to Justice at Cardozo Law School. The material 
in this outline, which has been updated through April 5, 2016, has also been published on the website for the 
National Center for Access to Justice, www.ncforaj.org. This outline includes website links in the text in lieu of 
footnotes for easy reference. Readers are encouraged to use the links to explore the resources available.
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These dual declarations from 2015 will be implemented in 2016, while dozens more initiatives 
(including the National Center for Access to Justice’s (NCAJ’s) own Justice Index, www .
justiceindex .org) will also help to guide the civil legal aid movement forward at the national level 
and advance it in the states . Three strong currents of activity are pushing reform forward:  the 
judiciary is working to expand support for self-represented litigants; civil legal aid programs and 
the organized bar are expanding the services they provide, including by securing new sources of 
legal aid funding from federal, state and local government; and “the global legal empowerment 
movement”, aligned with efforts to expand the roles of nonlawyers in providing civil legal 
assistance, is deploying community based paralegals (and other categories of assistants) in peer 
advocacy roles . To take stock of progress in 2015, to anticipate and guide progress in 2016, and 
to offer links to key resources that we believe reformers will find useful, we offer this outline of 
leading civil legal aid reform initiatives in the United States .

I. expanding Civil Legal Aid 

1. Court-Based Civil Legal Aid Movement and the Self-Represented Litigation Network 
– Recognizing “the promise of equal justice is not realized,” Chief Justices and Chief Court 
Administrators in the state courts are providing leadership to achieve the “aspirational goal of 
100 percent access to effective assistance for essential civil legal needs,”  http://www .ncsc .org/~/
media/Microsites/Files/access/5%20Meaningful%20Access%20to%20Justice%20for%20All_
final .ashx . The Self-Represented Litigation Network (SRLN), www .srln .org, and the National 
Center for State Courts (NSCS) through its Center on Court Access to Justice for All, www .ncsc .
org/atj (and its many other projects, see, e.g., Court Statistics Project, http://www .courtstatistics .
org), are carrying out research and reform initiatives . SRLN estimates that “three out of five 
people in civil cases go to court without a lawyer .” http://www .srln .org . NCAJ’s Justice Index, 
www .justiceindex .org, promotes adoption of best practices for self-represented litigants, people 
with limited English proficiency, and people with disabilities . Models for expanding access to 
justice in the states (some of which are tracked in the Justice Index) include:

n   designating an official responsible for innovation to assist self-represented litigants .

n   providing “self-help centers” in courthouses .

n   authorizing proactive roles for judges and court clerks .

n   authorizing “unbundled legal services .”

n   developing automated court forms, so people can produce pleadings with do-it-yourself software . 

n   requiring creditors to attest that claims for recovery of debt are factually based, timely, and 
properly served before cases go forward . https://www .nycourts .gov/rules/ccr/ . 

n   requiring state agencies to adopt best practices for administrative justice . http://www .mass .
gov/anf/best-practices-to-enhance-state-administrative-justice .html . 

2. Legal Aid-Based Civil Legal Aid Movement, Including the Legal Services Corporation 
(LSC), National Legal Aid & Defender Association (NLADA), American Bar Association 
(ABA) and Support for Free Legal Assistance and Representation – Civil legal aid providers 
take both traditional and novel forms, and continue to evolve:

n   Growth in LSC and Non-LSC Legal Aid Programs – LSC remains the primary source of 
funding for civil legal aid programs located across the country, www .lsc .gov, and pursues new 
initiatives to strengthen service, measure outcomes, http://clo .lsc .gov/home/, encourage 
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communications, increase pro bono partnerships, encourage non-LSC fundraising, fund and 
support new technologies, http://tig .lsc .gov/, and more . Non-LSC programs appear to be 
expanding in number, size, funding, scope of coverage and the nature of services they provide . 
See Justice Index, http://www .justiceindex .org/findings/attorney-access/ (attorney access 
page, showing overall count of civil legal aid attorneys, in both LSC and non-LSC programs) . 
See also, III .  Funding and Coordination, below .

n   Innovation in Legal Aid Programs – Civil legal aid providers operate on numerous levels:  providing 
people with information, advice, brief service, and traditional legal representation; using new 
technologies to expand their reach to new communities (geographical, specific case focus, specific 
intake models e .g ., in hospitals via medical-legal partnerships); partnering with courts and the bar 
to carry out services and coordinate pro bono services; carrying out research to determine what 
approaches work best; providing policy knowledge to communities, courts, officials, social service 
agencies and law schools; and advocating for law and policy reform that benefits clients . 

n   Civil Right to Counsel Movement – States guarantee a right to counsel for certain civil cases (for 
example, state actions to terminate a parent’s rights or initiate involuntary commitment), but 
not for cases involving basic human needs, such as housing, domestic violence, medical care, 
and public assistance . The National Coalition for a Civil Right to Counsel (NCCRC), in 38 
states, guides a national movement and supports local initiatives (litigation, legislation, court 
rules reform, public education) to establish a civil right to counsel for low-income people . www .
civilrighttocounsel .org . NCCRC maintains an interactive map of civil rights to counsel in the 
states, and a bibliography of articles . It helped create a 2006 ABA Resolution encouraging 
states to provide a civil right to counsel in cases involving basic human needs, and developed the 
ABA’s Directory of Law Governing Appointment of Counsel in State Civil Proceedings . http://
www .americanbar .org/content/dam/aba/administrative/legal_aid_indigent_defendants/
ls_sclaid_judges_manual_prefatory_info .authcheckdam .pdf . 

n   Legal Aid Programs Protecting Group Rights, Solving System Problems with Systemic Solutions – 
Civil legal aid programs see individual clients harmed on a routine basis and are well-positioned 
to identify patterns resulting from systemic problems . Many pursue diverse approaches to bring 
about systemic solutions, including by sharing their knowledge and expertise with government 
officials, but also by initiating systemic litigation, and pursuing policy reform advocacy . Some 
organizations prioritize this work . See Legal Impact Network, http://www .povertylaw .org/
lin . Funding restrictions limit certain forms of client advocacy by organizations receiving 
LSC funds, http://www .lsc .gov/about-statutory-restrictions-lsc-funded-programs, although 
limited exceptions are recognized where LSC programs affiliate with non-LSC programs, and 
LSC programs remain able to help clients achieve systemic goals not prohibited by funding 
restrictions . See, e.g., Affirmative Litigation Under the LSC Restrictions, http://heinonline .
org/HOL/Page?handle=hein .journals/clear34&div=51&g_sent=1&collection=journals . 
Initiatives to modify and remove onerous funding restrictions have met with some success, 
including in LSC v. Velazquez, https://www .oyez .org/cases/2000/99-603, overturning federal 
funding restrictions that had banned certain challenges to certain welfare reform laws, https://
www .brennancenter .org/analysis/national-campaign-fix-legal-services-restrictions . 

n   Coalition-Building and Organizing Support for Legal Aid - Representing the civil and criminal 
defense legal aid provider communities, NLADA has promoted access to justice at the national, 
state and local level, including through the development of national standards for legal 
representation, groundbreaking legal legislation, support for research, http://legalaidresearch .
org/, and support for the Legal Services Corporation and other important institutions . www .
nlada .org . The ABA supports civil legal aid in many ways, including on policy and funding . 
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The ABA’s activities include the Resource Center for Access to Justice Initiatives, http://www .
americanbar .org/groups/legal_aid_indigent_defendants/initiatives/resource_center_for_
access_to_justice .html, Standing Committee on Legal Aid & Indigent Defendants, http://
www .americanbar .org/groups/legal_aid_indigent_defendants .html, and National Project 
to Improve Representation for Parents Involved in the Child Welfare System,  http://www .
americanbar .org/groups/child_law/what_we_do/projects/parentrepresentation .html . 

n   Immigrant Services – Immigrant Justice Corps, http://justicecorps .org/our-story/, in New 
York City, a new model of legal assistance and representation for immigrants facing  detention 
and deportation, is being replicated in other cities .

n   Holistic Models – Some organizations combine civil legal aid with indigent defense services to 
resolve civil and criminal legal problems, improve lives and reduce engagement with the criminal 
justice system . See Community Oriented Defender Network, http://www .nlada100years .
org/member-resources/defender-resources/community-oriented-defender-cod-network and 
Bronx Defenders, http://www .bronxdefenders .org/who-we-are/ .

3. Community Based Legal Empowerment Movement – The global legal empowerment 
movement values individual legal services, but prioritizes systemic reform, including expanding 
the capacity of communities to advocate for themselves: 

n   Community Rights – Namati, http://namati .org/about/our-mission/, the Open Society 
Foundations, www .opensocietyfoundations .org, and others are working to promote legal 
empowerment of disenfranchised communities by relying on community based paralegals to help 
communities organize and advocate to protect their rights and interests around the globe . Some 
organizations prioritize the roles of “paralegals” in group representation, while also emphasizing 
individuals’ need for legal services that enable people to help themselves . The movement is about 
“strengthening the capacity of all people to exercise their rights, either as individuals or as members 
of a community .” https://www .opensocietyfoundations .org/projects/legal-empowerment . 
Some organizations focus on building power in the U .S ., sometimes prioritizing a policy reform 
agenda, see, e.g., Make the Road New York, http://www .maketheroad .org, or emphasizing an 
area of policy, for example, employment, see, e.g., Interfaith Worker Justice, http://www .iwj .
org/network/workers-centers . A focus on the need to build group power and to advocate for 
group rights and systemic reform is implicit, and sometimes explicit, in driving the work of many 
organizations . See, e.g., Black Lives Matter, http://blacklivesmatter .com/; New York Immigration 
Coalition, http://www .thenyic .org/what-we-do . 

n   Lay Advocates Movement, including Navigators, Court Advocates, Limited Licensed Legal 
Technicians (LLLTs), Legal Hand, McKenzie Friends – Bar associations, courts, task 
forces, academics, Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), and for profit companies 
are urging and testing new roles that involve differing levels of training and supervision, 
specified categories of services, that are set both in and beyond the courtroom, in nonprofit 
and for profit employment settings, as an exception to traditional “unauthorized practice 
laws” that forbid nonlawyers from practicing law . In New York, “navigators” provide moral 
and informational support in court hallways and courtrooms, http://www .courts .state .
ny .us/courts/nyc/housing/rap .shtml, “Legal Hand trained community volunteers” provide 
guidance under attorney supervision in poor communities, http://www .courtinnovation .
org/legal-hand, and “court advocates” are the subject of model legislation that would place 
supervised nonlawyers in advocacy roles in eviction and debt collection courtrooms . http://
accesstojustice .net/2015/03/31/steps-in-new-york-underline-speed-of-acceptance-of-
roles-beyond-lawyers/ . Washington State authorized LLLTs to provide designated services 
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outside of courtrooms, http://www .wsba .org/licensing-and-lawyer-conduct/limited-
licenses/legal-technicians . Social workers, case workers, mental health workers, homeless 
outreach workers, may also have roles responding to otherwise unmet legal needs . In the 
United Kingdom, the McKenzie Friend may provide diverse forms of support to the litigant, 
both inside and outside the courtroom, and may charge a fee for such services, if approved 
by the court . http://www .courtsni .gov .uk/en-gb/judicial%20decisions/practice%20
directions/documents/practice%20note%2003-12/practice%20note%2003-12 .htm . 

n   Networking – The International Legal Aid Group (ILAG) is a network of legal aid specialists 
including chief executives and managers from legal aid commissions, high ranking civil servants 
and leading academics in over two dozen countries, with the mission of improving evidence-
based policy-making in the field of poverty legal services through discussion and dialogue relating 
to international developments in policy and research . http://www .internationallegalaidgroup .
org . The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) is also 
supporting the exchange of “good practices” among its member countries and partners . http://
www .oecd .org/gov/oecd-expert-roundtable-equal-access-to-justice .htm . 

n   Human Rights – The Columbia Law School Human Rights Institute’s Human Rights in the U .S . 
Project builds the capacity of U .S . lawyers, policymakers and advocates to incorporate a human 
rights framework into domestic social justice advocacy efforts, including by building networks, 
facilitating trainings, conducting educational outreach, and promoting coordination among 
progressive public policy and advocacy groups . http://web .law .columbia .edu/human-rights-
institute/human-rights-us. See also, the Human Rights at Home blog, http://lawprofessors .
typepad .com/human_rights . 

4. Movement to Reverse Court-Stripping, Tort Reform, Compulsory Arbitration Doctrines 
– People seeking to vindicate their civil legal rights often face limits on the capacity and authority 
of courts to resolve claims . These limits may include mandatory arbitration requirements, 
class action restrictions, caps on liability, sovereign immunity defenses, standing requirements, 
threshold criteria for making a claim, and even limitations on eligibility for attorneys’ fees . Some 
barriers arise as judicial precedents; others surface in federal and state laws and in court rules . 
Some organizations are working to remove these barriers . See, e.g., Public Justice, http://www .
publicjustice .net/what-we-do/access-justice; American Constitution Society, https://www .
acslaw .org/acsblog/all/access-to-justice .

5. Legal Education Reform, including Pro Bono, Incubator Programs, Fellowships and Loan 
Forgiveness – Legal education is in flux . Law schools are increasing support for students and faculty 
in pro bono initiatives and are teaching students about “the justice gap .” The ABA accreditation 
standards now require schools to offer experiential education credits and explicitly encourage 
schools to provide opportunities to students to perform at least 50 hours of pro bono service by 
graduation . http://www .americanbar .org/content/dam/aba/publications/misc/legal_education/
Standards/2015_2016_chapter_3 .authcheckdam .pdf . New York requires 50 hours of pro bono 
service as a pre-requisite to admission to the State bar, https://www .nycourts .gov/attorneys/
probono/baradmissionreqs .shtml . Schools are supporting graduates in new public interest 
fellowships, and many are running “incubator programs” that help graduates with new law practices 
providing “low bono” services . http://www .americanbar .org/groups/delivery_legal_services/
initiatives_awards/program_main .html . Some states are experimenting with early administration of 
bar exams to students who qualify as Pro Bono Scholars by fulfilling pro bono service commitments 
in the third year . http://www .nycourts .gov/attorneys/probonoscholars/index .shtml . The federal 
government has established a Public Service Loan Forgiveness program, https://studentaid .
ed .gov/sa/repay-loans/forgiveness-cancellation/public-service, and organizations have worked 
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hard to establish, sustain, and explain opportunities for public service law graduates to obtain loan 
forgiveness from the federal government, state government, and law schools . See Equal Justice 
Works, http://www .equaljusticeworks .org/ed-debt/public-service-loan-forgiveness; see also 
American Bar Association, Directory of Loan Repayment Assistance Programs (“LRAP”), https://
apps .americanbar .org/legalservices/probono/lawschools/pi_lrap .html . 

6. Medical Legal Partnership Movement, Library Initiatives, and Legal Aid in New Settings 
– Civil legal aid is increasingly available in new and diverse settings where advocates help to solve 
people’s pressing legal problems . Some legal aid programs partner with clinics and hospitals to 
help resolve problems that lead to illness . See National Center for Medical Legal Partnerships, 
http://medical-legalpartnership .org/ . In libraries, people obtain help and access to new 
technologies to prepare, defend and advance legal claims . www .aallnet .org/mm/Publications/
products/atjwhitepaper .pdf . Civil legal aid is present in community colleges, veterans service 
agencies, homeless outreach centers, nursing homes, schools, and diverse social services agencies .

7. Pro Bono Models – Courts, law firms, corporations and other stakeholders are testing new models 
of pro bono service that include engaging senior attorneys in new roles, enlisting “lawyers for a day,” 
using high school and college students as volunteers in courts, experimenting with “unbundled” legal 
assistance, linking law firms to specific legal aid programs, building specific subject matter expertise 
in specific law firms, and more . See e.g., http://www .nycourts .gov/attorneys/probono/index .shtml . 
The ABA, http://www .americanbar .org/groups/probono_public_service .html, and the Pro Bono 
Institute, http://www .probonoinst .org/, with state bar associations, courts, and other stakeholders, 
are helping to advance these efforts . The Association of Pro Bono Coordinators, APBCo, supports 
strategic initiatives that increase the impact of pro bono . http://www .apbco .org/impact/ .

8. Technology – New technologies are re-shaping and expanding access to justice . LSC’s Technology 
Initiative Grant Program (TIG), http://tig .lsc .gov/, makes grants to legal aid recipient programs to 
increase access to justice through the use of technology, often through partnerships with courts, 
social services organizations and other stakeholders, including in projects that promote e-filing 
systems, expand availability of do-it-yourself pleading software, and coordinate client intake . Pro 
Bono Net, www .probono .net, www .lawhelp .org, promotes the use of technology and collaboration 
among courts, legal services providers and other community partners to support effective state 
justice networks, increase the efficiency of traditional service models, enable self-help and promote 
innovation in service delivery . Pro Bono Net’s www .lawhelpinteractive .org, and the Center for 
Access to Justice and Technology’s A2J Author, www .a2jauthor .org, are making it easier for people 
to produce their own pleadings (on the model of Turbotax software) . Legal Zoom, Rocket Lawyer, 
We the People and other for-profit companies are selling self-help services, including on-line services . 
Research is needed to evaluate the new programs, and to gauge the relative value of court-provided 
services, non-profit provided services, and for-profit services . See generally, http://www .theatlantic .
com/business/archive/2014/05/is-there-such-a-thing-as-an-affordable-lawyer/371746/ .

II. research, Data & Indexing

9. Indexing, Including Post-2015 Sustainable Development Goal16  Indexing – In the U .S ., 
the Justice Index, www .justiceindex .org, created by the National Center for Access to Justice, www .
ncforaj .org, is using indicators and data to promote the replication of best practices for access to 
justice in the states (including increased numbers of civil legal aid lawyers, systems for self-represented 
litigants, systems for people with limited English proficiency, and systems for people with disabilities), 
by creating incentives for states to adopt those practices, and by making it easy to recognize and 
copy those practices . United Nations “Global Goal 16” calls on all countries, including the United 
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States, to use indexing and data to measure and expand access to justice . See http://www .globalgoals .
org/global-goals/peace-and-justice and http://www .un .org/ga/search/view_doc .asp?symbol=A/
RES/70/1&Lang=E . The World Justice Project’s Rule of Law Index tracks access to justice in major 
cities in nations around the world . http://worldjusticeproject .org/rule-of-law-index . 

10. Research – Research on access to justice is supported and conducted in many settings, including 
universities, law schools, government agencies and institutes, the American Bar Foundation, http://
www .americanbarfoundation .org/faculty/profile/31, the Legal Services Corporation (www .lsc .gov), 
the National Center for State Courts, www .ncsc .org, the National Coalition for a Civil Right to 
Counsel (www .civilrighttocounsel .org), the National Center for Access to Justice (www .ncforaj .org), 
and the Self-Represented Litigants Network (www .srln .org) . The National Legal Aid and Defender 
Association (NLADA) maintains a web site posting civil justice system research studies, http://
legalaidresearch .org . The National Science Foundation is funding new research on the civil justice 
system . http://www .nsf .gov/pubs/2013/nsf13076/nsf13076 .jsp . The Office for Access to Justice in 
the U .S . Department of Justice has convened researchers in the field . http://www .justice .gov/atj .

III. funding & Coordination

11. LSC, Access to Justice Commissions, Interest on Lawyers Trust Accounts & Other 
Initiatives that Coordinate and Help to Fund Civil Legal Aid – In virtually all settings, civil 
legal aid programs lack resources to respond adequately to people’s needs . LSC remains the 
largest single source of support for civil legal aid in the United States, distributing federal dollars 
to locally incorporated LSC-recipient programs across the country . www .lsc .gov . Access to Justice 
Commissions, now present in 37 states, carry out multiple functions, including supporting 
fundraising . http://www .americanbar .org/groups/legal_aid_indigent_defendants/initiatives/
resource_center_for_access_to_justice/state_atj_commissions .html . Interest on Lawyers Trust 
Accounts, are an important source of revenue . http://www .iolta .org/about-naip . “Raising the Bar” 
Campaigns increase law firm support . http://www .dcaccesstojustice .org/raising-the-bar . State and 
local government, and private philanthropy, provide new revenue for civil legal aid, including filing 
fees, and cy pres awards . See  http://www .americanbar .org/content/dam/aba/administrative/legal_
aid_indigent_defendants/ls_slcaid_atj_state_rule_policy_matrix_sept_2014 .authcheckdam .pdf . 
In New York, state and local government revenues have become increasingly important sources of 
funding for civil legal aid . See, for example, http://www1 .nyc .gov/office-of-the-mayor/news/108-
16/mayor-bill-de-blasio-city-council-speaker-melissa-mark-viverito-creation-office-of .

12. Federal Leadership Initiatives, including the Office for Access to Justice, the White 
House Legal Aid Interagency Roundtable (WH-LAIR), and the Access to Civil Legal 
Services Caucus – In 2012, the U .S . Department of Justice’s Office for Access to Justice conceived 
of and staffed “LAIR,” http://www .justice .gov/atj/legalaid . In September 2015 the White House 
issued a Presidential Memo establishing LAIR formally as the White House Legal Aid Interagency 
Roundtable (“WH-LAIR”), https://www .whitehouse .gov/the-press-office/2015/09/24/
presidential-memorandum-establishment-white-house-legal-aid-interagency . WH-LAIR 
recognizes that federal agencies can be effective in accomplishing their goals by assuring that 
the people they are trying to help have access to legal solutions . WH-LAIR includes a process 
of identifying federal agencies that have grantmaking capacity and a mission-driven interest 
in supporting civil legal aid services . President Obama formally charged WH-LAIR with 
responsibility for implementing in the U .S . the U .N .’s Post-2015 Sustainable Development Goals, 
including Goal 16, which calls on all countries to assure access to justice . https://www .whitehouse .
gov/the-press-office/2015/09/24/presidential-memorandum-establishment-white-house-legal-
aid-interagency . WH-LAIR is one of many initiatives of the Office for Access to Justice, which 
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“works within the Department of Justice, across federal agencies, and with state, local, and tribal 
justice system stakeholders to increase access to counsel and legal assistance and to improve the 
justice delivery systems that serve people who are unable to afford lawyers .” http://www .justice .
gov/atj . In December 2015, Congressman Joe Kennedy III (D-MA4) and Congresswoman 
Susan Brooks (R-IN5) launched the Access to Civil Legal Services Caucus “which will focus on 
expanding access to legal representation for low-income families .”  https://kennedy .house .gov/
media/press-releases/kennedy-brooks-launch-congressional-access-to-civil-legal-services-caucus .

13. Philanthropy & Civil Legal Aid – Charitable foundations recognize that they can be effective 
in accomplishing anti-poverty goals when civil legal aid is made available to the people they are 
trying to help . Civil legal aid helps keep families together, prevent domestic violence, reduce 
substance abuse problems, preserve housing, resolve problems of hunger, secure inheritance rights, 
promote health care, and reduce contacts with the criminal justice system . In Natural Allies: 
Philanthropy and Civil Legal Aid, the Public Welfare Foundation and The Kresge Foundation 
have explained that “[i]nvesting to help low-income people solve their legal problems is smart, 
results-oriented philanthropy .” http://www .publicwelfare .org/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/
NaturalAllies .pdf . The Council on Foundations is educating the field on how the Sustainable 
Development Goals offer a framework that can guide grantmaking to reduce poverty . http://
www .cof .org/content/sustainable-development-goals-what-funders-need-know .

Iv. Neutral and Nondiscriminatory Decision-making

14. Fair Courts Movement – In Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U .S . 254 (1970), the Supreme Court observed 
that a neutral decisionmaker is an element of due process and of access to justice . The “fair courts 
movement” promotes the integrity of judicial selection processes, generally favoring appointment over 
election, but working in all selection settings to preserve judicial neutrality and to reduce the influence 
of money on judges . The fair courts movement supports improved recusal mechanisms, greater diversity 
on the bench, and ideological independence . See, for example, Justice at Stake, www .justiceatstake .
org; Brennan Center for Justice, https://www .brennancenter .org/issues/fair-courts; Lambda Legal, 
http://www .lambdalegal .org/issues/fair-courts-project . Some advocates have questioned models that 
reduce fairness and/or the perception of fairness of judges, such as judicial imposition and collection of 
excessive court fees . http://www .brennancenter .org/criminal-justice-debt .

v. Communications

15. Communications – Voices for Civil Justice, a national communications hub for civil legal aid, 
pursues the mission of raising visibility in the media of the vital role of civil legal aid in ensuring 
fairness for all in the justice system . With an extensive, nationwide network of spokespeople and 
experts, it brings to media outlets the fresh, untold stories that convey what civil legal aid is and 
why it matters . Its searchable database of news stories, broadcast clips, op-eds, and letters to the 
editor is a rich resource for advocates seeking to make the case – on social media platforms as well 
as in the traditional media – that fulfilling America’s promise of justice for all requires increased 
funding for this under-resourced sector . http://voicesforciviljustice .org/ . Richard Zorza’s Access 
to Justice Blog, www .accesstojustice .net, is a source of information for stakeholders, as is NCAJ’s 
blog, www .ncforaj .org, and the ABA’s access to justice newsletter, http://www .americanbar .
org/groups/legal_aid_indigent_defendants/initiatives/resource_center_for_access_to_justice/
news .html . At regional and local levels, court systems, civil legal aid programs, access to justice 
commissions, state bar organizations, and other stakeholder institutions are increasing their 
respective communications capacities .  •
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expanding Access to Justice: Alternatives  
to full representation in New York state
randal Jeffrey1

Ever since the Supreme Court handed down its landmark 1963 decision in Gideon v. Wainwright2 
establishing the right to counsel at state expense in criminal cases, those concerned with access to 
justice have advocated for an extension of this right to counsel in civil cases .3  While the Supreme 
Court has extended the right to counsel past the specific holding in Gideon, including to certain 
“quasi-criminal” cases, it has never interpreted the United States Constitution to require that the 
government provide a lawyer in purely civil cases .4  Thus, the provision of counsel to those who 
cannot afford an attorney has been left to a patchwork of programs throughout the country .  In 
New York State, this “justice gap” is being filled in three ways: efforts to establish the right to 
counsel for particular types of civil cases; increases to civil legal services funding; and alternatives 
to full representation that contribute to filling in this justice gap .

This essay argues that, in a world where on the one hand low-income families and individuals face 
pervasive civil legal services needs and on the other hand there are limited financial resources, 
alternatives to full representation play an important and effective role in expanding access to 
justice .  This essay will explore these alternatives in New York State .  After briefly discussing 
the efforts to implement a right to counsel in civil cases and to increase funding for civil legal 
services, this essay will more closely examine a range of programs that provide alternatives to full 
representation and will discuss their import .

Civil Gideon: The Pursuit of a right to Counsel

The most robust way to ensure that those who cannot afford an attorney have the most 
comprehensive access to justice is through the provision of full representation as a right .  The 
right to counsel in civil court has gained increased attention throughout the United States in 

1  Randal Jeffrey is General Counsel for the New York Legal Assistance Group (“NYLAG”), which provides free civil 
legal services to low-income New Yorkers.  he served as Director of the General Legal Services unit at NYLAG 
from 2003 until 2016, and was a staff attorney in NYLAG’s Special Litigation unit from 1998 until 2003.

2 372 u.S. 335 (1963).

3  See Russell Engler, Reflections on a Civil Right to Counsel and Drawing Lines: When Does Access to Justice 
Mean Full Representation by Counsel, and When Might Less Assistance Suffice?, 9 seaTTle J. for soc. JusT. 97, 102 
(2010); see also, e.g., Note, The Right to Counsel in Civil Litigation, 66 colum. l. reV. 1322 (1966).

4  Compare, e.g., In re Gault, 387 u.S. 1 (1967) (extending Gideon to juvenile delinquency proceedings); Argersinger 
v. hamlin, 407 u.S. 25 (1972) (extending Gideon to misdemeanors when the defendant may be incarcerated as 
the result of a conviction), with, e.g., Turner v. Rogers, 564 u.S. 431 (2011) (holding that the state does not need 
to provide counsel in all civil contempt proceedings, even if the proceeding may lead to incarceration); Lassiter 
v. Department of Social Servs. of Durham Cty., 452 u.S. 18 (1981) (holding that counsel need not be appointed 
in a parental rights termination proceeding).  Of course, the Sixth Amendment provides for the right “to have 
the assistance of counsel” in criminal prosecutions, u.S. consT. amend. VI, a specific provision on which those 
advocating for the right to counsel in civil cases cannot rely.  Instead, these advocates rely on the more general 
Due Process Clause.  In addition, individual states may establish a broader right to counsel under their state 
constitutions.  For example, before Lassiter was decided, the New York State Court of Appeals extended the right 
to counsel to parents facing child neglect proceedings in In Re Ella B., 30 N.Y.2d 352 (1972).  This judicial extension 
received statutory codification in the Family Court Act section 262, which also provides a right to assigned counsel 
in contempt proceedings, such as for a willful violation of a child support order.  N.Y. family courT acT § 262.
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recent years .5  Thus, in 2006, the American Bar Association adopted a resolution urging “federal, 
state, and territorial governments to provide legal counsel as a matter of right at public expense to 
low income persons in those categories of adversarial proceedings where basic human needs are at 
stake, such as those involving shelter, sustenance, safety, health or child custody, as determined by 
each jurisdiction .”6  Advocates have advanced a number of arguments for the establishment of a 
right to counsel in civil cases, including going so far as to ground the right in international human 
rights documents .7  Over the years, efforts to expand the right to counsel to civil cases have even 
achieved some limited statutory success .8

In New York State, consideration of the right to counsel in civil cases can begin with an examination 
of the number of civil cases in which the right would be provided .  The numbers are daunting .  In 
New York, there are 1 .8 million unrepresented parties annually .9  This reflects the sheer volume of 
litigation in New York, including consumer credit,  foreclosure, housing, and divorce, custody, and 
child support cases .  There are many more civil cases – many if not most of which have unrepresented 
parties – conducted before administrative tribunals each year .  For example, annually there are close 
to 300,000 New York Office of Temporary and Disability Assistance fair hearing requests, which 
primarily concern cash assistance, Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP/food stamp), 
and Medicaid matters .10  And at the City level, there are even more legal proceedings, for example: 
10,000 cases at the Tribunal at the Department of Consumer Affairs (DCA); over 700,000 cases at 
the Environmental Control Board; 40,000 cases at the Tribunal at the Department of Health and 
Mental Hygiene (DOHMH); 12,000 cases at the New York City Housing Authority- Impartial 
Hearing Office; and 100,000 cases at the Tribunal at the Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC) .11  
On top of this are all the times that people might want to consult with a lawyer when determining 
whether the courts are an appropriate forum to address a problem or even on what course of conduct 
to take without formal court involvement .  For example, one survey that focused on broader civil 
legal services needs found that people experience on average 2 .1 civil justice situations per year .12  
With the two million adult New Yorkers living in poverty, 13 a similar frequency in New York could 
translate into over four million times per year in which impoverished New Yorkers could benefit 
from free legal services .

5 See, e.g., Engler, supra note 3, at 100-01.

6  See a.b.a. resoluTion 112A (2006).  Thirty-four states have now established Access to Justice Commissions.  
See ATJ Commissions, Directory and Structure, A.B.A., http://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal_aid_indigent_
defendants/initiatives/resource_center_for_access_to_justice/atj-commissions/commission-directory.html.

7  Martha Davis, for example, argues that advocates should rely on the International Convention on the Elimination 
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (“ICERD”) when making the case for a right to counsel in civil cases.  See 
Martha F. Davis, Race and Civil Counsel in the United States: A Human Rights Progress Report, 64 syracuse l. reV. 
447 (2014).

8  See Laura K. Abel & Max Rettig, State Statutes Providing for a Right to Counsel in Civil Cases, 40 clearinghouse 
reV. 245 (July-August 2006).

9  See PermanenT commission on access To JusTice, rePorT To The chief Judge of The sTaTe of new york 24 (Nov. 2015), 
available at http://www.nycourts.gov/accesstojusticecommission/PDF/2015_Access_to_Justice-Report-V5.pdf. 

10  See N.Y.S. office of The comPTroller, diV. of sTaTe goV’T accounTabiliTy, benefiT eligibiliTy assessmenT Process 4 
(2014), available at http://osc.state.ny.us/audits/allaudits/093014/12s51.pdf. 

11  See Tribunals, nyc admin. JusTice coordinaTor, hTTP://www.nyc.goV/hTml/aJc/hTml/Tribunals/Tribunals.shTml (last visited 
May 13, 2016).

12  See Rebecca L. Sandefur, Accessing Justice in the Contemporary USA: Findings from the Community Needs and 
Services Study, cited in Katherine Alteneder & Linda Rexer, Consumer Centric Design: The Key to 100% Access, 
16 J. l. socieTy 7, 9 n.16 (2014).

13  See n.y.s. communiTy acTion ass’n, new york sTaTe PoVerTy rePorT 5 (2015), available at http://nyscommunityaction.
org/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/2015-Poverty-Report-w-50th-logos-for-online.pdf. 
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Given the extent of the need for counsel, any consideration of the right to counsel in civil cases 
must consider weighing factors and drawing lines as to how far such a right should extend .14  This 
is no different from the criminal context, where the courts have established limits on the right to 
counsel .  For example, the Supreme Court has held that there is no right to state-provided counsel 
in some criminal proceedings unlikely to result in incarceration .15

One example of a legal matter that falls on the side of the right to counsel being not necessary is 
parking tickets .  With New York City issuing over nine million parking tickets in 2014,16 there 
is little argument that there should be a right to counsel to contest these tickets, even though 
these tickets can adversely impact low-income New Yorkers in a variety of ways .17  At a cost to the 
government of providing counsel at even the extremely low amount of $200 per case, given the 
percentage of New York City residents who live in poverty, the provision of a right to counsel to 
contest parking tickets could cost maybe half a billion dollars .  Further, substantively the parking 
tickets themselves range from $45 to $180 .18  Thus, providing counsel to challenge parking tickets 
would cost the government more than it could potentially collect from issuing the tickets in the 
first place .

At the other end of the spectrum, the right to counsel in housing court has seen perhaps the most 
forceful advocacy of any of the basic human needs referenced by the American Bar Association .  
This is particularly true in New York City, where advocacy for the right to counsel in the City’s 
Housing Courts has been continuous .19 Advocacy on this issue has most recently been picked 
up by the Right to Counsel NYC Coalition, a coalition of “tenant organizing groups, tenant 
advocates, law schools and legal services organizations,” including NYLAG .20  The New York Law 
School Impact Center for Public Interest Law’s Right to Counsel Project, through its academic 
and other support, plays a leading role in advancing the mission of this Coalition .21

14  See Engler, supra note 3.

15  See Scott v. Illinois, 440 u.S. 367 (1979).

16  See Amber Jamieson, This App Will Fight Your Parking Ticket So You Don’t Have To, n.y. PosT, June 14, 2015, http://
nypost.com/2015/06/14/this-app-will-fight-your-parking-ticket-so-you-dont-have-to/.

17  The ticket costs can present a hardship for some individuals.  In addition, the consequences of accumulating unpaid 
parking tickets can be severe.  See Monica Davey, Ferguson One of 2 Missouri Suburbs Sued Over Gantlet of 
Traffic Fines and Jail, n.y. Times, Feb. 8, 2015, http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/09/us/ferguson-one-of-2-missouri-
suburbs-sued-over-gantlet-of-traffic-fines-and-jail.html?_r=0.

18  See Tribunals, nyc admin. JusTice coordinaTor, hTTP://www.nyc.goV/hTml/aJc/hTml/Tribunals/Tribunals.shTml (last visited 
May 13, 2016).

19  See Raymond h. Brescia, Sheltering Counsel: Toward a Right to a Lawyer in Eviction Proceedings, 25 Touro l. reV. 
187 (2009) (discussing the 2008 New York State Bar Association conference, An Obvious Truth: Creating an Action 
Blueprint for a Civil Right to Counsel in New York State).

20  See Home, righT To counsel nyc coaliTion, http://www.righttocounselnyc.org/ (last visited Mar. 14, 2016); About, 
righT To counsel nyc coaliTion, http://www.righttocounselnyc.org/about (last visited Mar. 14, 2016).

21  See Right to Counsel Project, new york law school, imPacT cenTer for Public inTeresT law, http://www.nyls.edu/
impact-center-for-public-interest-law/projects-and-institutes/right-to-counsel-project/ (last visited Mar. 14, 2016).
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In 2007, City Councilmember Rosie Mendez sponsored a bill which would provide all low-
income tenants 62 and older the right to free counsel in housing court .22  This effort, however, 
was a casualty of the Great Recession, with the City Council reluctant to pass the legislation given 
its cost .  This effort to secure a right to counsel in housing court was revived after the change in 
administration from Mayor Michael Bloomberg to Mayor Bill de Blasio in 2014 .  Emblematic of 
this change was the appointment of Steven Banks, who had been the Attorney-in-Charge of The 
Legal Aid Society of New York and was a tireless advocate for the right to shelter for homeless 
families and individuals, to Commissioner of the City’s Human Resources Administration .23  
Then, later in 2014, four bills were introduced to the City Council: one provides for the right to 
counsel for all tenants at or below 125 percent (later amended to 200 percent) of the poverty level, 
while the other three provide for a right to counsel in housing court for specific populations .24  
Cost continues to be a factor, with the City of New York Independent Budget Office estimating 
that the cost of providing counsel under the bill that would provide counsel to all tenants at or 
below 125 percent of poverty is between $173 million and $276 million annually .25  While none 
of these bills has been enacted, the advocacy surrounding the right to counsel in housing court has 
informed the dramatic increase in funding for eviction prevention legal services discussed below . 

funding for Civil Legal services: meeting the Need for Civil Legal services 
Through Increased funding

The federal government is the primary source of funding for civil legal services through the Legal 
Services Corporation (LSC) .  However, adjusted for inflation, this funding peaked more than 30 
years ago, in 1981 .26  At its current funding level of $385 million annually, LSC funding represents 
less than ten dollars for each person in the United States living in poverty .

22  See Int. 648 (City of New York 2007), available at http://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.
aspx?ID=447249&GuID=FF74541F-777E-4917-AE3B-E4614707BEB4&Options=ID%7cText%7c&Search=648; 
Manny Fernandez, Free Legal Aid Sought for Elderly Tenants, Nov. 16, 2007, http://www.nytimes.com/2007/11/16/
nyregion/16housing.html?_r=0; Press Release, Brennan Center Strategic Fund, “Right to Counsel” Bill for Low-
Income Seniors: First of Its Kind Law Could Serve as Model for Other Cities (Nov. 15, 2007), https://www.
brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/legacy/Justice/Right%20to%20Counsel%20Release%2011-15-07.pdf. The 
bill set the income eligibility for counsel as the income eligibility for the New York Senior Citizen Rent Increase 
Exemption (SCRIE) program.

23  More recently, Mayor de Blasio appointed Commission Banks to oversee the City’s Department of homeless 
Services.  See Gilbert Taylor, New York City Homelessness Chief, Quits Post, n.y. Times, Dec. 15, 2015, http://www.
nytimes.com/2015/12/16/nyregion/gilbert-taylor-new-york-city-homelessness-chief-to-leave.html. 

24  See new york ciTy bar ass’n, rePorT on legislaTion by The Pro bono and legal serVices commiTTee 
and housing courT commiTTee (2015), available at http://www2.nycbar.org/pdf/report/uploads/
RighttoCounselinhousingNYCProBonohousingCourtReportFINAL2.27.15.pdf (describing Int. 214-2014  (all low-
income tenants); Int. 221-2014 (parents with minor children); Int. 96-2014 (those 62 and older); and Int. 501-2014 
(disabled tenants)). Int. 214-A amended Int. 214 in 2016 to cover all tenants at or below 200 percent of poverty. Int. 
214-A, http://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=1687978&GuID=29A4594B-9E8A-4C5E-A797-
96BDC4F64F80.

25  Memorandum, New York City Independent Budget Office, Estimate of the Cost of Legal Counsel in housing 
Court and Potential Shelter Savings Due to Averted Evictions, at 5 (Dec. 10, 2014), available at http://www.ibo.nyc.
ny.us/iboreports/2014housingcourtletter.pdf.  Providing the right to counsel would also generate financial savings 
to the City.  A report prepared in 2016 for the New York City Bar Association by Stout Risius Ross, Inc. found that 
providing a right to counsel to tenants at or below 200 percent of poverty under Int. 214-A would result in savings 
from eviction prevention that would exceed the cost of providing counsel by $320 million annually. sTouT risius 
ross, inc., The financial cosT and benefiTs of esTablishing a righT To counsel in eVicTion Proceedings under inTro 214-a 
(2016), http://www2.nycbar.org/pdf/report/uploads/SRR_Report_Financial_Cost_and_Benefits_of_Establishing_a_
Right_to_Counsel_in_Eviction_Proceedings.pdf.

26  See Brescia, supra note 19, at 220.
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In stark contrast to the federal government’s failure to increase funding for civil legal services, 
there has been a renaissance in funding for civil legal services in New York State in recent years .27  
All three branches of State government, and locally New York City as well, have engendered a sea 
change in the provision of free civil legal services .  Most notably, former Chief Judge Jonathan 
Lippman has led on the State level with steadily increasing amounts of Judiciary Civil Legal 
Services funding, set to reach $100 million annually in State fiscal year 2017 .28  These efforts 
culminated in the establishment of the Permanent Commission on Access to Justice .29

There have also been more specific funding initiatives at the State and City levels .  The New 
York City Human Resources Administration has dramatically increased its funding for eviction 
prevention and anti-harassment tenant protection legal services .  HRA doubled and then 
redoubled its funding for its Homelessness Prevention Law Project to $25 .8 million annually, and 
more recently added an additional $33 million annually to provide anti-harassment and tenant 
protection legal services in specific zip codes in each of the five boroughs .30  Other government 
initiatives that have increased civil legal services funding have included State foreclosure 
prevention funding,31 immigrant opportunities,32 Citywide legal services,33 legal services for the 

27  Former Chief Judge Jonathan Lippman has termed this the “access-to-justice” revolution.  See hon. Jonathan 
Lippman, The Judiciary as the Leader of the Access-to-Justice Revolution, 89 n.y.u. l. reV. 1569 (2014).

28  The Judiciary Civil Legal Services funding increased each year as follows: $12.5 million in State Fiscal Year (SFY) 
2012; $25 million in SFY13; $40 million in SFY14; $55 million in SFY15; $70 million in SFY16; and $85 million in 
the Judiciary Budget for SFY17.  This is on top of $15 million in IOLA rescue funding; this fund was designed to 
supplement the more limited and less reliable sources of funding. See id. at 1573.  Remarkably, the Chief Judge 
commenced and expanded this funding at a time of constrained State budgets.  See id. at 1574 (noting that the 
Judiciary budget increased funding for civil legal services at the same time that the budget was reduced by $170 
million, which resulted in layoffs, reduced court hours, and program cutbacks).

29  See Press Release, New York State unified Court System, Chief Judge Announces Creation of Permanent 
Commission on Access to Justice (July 22, 2015), https://www.nycourts.gov/PRESS/PDFs/PR15_07.pdf.  The Chief 
Judge originally created this as the Task Force to Expand Access to Civil Legal Services in New York in 2010.  
See Press Release, New York State unified Court System, Task Force to Support Chief Judge’s Efforts to Ensure 
Adequate Legal Representation in Civil Proceedings Involving Fundamental human Needs (June 9, 2010), https://
www.nycourts.gov/press/pr2010_09.shtml.

30  See Testimony of Commissioner Steven Banks, New York City human Resources Administration, Oversight 
hearing Addressing the homelessness Crisis, New York City Council Committee on General Welfare (Dec. 9, 
2015), available at http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/hra/downloads/pdf/news/testimonies/2015/dec/Oversight%20
hearing_homelessness120915_final.pdf.

31  New York State’s Division of housing and Community Renewal (DhCR) launched its Subprime Foreclosure 
Prevention Services Program in 2008.  See New York DHCR Announces Grants to Address Subprime Foreclosure 
Crisis, naT’l council of sTaTe housing agencies (Apr. 6, 2010), https://www.ncsha.org/story/new-york-dhcr-announces-
grants-address-subprime-foreclosure-crisis.  Later the New York State Attorney General’s Office assumed funding 
for foreclosure prevention legal services.

32  The Immigrant Justice Corps was launched in 2014 with its inaugural class of 25 two-year fellows and expanded 
with an additional 35 fellows in its second year.  See Liz Robbins, Program Providing Legal Help to Immigrants Will 
Expand Beyond New York City, n.y. Times (May 13, 2015), http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/14/nyregion/program-
providing-legal-help-to-immigrants-will-expand-beyond-new-york-city.html.   The City Council also launched an 
unaccompanied Minor Children Initiative in 2014, with $1.9 million in funding.  See Press Release, New York 
City Council, NYC Council Speaker Melissa Mark-Viverito, the Robin hood Foundation and New York Community 
Trust Announce New $1.9 Million unaccompanied Minor Initiative (Sept. 23, 2015), http://council.nyc.gov/html/
pr/092314um.shtml. 

33  New York City allocated $3.75 million in Citywide legal services in Fiscal Year 2016. ciTy council of The ciTy of 
new york, fiscal year 2016, adoPTed exPense budgeT 65 (June 26, 2015), available at http://council.nyc.gov/html/
budget/2016/skedc.pdf.
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working poor,34 and Veterans legal services .35  Even with all of this additional funding, there are 
still enormous unmet civil legal services needs .

expanding Access to Justice Through Alternatives to full representation: A 
view from the field

It is beyond dispute that it is better for someone with a legal issue – whether it is an adversarial 
case in court or an out-of-court legal matter – to have full representation by a lawyer than to 
be unrepresented, regardless of whether the lawyer is provided through a right to counsel or 
available through increased funding for civil legal services .36  But even if the current efforts to 
establish a right to counsel in certain cases are successful and if funding for civil legal services 
increases even more substantially than it has already, the majority of New Yorkers with civil legal 
services needs who cannot afford an attorney will continue to go without such full representation 
for the foreseeable future .  This does not mean, though, that those without full representation 
need go without any assistance to increase their access to justice .  There are alternatives to full 
representation that can and do play an important role in bridging the justice gap .

New York State, with the judiciary at the helm,37 has been a leader in addressing the justice 
gap through alternatives to full representation .  Over the years, programs to provide legal 
information to a large number of litigants and programs to provide limited representation have 
been established .  Motivating all of these programs is the recognition that current resources are 
insufficient to provide full representation in all cases, and that alternatives can have a positive 
impact in cases, improving access to justice while at the same time recognizing that there is the 
potential for more to be done .  As will be seen, each of these programs is unique, fulfilling its own 
niche within the broader effort to improve access to justice .38  NYLAG has participated in many 
of these efforts, allowing the author to draw on these experiences .

Legal Information

The first type of assistance less than full representation is the provision of legal information 
concerning the justice system .  The general goal of such information is to make the legal system 
friendlier to pro se litigants .

34 New York City allocated $1.725 million in legal services for the working poor in Fiscal Year 2016. Id.
35 New York City devoted $350,000 to Veterans legal services in Fiscal Year 2016. Id. at 103.

36  Of course, there may be situations in which a lawyer does more harm than good.  But a lawyer complying with 
the rules of ethics should not cause such harm.  For example, the New York Rules of Professional Conduct require 
“competency,” with the Rules describing “competent representation” as representation that “requires the legal 
knowledge, skill, thoroughness, and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation.”  n.y. rules of Prof’l 
conducT r.1.1.

37  In some respects, the judiciary has more of an incentive to address the justice gap through alternatives to full 
representation.  While the loyalty of practicing attorneys lies with their clients, the judiciary is responsible for the 
legal system as a whole.  See Fern Fisher, Moving Toward a More Perfect World: Achieving Equal Access to Justice 
Through a New Definition of Judicial Activities, 17 cuny l. reV. 285, 286 (2014) (“[T]he judge’s role also includes 
stewardship over the improvement of laws, the legal system, and the administration of justice.”).

38  Some have termed this “100% access,” defined as “a system in which we can provide some form of effective 
legal assistance to all people facing civil legal issues.”  Alteneder & Rexer, supra note 12, at 7.
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Help Desks

Legal help desks are the most well established means for expanding access to justice with services 
that are short of full representation . In New York City, there are an array of legal help desks, 
which primarily provide information . Housing Court Answers (formerly the City-Wide Task 
Force on Housing Court) runs the oldest such help desks, having started providing this service 
for housing court clients in 1981 .39  Civil Legal Advice and Resource Office (CLARO), which 
is run by the New York State Courts Access to Justice Program, provides information for clients 
confronting consumer debt cases .40  Legal Information for Families Today (LIFT) has provided 
legal information for family court litigants since 1996 .41  And Project FAIR has been providing 
legal information to appellants with administrative fair hearings before the Office of Temporary 
and Disability Assistance, primarily on public assistance, SNAP (food stamp), and Medicaid 
matters, in New York City since 2001 .42

Complementing physical help desks, on-line or virtual help desks also provide access to legal 
information for those with access to the internet .  LawHelpNY provides extensive legal information 
concerning a wide variety of substantive legal issues as well as information on available free civil 
legal services .43  The New York Courts have established CourtHelp, which provides more focused 
information for pro se litigants navigating a variety of courts .44

Legal help desks represent the highest volume of legal assistance to unrepresented litigants .  They 
allow non-lawyers to better understand how the legal system operates, both in terms of the often 
arcane procedures and the substance of the cases that fall within the help desk’s mandate .  These 
help desks are highly successful at providing limited services to thousands of litigants each year .  
With so many unrepresented litigants in the courts and before administrative agencies, help desks 
play a pivotal role in ensuring that these litigants have access to at least some legal information to 
assist them with their cases .

Navigators

The Committee on Non-Lawyers and the Justice Gap launched the Court Navigators Program 
in 2014 to provide assistance to unrepresented litigants in Housing Court in Brooklyn and in the 
Civil Court Consumer Debt Part in the Bronx .45  The Committee engages in a variety of methods 
of support for unrepresented litigants, ranging from what can best be termed as moral support to 
describing the court process to assisting unrepresented litigants in answering court questions .46  

39 See About Housing Court Answers, hous. cT. answers, http://cwtfhc.org/about-us/ (last visited Mar. 14, 2016).

40  See About CLARO, ciV. legal. adVice & resource off., http://www.claronyc.org/claronyc/default.html (last visited 
Mar. 14, 2016).

41  See Mission and History, legal info. for families Today, http://www.liftonline.org/about/who-we-are/mission-and-
history (last visited Mar. 14, 2016).

42  See Project FAIR, n.y. legal assisTance grouP, hTTP://nylag.org/uniTs/general-legal-serVices/ProJecTs/ProJecT-fair (last 
visited Mar. 14, 2016).

43  See About Us, LawhelPNY, http://www.lawhelpny.org/about-us (last visited Mar. 14, 2016).

44 See courThelP, https://www.nycourts.gov/courthelp/ (last visited Mar. 14, 2016).

45 See Lippman, supra note 27, at 1586-87 (describing the Navigator program).

46  See new york sTaTe courT naVigaTor Program, commiTTee on nonlawyers and The JusTice gaP, naVigaTor snaPshoT 
rePorT 5 (dec. 2014), available at http://nylawyer.nylj.com/adgifs/decisions15/022415report.pdf.
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This program relies on the support of Housing Court Answers and University Settlement in 
Brooklyn and the Access to Justice Program in the Bronx .47

The Committee issued a “Snapshot” report at the end of 2014 to gauge the initial impact of the 
courtroom navigators .48  This report described the actual workings of the program, gave the results 
of a litigant survey conducted in the summer of 2014, made recommendations, and provided the 
perspective of the judiciary .49  The survey, while limited, did report that clients found that the 
navigators answered their questions, helped them to understand the proceedings, and “helped 
them feel that progress was being made in their case .”50

Legal Hand

Just this past year, the Center for Court Innovation (CCI) launched Legal Hand, an initiative 
to provide legal information, assistance, and referrals at three neighborhood storefronts .51  To 
operate these storefronts, CCI partnered with three Citywide legal services organizations –  Legal 
Aid, Legal Services-NYC, and NYLAG .52  Legal Hand services are provided in neighborhoods 
with a high need for legal services, in Brownsville and Crown Heights in Brooklyn and Jamaica 
in Queens .53

The Legal Hand model is well suited to assist low-income New Yorkers with civil legal matters that 
are not in court .  The legal needs of community members are much broader than requiring assistance 
with court cases .  By placing staff in accessible community offices and specifically conducting 
outreach for community members to visit the offices for legal matters that are not in court, Legal 
Hand promises to fill gaps in services not currently filled by help desks and in-court navigators .

Mobile Community Offices

NYLAG, in partnership with the Access to Justice Program, launched the Mobile Legal Help 
Center (MLHC) in 2012 .54  The first of its kind in the country – a law office on wheels -  the 
MLHC allows NYLAG to provide direct community access to legal services at a different 
location every day .55  While the MLHC serves as intake for NYLAG’s traditional programs, 
with clients being evaluated for representation, the MLHC also serves the important function of 
providing legal information and advice to clients in their communities .  As with the Legal Hand 
storefront offices, MLHC staff not only provide assistance on matters that are in court or before 
administrative agencies .  They also provide assistance on out-of-court matters and information on 
what is amenable to a court or agency resolution .

47 See id. at 2-6.

48 Id.
49 Id.
50 Id. at 7.

51 See Legal Hand, cenTer for courT innoVaTion, http://www.courtinnovation.org/legal-hand (last visited Mar. 14, 2016).

52 See Citizens Lend a Legal Hand, NYLAG (Nov. 24, 2015), http://nylag.org/news/2015/11/citizens-lend-a-legal-hand.

53 See Legal Hand, supra note 51.

54  See NYLAG Launches Mobile Legal Help Center, NYLAG (Apr. 6, 2012), http://nylag.org/news/2012/04/nylag-
launches-mobile-legal-help-center.

55  See Merritt C. Birnbaum & Randal S. Jeffrey, NYLAG Mobile Legal Help Center’s Challenges and Successes, 46 
clearinghouse reV. 406 (2013).
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Court DIY Forms

Not to be forgotten in the discussion of the range of legal information available to those without 
attorneys is the creation of Court Do-It-Yourself forms to enable pro se litigants to better navigate the 
judicial system .  The New York Court’s Access to Justice Program has been a leader in the creation of 
these forms, with the establishment of twenty-four interactive computer programs for the drafting 
of forms for various court actions .56  While not providing individualized assistance to unrepresented 
litigants, these efforts improve access to justice by making the court system more accessible .

Limited representation

In addition to legal information, some programs bridge the justice gap by providing limited scope 
or “unbundled” or “discrete task” legal services .57

Volunteer Lawyer for the Day

Justice Fern Fisher launched the Volunteer Lawyer for a Day (VLFD) program in Housing Court 
in New York City in 1997 .  This expanded to consumer debt cases with the Consumer Debt 
VLFD Program in 2005 .  Currently the Access to Justice Program supervises the VLFD Program 
in Brooklyn and Manhattan in Housing Court, while NYLAG, the New York County Lawyers’ 
Association (NYCLA), and the Brooklyn Bar Association – Volunteer Lawyers Project (BBA-
VLP) (collectively the Consumer Credit VLFD Consortium) provide the supervising attorneys 
for the Consumer Debt VLFD Program .

Since its inception, the Consumer Debt VLFD Program has represented over 20,000 litigants in 
court .58  In State Fiscal Year 2015, the Consumer Debt Consortium serviced 3,849 clients and 
provided an estimated $6 million in benefits to clients through consumer credit claims that were 
dismissed or reduced .59  The Consumer Debt VLFD Consortium achieved these results using 
only four part-time staff, each supervising a cadre of volunteers in one of the four boroughs of the 
Bronx, Brooklyn, Manhattan, and Queens .

It should be noted that the VLFD model has not been without criticism, at least in the Housing 
Court context .60  For example, a Housing Court respondent facing eviction cannot rely on the 
threat of going to trial represented by a lawyer if a settlement is not reached during the day that 
the respondent has a lawyer .  This leverage is unavailable during the negotiation for the day .  This 
critique, though, uses the yardstick of full representation to judge representation for the day .  
Representation for the day by a trained lawyer, or a lawyer under expert supervision, does lead 
to better results for many clients represented on that day and does not lead to a worse result 
if, for example, no settlement is reached that day .  In fact, a preliminary report of the initial 
implementation of the program in Housing Court concluded that the program was a success on 

56 See Fisher, supra note 37, at 292.

57  This essay uses the term “limited scope” to describe representation that is less than full representation, in keeping 
with the New York State Rules of Professional Conduct.  See n.y. rules of Prof’l conducT r. 1.2(c) & 6.5.

58  See 20,000 Consumer Debt Defendants Served by VLFD Program, N.Y.S. courTs access To JusTice Program, http://
webservera.courts.state.ny.us/ip/nya2j/news_archive.shtml (the Program represented 20,000 clients from 2009 to 
2015).

59 This level of impact was achieved with only $244,476 in Judiciary Civil Legal Services funding.

60 See Brescia, supra note 19, at 234-35.
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a number of levels, and most importantly in improving outcomes for those litigants represented 
through the program .61

Foreclosure Settlement Conferences

Another form of limited scope representation is representation for purposes of settlement 
conference in foreclosure cases .  In the wake of the Great Recession and its foreclosure crises, 
New York State instituted mandatory settlement conferences as the first step in mortgage holders 
pursuing foreclosure litigation .62  Further, the courts agreed to allow attorneys to put in limited 
scope appearances to represent foreclosure litigant defendants for purposes of these settlement 
conferences only .

Representation in mandatory settlement conferences provides an effective means to resolve some 
foreclosure cases without the need for full litigation .  Attorneys have taken advantage of this .  
Dramatically, this has led to an increase of representation to 61 percent of defendants in settlement 
conferences, up from 33 percent in 2011 .63  Litigated foreclosure cases require extensive resources 
and time commitments, given that foreclosure cases in New York last on average close to three years,64 
making limited representation for settlement conference purposes only an attractive alternative .

Alternatives to full representation in Practice

As discussed above, there have been a wide variety of programs instituted in New York State, 
and in particular in New York City, to expand access to justice in ways that provide less than the 
traditional full representation .  Just as seeking the right to counsel in certain limited types of cases 
does not diminish the argument or necessity for seeking this right for other types of cases, so too 
the provision of less than full representation for some clients does not diminish the argument that 
full representation should be provided in those types of cases in the future .

Former Chief Judge Lippman, with his programs and in his writing, has advocated for such 
an incrementalist approach while recognizing the benefits of full representation .65  Under this 
approach, the courts, in partnership with the legal services community and the bar more generally, 
pursue a wide range of initiatives that allow us to “incrementally move closer to a civil Gideon .”66  
Similarly, in California, the Model Equal Justice Act also takes the approach of providing for less 
than full representation in certain cases as a way to provide equal justice .67

61  See office of The adminisTraTiVe Judge of The ciVil courT of The ciTy of new york eT. al., VolunTeer lawyer for a day 
ProJecT rePorT: a TesT of unbundled ciVil legal serVices in The new york ciTy housing courT (2008), available at http://
www.nycourts.gov/courts/nyc/housing/pdfs/vlfdreport_0208.pdf.

62  See hon. Mark C. Dillon, The Newly–Enacted CPLR 3408 for Easing the Mortgage Foreclosure Crisis: Very Good 
Steps, but Not Legislatively Perfect, 30 Pace l. reV. 855, 856 (2010).

63  See hon. lawrence k. marks, 2015 rePorT of The chief adminisTraTor of The courTs 5, available at https://www.
nycourts.gov/publications/pdfs/2015ForeclosureReport.pdf.

64  See N.y.s. dePT. of financial serVs., rePorT on new york’s foreclosure Process (2015), available at http://www.dfs.
ny.gov/reportpub/fore_proc_report_052015.pdf.

65 See Lippman, supra note 27, at 1587-88.

66 Id. at 1587.

67  See cal. commission on access To JusTice, The PaTh To eQual JusTice: a fiVe-year sTaTus rePorT 
on access To JusTice in california 6 (Oct. 2002), available at http://www.calbar.ca.gov/LinkClick.
aspx?fileticket=QhMjgCPh4gg%3D&tabid=216.
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As a practitioner at an office that has been directly involved with many of the programs described 
above, it is absolutely clear to the author that these programs are of value to the clients that they 
serve .  Legal services offices must struggle with limited funding and must prioritize their services 
on a daily basis .  Our offices aim not only to provide high quality legal services to those we do 
represent, but also to have a broader impact by increasing the access to justice for those to whom 
we do not provide full representation .

Every day, NYLAG and our fellow legal services providers must inform the majority of those who 
come to us seeking legal services that we are unable to represent them due to a lack of sufficient 
funding .  The frustration of not being able to represent countless intake callers is tempered by the 
knowledge that the callers can be directed to alternatives to full representation, such as sending 
a caller to a legal help desk, directing the caller to a volunteer lawyer for the day program or a 
storefront office, or pointing to DIY forms or other court resources that make the courts more 
accessible to pro se litigants .  Many unrepresented litigants and others seeking legal services 
use these resources and tools to better understand their legal situation and to achieve a better 
outcome on their matter .

Another important consequence of these programs is that they place lawyers directly on the 
ground where unrepresented litigants struggle to navigate courts and understand the legal system .  
This daily interaction with pro se litigants gives legal services providers awareness of systemic 
problems both with the administration of justice and in the substantive areas of law .  In some 
areas, such as the VLFD Consumer Credit program, lawyers providing limited legal services are 
the primary legal entity providing any service at all .  In circumstances like this, lawyers involved in 
limited legal service have been instrumental in changing the culture of the courtroom, ensuring 
that represented plaintiffs do not take advantage of unrepresented litigants .  Similarly, staff at the 
Project FAIR Help Desk have identified trends in problems with the administration of public 
benefits programs that have then been addressed with those administering these programs .

In sum, each of the programs described here is unique, with its own unique impact and efficacy .  
Even similar programs – such as legal help desks or Volunteer Lawyer for the Day programs – may 
have different results depending on their context .  Ultimately, there should be a greater investment 
in continuing to review and evaluate these programs in order to more fully appreciate the impact 
that these programs have .  Such evaluations will go far to confirm what those involved in these 
programs already know: alternatives to full representation can and do have an enormous, positive 
impact on the lives of low-income New Yorkers .68  •

68  There have been a few statistically rigorous program evaluations, such as one in two housing courts in 
Massachusetts.  See bosTon bar associaTion Task force on The ciVil righT To counsel, The imPorTance of rePresenTaTion 
in eVicTion cases (2012), available at http://www.bostonbar.org/docs/default-document-library/bba-crtc-final-3-1-12.
pdf; see also Carroll Seron et al., The Impact of Legal Counsel on Outcomes for Poor Tenants in New York City’s 
Housing Courts: Results of a Randomized Experiment, 35 L. & soc’y reV. 419 (2001).
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filling the Gaps: Another Way to Tackle  
the Access to Justice Crisis
Karen simmons1

Working in public interest law, which intersects with social services and social justice, I have had the 
opportunity to do more than just handle an individual client’s case or reach beyond my individual 
caseload .  I work in this profession to provide greater support and engagement for communities 
in need .  Access to justice as a societal framework is a logical extension when you are immersed in 
this work .  Many access to justice work groups and task forces that encompass our judiciary, state, 
city, and affinity bar associations, along with many law schools, public interest, and legal services 
programs collaborate to work on the thorny issues that plague and daunt the disenfranchised .2  The 
areas that immediately come to mind when we talk about access issues are food and income security, 
housing, domestic violence, and many family issues . Over the years, the various entities focused on 
access to justice with the bench, the bar, schools, and public sector stakeholders have continued to 
expand our reach in providing access to legal assistance through self-help tools, pro bono attorneys 
or trained non-legal professionals and clinics .  Access to justice is also stretching to address long-
persistent problems such as human trafficking, advocacy for LGBT rights on many fronts, consumer 
debt, and the needed support for our elderly and veterans .3  

However, there are grey areas where the lack of access to justice does not fit into an existing 
category or assistance area .  The lack of access or gaps in access have been created by the actions 
or inactions of the systems that are designed to support or care for the person they are now 
negatively impacting .  Those gaps constitute the continuing frontier in tackling barriers to access 
to justice .  There have been great strides made in meeting access to justice needs, but even as 
we make progress on one issue, many more rise up to challenge us .  How do we see the gaps 
before us so we can prevent them from becoming barriers that contribute to further marginalizing 
communities trying to access justice?  

This essay considers three populations for whom access to justice may be limited because of these 
gaps: children in foster care; adults facing child protective investigations; and children who have 
experienced “broken adoptions,” in that they were adopted out of foster care but did not remain 
in the adoptive home . The essay explores the gaps in access to justice faced by these populations by 
considering the examples of Kay and Ollie,4 both of whom had experiences with the child welfare 
system as children and as adults .

1  Karen Simmons is the Executive Director of The Children’s Law Center (CLC), a not for profit law firm that 
represents children in custody, guardianship, visitation, paternity, child support, family offense domestic violence 
and connected child protective cases in family court and the Integrated Domestic Violence Parts in Supreme Court.

2  The American Bar Association’s Resource Center for Access to Justice (ATJ) Initiatives serves judicial, private bar, 
and legal aid leaders who work together to provide people of low and modest income with meaningful access to 
their justice systems. The Center’s two main focuses are:  (1) “Supporting the growth and development of state-
based Access to Justice Commissions,” and (2) “Collecting and analyzing data on the various sources of funding 
for civil legal aid.” Resource Center for Access to Justice Initiatives, A.b.a., http://www.americanbar.org/groups/
legal_aid_indigent_defendants/initiatives/resource_center_for_access_to_justice.html.

3  For examples of access to justice resources from the New York State unified Court System, see New York State 
Courts Access to Justice Program, https://www.nycourts.gov/ip/nya2j/index.shtml;  Courthelp, http://www.
nycourts.gov/courthelp/.

4 All the names in this document have been changed. 
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I. Children in foster Care

Transparent and effective justice that is within the reach of all people is essential to achieving 
access to justice .  But is access to justice obtainable for everyone?  Because the lens I work from 
focuses on the family and in particular children, sometimes I see that systems have obstacles that 
may be unintended but create negative consequences .  Solutions are not always readily available 
or the system hampers people’s ability to move forward in making a life for themselves or their 
families .  Children often live in this nether world because a child’s access is dependent on others .  
Access to the justice system for children is something that is usually explored through the adults 
that they are connected to .  However, that access is constrained and might be invisible if the 
child’s caretaker’s ability to protect the child’s access to justice is at issue or the caretaker is the 
impediment .  

“Child protection” are the words that we often use .  Child policies have evolved over the centuries .  
Child labor laws were enacted, orphanages grew into a child protective and foster care system, and 
ensuring that children received primary educational instruction became a part of our mandate .  
Protecting children is important .  If a parent lacks stellar parenting ability, it is not questioned 
unless safety is at issue .  Sometimes, in the child custody law area, you wish that parents could 
see the harm that they are doing when the disintegration of their relationship negatively impacts 
their children .  However, when the design of the system has children move through it with the 
possibility of becoming vulnerable adults, we have to assess whether their access to justice as a 
child was fully actualized .  We see the costs on them as adults and on their children, and how the 
system has contributed to the marginalizing cycle .  

Kay’s story

Kay grew up in foster care .  When she was younger, she lived in a foster home .  She thought she 
would stay with this family because it was her home .  Her foster mother wanted to keep her, but 
she needed to move to North Carolina to care for sick relatives and the Interstate Compact for 
the Placement for Children (ICPC) unit in the receiving state did not authorize Kay moving with 
her so Kay had to stay in New York .  ICPC is an agreement between states that was created so that 
children who are before a court do not move from one state to another without the knowledge of 
authorities in each state and without a mechanism for oversight .5

From the time when her foster mother moved until she was 18, Kay resided in a group home 
where people stole her clothes and physical fights were the norm .  She left that environment .  
After she left foster care, she would stop by the foster care agency, but never seemed to connect 
with anyone there for a meaningful discharge from care .  She never had a discharge plan meeting 
or knew she could receive a discharge grant .  She never had a permanency review in court that 
she was part of, and she never learned that she might be eligible for Special Immigrant Juvenile 

5  See ICPC FAQ, ass’n of admin. of The inTersTaTe comPacT on The PlacemenT of children, http://www.aphsa.org/
content/AAICPC/en/resources/ICPCFAQ.html.   
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Status (SIJS)6 .  

As a baby, Kay arrived in New York and was never aware that she was undocumented .  By the time 
she learned about her legal status, she had two babies of her own and a shaky relationship with her 
children’s father, Ollie .  Ollie also was in foster care and also had left placement .  Kay went back to 
her foster care agency to try and obtain her birth certificate and other identification documents 
and there she learned about SIJS .  SIJS is available to some children who are present in the United 
States without legal immigration status and may be in need because they have been abused, 
abandoned, or neglected by a parent .  SIJS would have given Kay lawful permanent residence 
status, but at the time Kay learned about this, the steps to access this status were not clear to her 
and time was not on her side .  SIJS for Kay was never a possibility because she did not have access 
to the information in a timely way and had turned 21 years old two weeks earlier .  There are other 
remedies to obtain lawful status for Kay to pursue, but Kay never had access to SIJS . 

Access to justice can be defined as the ability to know that information is out there that may 
inform you and impact you and with that knowledge, have the ability to seek a formal or informal 
forum to be heard and learn what possible remedies are available .  Gaps in access to justice exist 
if people, notably the poor and the vulnerable including current and former foster children like 
Kay, suffer from the injustice of lack of knowledge and do not have the ability to make their 
grievances or issues known or heard .  Kay’s lack of information encumbered her access to justice 
to obtain her green card via SIJS, even though she had been a ward of the state for years .  Being 
undocumented impacts every aspect of her life .  The government, laws, and the courts are vessels 
for increasing access for people with little to no access .  Kay has not been able to go to school and 
works at a low-paying job with no benefits .  

II. Adults in Child Protective Investigations

As an adult, Kay returned home with her three children at the end of a long work day and found 
a note at her door stating that child protective services had been to her apartment to investigate 
her for neglect of her children .  An anonymous state central registry report7 was called in alleging 
that Kay takes drugs and her children do not regularly attend school .  Neither of these allegations 
was true and many months later the report was deemed unfounded .  Kay had recently completed 
a series of court dates in housing court where she prevailed over her landlord .  She was looking 

6 See INA § 101(a)(27)(J), codified at 8 u.S.C. § 1101(a)(27)(J).
  Special Immigrant Juvenile Status (SIJS) allows undocumented children under the age of 21 who have been 

abused, neglected, or abandoned by one or both parents to obtain lawful, permanent immigration status within 
the united States. Qualifying children must meet the criteria codified in § 101(a)(27)(J) of the Immigration and 
Nationality Act:

 1. The applicant must be under 21 years old;

 2. he/she must be unmarried;

  3.  he/she must be declared dependent upon the state – this means that a state court has taken jurisdiction over a 
petition addressing the needs of the applicant;

  4. Reunification with one or both of the applicant’s parents must no longer be a viable option; AND

 5.  It is not in the best interests of the applicant to return to his/her country of nationality or last habitual residence. 

  safe Passage ProJecT, sPecial immigranT JuVenile sTaTus: a sTeP-by-sTeP guide for safe Passage ProJecT VolunTeer 
aTTorneys 7 (updated Nov. 23, 2014), available at http://www.safepassageproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/
SIJS-Manual-11.24.2014-CT-FINAL-AMENDED.pdf?.

7  The Statewide Central Register of Child Abuse and Maltreatment (SCR) of the New York State Office of Children 
and Family Services, receives reports of child abuse and neglect. Statewide Central Register of Child Abuse and 
Maltreatment, N.Y.S. office of children & family serVs., http://ocfs.ny.gov/main/cps/. 
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for another place to live because her housing was marginal .  Continuing to stay there felt like 
an uphill battle to make it a good place to remain with her children, but she could not afford 
higher rents .  Needless to say, the landlord-tenant relationship was not the best .  In order to attend 
housing court, Kay had to take off from work and now, in order to meet with the caseworker for 
an appointment that is scheduled during her work hours, she will have to take off from work 
again .  If Kay does not work, she does not get paid .  Kay is frustrated and nervous that she now 
has to talk to the caseworker .  

Access for Kay to have her landlord make repairs to her apartment was fraught with many 
challenges that she navigated with self-help resources that are part of the access to justice toolkit .  
It is scary; even with many of those do-it-yourself tools, navigating the legal system with limited 
understanding is not easy, especially versus a landlord who has more resources and legal counsel .  
Now, having dealt with her housing situation, which is still not great, she receives an anonymous 
complaint about her care of her children .  What is even more challenging is when you are not 
involved in a court proceeding but you still have to answer to an investigatory body .  Kay is now 
about to enter discussions with a child welfare system because of anonymous allegations .  The 
child welfare system is designed to help children and families, but the child welfare system is a 
protective system that also has a duty to investigate and a duty to protect children, if necessary, 
from their caretaker .  Every action or inaction Kay takes will, in this dynamic, be scrutinized .  It is 
a system that she abandoned and one that she may not fully trust .  

Access to justice is more than improving an individual’s access to courts or guaranteeing legal 
representation .  Access to justice should be the ability of people to seek and obtain a remedy 
through formal as well as informal decision makers .  When you are involved in an investigative 
process, the rules of contact and resolution are not always clearly defined .  Access should include 
self-help, legal information, and legal representation as well as include reliable time frames or 
procedures when issues are raised that could impact your liberty or ability to raise your children .  
After the initial contact, Kay waited eight months for the investigation to conclude .  The 
caseworker contacted Kay’s children’s school and monitored attendance .  Kay provided what 
documents she had and submitted to the drug test when requested .  She lost time and pay at 
work in order to follow up with the caseworker .  Kay felt constrained with these allegations 
hanging over her head, but with nothing before the court, she felt she had to comply and felt 
helpless .  Access to justice may feel like an illusion in these circumstances to a person subjected to 
anonymous allegations that take eight months to investigate .  To further tackle access to justice 
and flesh out this definition, we need to explore how to safeguard and mitigate gaps that may give 
people the perception that their access does not exist . 

III. Broken Adoptions

ollie’s story

Ollie, the father of Kay’s children, was adopted from foster care when he was two years old .  As 
he approached his teen years, his adoptive mother stated his behavior was problematic .  She sent 
Ollie to a therapist, but did not accept the therapist’s suggestions and refused to come in for 
weekly family therapy .  She put Ollie out of the apartment and put Ollie back in to foster care .  

Ollie’s group home was nearby the group home that Kay was living in and that is how they got 
together .  They left the group homes and worked odd jobs and jobs off the books so they could 
afford a room, make a life, and have children .  They also had a troubled relationship .  When 
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they could not make ends meet, Ollie went to apply for welfare benefits and learned that his 
adoptive mother was receiving funds for him called an adoption subsidy .  The adoption subsidy 
is a contract between the adoptive parent and the state .8  The subsidy payments are paid to the 
adoptive parent for the care of the child .  Children designated as hard-to-place children out of 
foster care may be eligible for this subsidy as well as medical coverage, depending on their needs, 
until the age of 18, or in New York, the age of 21 .9 Ollie learned three months before his 21st 
birthday that his adoptive mother was still receiving these payments even though she put him 
back into foster care .  His adoptive mother never planned for Ollie to return home, did not even 
visit him, and did not let his younger brother, whom she also adopted, see him .  

Ollie experienced what is called a “broken adoption .”10  This has also been called failed adoption 
or adoption discontinuity .  For some adopted youth, something happens in the family structure 
that results in a break, and the child does not remain in the home, may return to family court, and 
even sometimes back into foster care .  Ollie never realized his adoptive mother received money 
for him .  Every year, children are adopted out of foster care presumably into their “forever family” 
and that should be their happy ending .  The reality for some of these adopted children has been 
quite the opposite of a happy ending, resulting in the broken adoption .  In 2014, a New York Daily 
News article highlighted that many adoptive parents continue to receive money for children not 
in their care or for children who are never going to return to their care and that what persists is 
“a confusing tangle of bureaucratic rules and a lack of city oversight .”11  Adoptive parents who 
have kicked children out of their home and are providing no financial support often continue to 
receive subsidy checks which are intended for the adopted child’s care . The data to quantify this 
issue is just starting to come together, but we have a long way to go and we do know that some 
youth and young adults end up a part of the homeless or other systems .  

Until recently, under the interpretation of the adoption subsidy regulations and statute,12 in 
practice the only way the subsidy would stop flowing to the adoptive parent (other than the child 
reaching the maximum age for the subsidy) was through the death of the adoptive parent, or if 
the adoptive parent elected to stop the subsidy payment by informing the agency in writing that 
he/she no longer wished to receive the subsidy payment .13  The intent was to ensure that the 
adopted child received the basic necessities of life with the subsidy .  Unfortunately, the impact 

8  See N.Y. soc. serV. law § 453; New York Adoption Subsidies, N.Y.S. office of children & family serVs., http://ocfs.
ny.gov/adopt/subsidy.asp. 

9 See 42 u.S.C. § 673; N.Y. soc. serV. law § 453.

10  CLC began looking at this issue by surveying practitioners in the Family Law field about broken adoptions. See 
Dawn J. Post & Brian Zimmerman, The Revolving Doors of Family Court: Confronting Broken Adoptions, 40 caP. 
u. l. reV. 437 (2012).

11  Nick Nehamas, Children Still Bring in Subsidy Checks for the Adoptive Parents Who Tossed Them Aside, N.Y. daily 
news, Sept. 2, 2014, http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/discarded-children-bring-checks-adoptive-parents-
gave-article-1.1862778.

12 See N.Y. soc. serV. law § 453.

13  The New York State Office of Children and Family Services recently issued guidance that clarifies when an 
adoption subsidy can be terminated, and “follow up” measures local services agencies can take when they have 
“reasonable cause to suspect that the adoptive parent(s) is no longer providing any support” for the child. See 
N.Y.S. Office of Children & Family Services, Local Commissioners’ Memorandum No. 16-OCFS-LCM-02, Changes 
Impacting Adoption Assistance Payments (Feb. 3, 2016), http://ocfs.ny.gov/main/policies/external/OCFS_2016/
LCMs/16-OCFS-LCM-02%20Changes%20Impacting%20Adoption%20Assistance%20Payments.pdf.  however, if 
the funds to the adoptive parent are terminated for this reason, they are not currently available to a new custodian 
or guardian for the child. 
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in some cases has been quite the opposite .14  Children in broken adoption situations continue to 
be in dire need of legal and social work advocacy as it relates to the inability to access the subsidy 
and also they can lose their medical coverage .  Some young people need access to medication or 
other mental health services and an inchoate mental health system that is not attuned to these 
young people’s unique trauma experience may be a barrier to their well-being .  These children 
experience removal from a birth parent and family, possible trauma in foster care, and now the 
break of the adoptive relationship with little recourse .  Also the lack of understanding of the 
behavioral conduct and attachment disorders as well as the issues related to identity exploration 
and formation that youth face as they approach adulthood are part of this jumbled experience for 
them .  Access to justice where no one sees their needs has left a part of our youth and young adult 
population invisible to any access to justice paradigm .  

When Ollie was put back into foster care, he lost contact with his sibling .  Another common 
issue for broken adoption youth, is the refusal of their adoptive family to allow contact between 
them and their sibling(s) .  Many children are adopted out of foster care with at least one of their 
biological siblings .  When their relationship with their adoptive parent ends and they are not 
welcome in the home, they may lose contact with siblings who remain in the home .   

The current posture of New York State adoption regulations only mandates that foster care 
agencies ensure contact between siblings if they are placed in different foster homes .15  However, 
once the adoption is finalized, the foster care agency is no longer obligated to maintain sibling 
contact; it is up to the adoptive parent .  In fact, the adoptive parent can simply terminate all 
contact between the siblings .  In either situation—being adopted into different families or being 
barred from contact with siblings who remain in the adoptive home after a sibling leaves—there is 
a growing number of siblings who have lost contact, and access to justice for them does not exist .16  
Social science research has noted that the longest continuous relationship that people may have is 
with a sibling, but in the eyes of the law, that relationship is not paramount .17

Iv. Conclusion

Seeking to have access to justice programs for the poor or other vulnerable people is embraced as a 
public charge .  The plan to provide access to these communities varies by each state .  The key points 
for an access to justice system are that the system must endeavor toward transparency, quality, 
and quantity of resources in order to have equal access and readily obtainable legal information .  
Groups in and connected to the legal community in the private, public, and government sectors 
strive to provide needed resources for a modicum of access to their justice systems .  States within 
this framework are at the forefront of trying to enhance funding for attorneys through civil legal 
aid, pro bono attorney support from the private bar, self-help services for the self-represented, and 
other creative projects . 

Methods for addressing barriers to both quantity and quality of legal assistance continue to 
evolve .  However, gaps to access exist .  They exist in several different ways .  Even though Kay 
and Ollie have had some access to the legal system, they still face the cracks within the systems 

14 See Post & Zimmerman, supra note 10. 

15 See 18 N.Y.C.R.R. § 431.10(e). 

16 Dawn J. Post et al., Are you Still my Family?  Post-Adoption Sibling Visitation, 43 caP. u. l. reV. 308 (2015).

17 See id. at 319-26.
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that have been created, or were designed to protect and care for them as children but instead 
created other life narratives for them as young adults .  The lack of access or the crisis that we 
still face and need to further combat are the cracks in transparency, quality, and quantity 
to equal access and legal information; if we fail to repair these cracks, the gaps to access to 
justice will widen .  As we evolve as a society, the types of legal needs continue to evolve and the 
resource development sometimes is outpaced by the legal needs .  The allegations against Kay 
that brought the child welfare system back in to Kay’s life may be false, but she has to submit 
to the inquiry and lose pay .  She cannot obtain a job that provides more money and benefits 
because she cannot go to school and she is not eligible for certain jobs .  Her immigration status 
instability makes each step she takes difficult .  Ollie could not address the problem that his 
adoptive mother continued to receive money for his care; she did not provide him any support 
for the majority of his life; and he has lost access to his sibling .  Improving access requires a fully 
resourced system that seeks to evolve and address gaps that the system itself may inadvertently 
cause .  Access to justice must be part of system planning when we look at established areas and 
new areas that arise, but also these systems need to be cognizant and willing to work to prevent 
creating the gaps that cause the need for the access-fragile populations, like Kay and Ollie .  
They were children that were immersed in a system to care for them, but as adults the system as 
currently structured has caused gaps that impede their access .  • 
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Pro Pro Bono: volunteer Lawyers Are an 
essential Part of Access to Civil Justice
Amy Barasch, esq.1

If access to justice is achieved through meaningful participation in the courts, then those of us 
who are officers of the court have a lot of work to do .  By most accounts, some 80 percent of low-
income litigants in our civil courts proceed without representation, and their legal outcomes suffer 
as a consequence .2  Not only do litigants face great harm – such as the loss of children, liberty and/
or housing -- but they learn that the courts are not a place of justice for all .  It should be no surprise 
then that many low-income people eschew the courts when they have legal problems .  The more 
our court system loses the trust of its citizens the less well it functions .  In New York City, a place 
with more lawyers per capita than most, it is essential that the private bar’s contribution of pro 
bono services be leveraged to its full potential as part of the solution to closing the gap in access 
to justice .  The key is in recognizing how to match the available talent to the need .  If pro bono 
power is harnessed strategically it has the capacity not only to reduce the gap in access to justice, 
but to transform the public support for and understanding of the importance of access to civil 
legal services overall . In this essay I reflect on the ongoing gap in legal services for low-income civil 
litigants, and illustrate how the needs of the private sector can be matched with the needs of civil 
litigants in order to help individuals and the civil legal system as a whole . 

I. The Persistent Need for Civil Legal services 

There is no doubt that we are failing as a community in our provision of legal support to low-
income litigants . Litigants need attorneys to protect their rights, and ensure that they fully 
understand the substantive and procedural law that applies to them . More and more research 
is being conducted to show how representation can have a dramatically positive effect for 
litigants .  That positive effect goes beyond an improved case outcome, and can include improved 
health, economic security, and physical safety .3 The Legal Services Corporation (LSC) has been 
persistently vocal and convincing about the need for additional funding for legal services . The 
LSC has anticipated that to meet the need of those eligible for free legal services, the federal share 

1  Amy Barasch, Esq., is the Executive Director of her Justice. I would like to thank Rachel Braunstein, Senior Policy 
Attorney at her Justice for her careful review of this paper, as well as the rest of the her Justice staff without 
whose work none of the successes described would be possible. 

2  See, e.g., Task force To exPand access To ciVil legal serVs. in n.y., rePorT To The chief Judge of The sTaTe of new york 
1-2 (2013), available at http://www.nycourts.gov/accesstojusticecommission/PDF/CLS-TaskForceReport_2013.pdf; 
legal serVs. corP., documenTing The JusTice gaP in america: The currenT unmeT ciVil legal needs of low-income 
americans 1 (2009), available at http://www.lsc.gov/sites/default/files/LSC/pdfs/documenting_the_justice_gap_in_
america_2009.pdf; A.B.A., legal needs and ciVil JusTice: a surVey of americans (1994), available at http://www.
americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/migrated/legalservices/downloads/sclaid/legalneedstudy.authcheckdam.pdf.  
For a discussion of studies of need, see herbert M. Kritzer, Examining the Real Demand for Legal Services, 37 
fordham urb. L. J. 255 (2010). 

3  See, e.g., Jennifer s. rosenberg & denise a. grab, suPPorTing surViVors: The economic benefiTs of ProViding ciVil legal 
assisTance To surViVors of domesTic Violence (Institute for Policy Integrity 2015), available at http://policyintegrity.
org/documents/SupportingSurvivors.pdf; Russell Engler, Connecting Self-Representation to Civil Gideon: What 
Existing Data Reveal About When Counsel is Most Needed, 37 fordham urb. L. J. 37 (2010); David A. Lash, 
Finding the Next Big Idea to Fight Poverty, dialogue, Vol. 15, Issue 3 (Winter 2012), http://www.americanbar.org/
content/newsletter/publications/dialogue_home/dialogue_archive/ls_dial_wi12_probono1.html; Rebecca Sandefur, 
Elements of Professional Expertise: Understanding Relational and Substantive Expertise through Lawyers’ Impact, 
80 am. soc. reV. 909 (2015); Russell Engler, When Does Representation Matter?, in beyond eliTe law: access To 
ciVil JusTice in america 71  (Samuel Estreicher & Joy Radice, eds., 2016). 
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of funding must grow five-fold .4 Given political realities, such an increase is unlikely, which is why 
all tools must be used, including the targeted use of pro bono services .5 

Despite general consensus about the need to include pro bono in the access to civil justice solution,6 
from the perspective of a legal services organization, the management of pro bono help can feel like 
more of a burden than a benefit . Matching a bright attorney who has never set foot in a courtroom 
with a poor litigant who is facing eviction or the loss of custody of a child is no easy task . Just as 
firms have institutionalized the coordination of their pro bono efforts through the creation of pro 
bono counsel positions, legal services offices have been creating their own pro bono coordinator 
positions as well . These positions are necessary because successful management of pro bono is labor-
intensive .  Firms must ensure supervision, track cases, generate institutional support, and promote 
the commitment to pro bono at all levels of the firm . Nonprofits must adequately train and mentor 
volunteer attorneys, and assist them with unfamiliar court procedures, client interviewing skills and 
negotiation tactics . Most volunteer attorneys have never had the opportunity to manage a case on 
their own, and the bulk of the mentoring is focusing on these “soft” lawyering skills that distinguish 
a real litigator from a person with a J .D . degree . These positions – the firm pro bono counsel and 
the nonprofit pro bono coordinator – work together to massage the surfeit of legal talent to fit the 
yawning chasm of legal need .  For those of us working in “pro bono first” organizations this kind of 
triaging, and matching service to need, is our bread and butter . 

II. The Approach of one “Pro Bono first” organization

Legal services offices are like free law firms for the poor .  When someone comes to a legal services 
office, they want one of the office’s attorneys to represent them in their legal matter(s) .  A 
small percentage of the cases are identified by the legal services organization as appropriate to 
be placed with a volunteer attorney, and are handled pro bono . Pro bono placement represents 
approximately 10 percent of a typical legal services office’s caseload .7 In contrast, what I call a 
“Pro Bono First” organization is one that provides the majority of its legal assistance through the 
coordination of volunteer attorneys .  While LSC-funded organizations are required to spend 
12 .5 percent of their budget on pro bono activities, for us it’s over 75 percent .  We spend the 
majority of our effort focused on how best to mentor and train volunteers, as well as how to 
match legal need to talent, all to give clients the best legal assistance we can offer .  If a “match” 
cannot be made, we handle the case in-house .    

Since September of 2014 I have been the Executive Director of Her Justice, a pro bono first 
organization that focuses its efforts on ensuring that poor women in New York City receive 
legal services in the areas of family, divorce, and immigration law . There are many other such pro 
bono first organizations locally, such as Volunteers of Legal Service, New York Lawyers for the 
Public Interest, Brooklyn Bar Association Volunteer Lawyers Project, and Partners for Women 

4 legal serVs. corP., supra note 2, at 3.

5  The Legal Services Corporation’s Pro Bono Task Force identifies consistent use of pro bono as one goal in 
addressing the access to justice gap as well. See legal serVs. corP., rePorT of The Pro bono Task force (2012); see 
also 45 C.F.R. § 1614.1(a) (“Except as provided hereafter, a recipient of Legal Services Corporation funding shall 
devote an amount equal to at least twelve and one-half percent (12.5%) of the recipient’s LSC annualized basic field 
award to the involvement of private attorneys in such delivery of legal services ....”).

6  See, e.g., Scott L. Cummings & Rebecca L. Sandefur, Beyond the Numbers: What We Know – and Should Know – 
About American Pro Bono, 7 harV. l. & Pol’y reV. 83 (2013). 

7  See, e.g., legal serVs. corP, 2014 legal serVices corPoraTion by The numbers 1, 27 (2015), available at http://www.
lsc.gov/sites/default/files/attach/2015/08/LSC2014FactBook.pdf.  
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and Justice (New Jersey), to name just a few .  At Her Justice, we coordinate a large volume of 
volunteer legal services to low-income women (over 3,000 clients receive assistance annually), 
and specialize in some of the hardest to place cases – litigated family and matrimonial cases . Our 
staff attorneys are expert lawyers in their fields, and due to their work with us, are also expert 
trainers and mentors . 

My examples of the pro bono first model are taken from the practice at Her Justice which is 
the one I know best, but elements of the approach are probably used at most similarly-situated 
organizations .  When clients call Her Justice, it’s usually because they have exhausted all other 
options . They are facing a court case without representation because no one was available for 
them, so they check to see if we can find them a volunteer lawyer . Sometimes, we meet them at a 
community office of a nonprofit or a Family Justice Center, and they know they have a legal issue, 
but are not sure what to do next . Our attorneys balance the client’s need and situation with the 
menu of options we have to offer . That spectrum runs from legal information, through advice and 
counsel, brief services, limited scope representation to full representation by a volunteer attorney 
or one of our staff attorneys .  By ensuring that the solution matches the needs, the limited 
legal resources we have go farther .  Her Justice serves clients from all five of the New York City 
boroughs, clients are typically at or below 200 percent of poverty, 71 percent have children, and 
85 percent are victims of domestic violence . 

A “spectrumed” approach is integral to how we provide pro bono services to low-income litigants . 
Volunteer lawyers from private law firms are often well intentioned and smart, but are not the 
right resource for all cases . Rather than conducting intake for our staff attorneys, and then 
selecting cases to place with big law attorneys, we do intake assuming placement with the private 
bar . Since we know those resources are limited by elements more nuanced than the type of law 
being addressed, we open a wide net for intake, and offer advice and counsel or brief services 
to clients who are not ready for trial, would not benefit from trial, or would do better with 
immediate advice than waiting for us to match them with a lawyer .8 All other cases are brought in 
for potential placement, and those that we cannot place, we represent in-house . Doing this kind 
of triage has made us comfortable talking about some of the issues on the forefront of discussions 
about Access to Justice, like unbundled legal services and the role of advice and counsel versus full 
representation .

For traditional direct legal services, full representation by a staff attorney is the goal, and anything 
short of that is “less than .”  These goals come from the traditional lawyer’s belief that only full 
representation provides adequate client protection, and that only lawyers can provide the services 
needed by individuals with legal disputes; concerns that anything short of full representation 
will enable a resources-starved system to short-change low-income clients; and funding designs 
that mandate a certain number of full representation cases .  However, despite the goal of full 
representation, over half 9 of all clients who contact legal services must either be turned away all-
together for lack of capacity, or receive one-time advice and counsel since the attorney must move 
on to identify more clients who might be able to obtain full representation .  Our pro bono first 
model recognizes that clients have a spectrum of legal needs, and that in many cases not only is 
some information better than none, it may be exactly the right amount of information . Since not all 

8  Similarly, at legal services organizations, about 60 percent of intakes close out with brief services. See, e.g., 2014 
lsc by The numbers at 16, supra note 7. 

9  See The Unmet Need for Legal Aid, legal serVs. corP., http://www.lsc.gov/what-legal-aid/unmet-need-legal-aid 
(last visited May 15, 2016). 
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clients make good fits for volunteer attorneys (their court dates are too soon, their legal issues too 
complex, or ironically, their legal issue so straightforward that it does not provide enough experience 
to justify the firm placement process), we are constantly trying to identify clients who would achieve 
their goals with less than full representation . Rather than turning them away, we can offer “longer-
term” brief services – such as a series of calls to review papers – because our staff attorneys can handle 
that while the lengthier matters go through the placement process . On occasion, if an urgent case is 
particularly compelling and the client has been unable to obtain representation elsewhere, we will 
find a way to take the case in-house – with our attorneys or law firm externs10 – rather than add 
the caller to yet another waitlist . Since full representation for us is achieved only through a careful 
matching of client to private attorney, we are careful as to how we allocate that resource, and make 
sure we have plenty of other alternatives so that no one contacting us for help leaves with nothing, 
but also so that they don’t leave with more than they need . 

I receive regular anecdotal reports about the successes of our model – the clients who were armed 
with papers we prepared and prevailed in court on their own, or a volunteer attorney who helped 
a client’s child support payments grow from $50/month to $950/month .  The former – pro se 
support – is one of the many services our staff attorneys provide . The latter, full representation 
on a litigated support matter, happens only because of the resources and time a private attorney 
can direct towards the kind of case most litigants face alone . There is no right to a lawyer for child 
support cases in New York, and most legal services offices are too swamped to take them .  The 
private bar, however, can litigate these matters as they would any other, resulting in significant 
poverty-averting awards for our clients . This solution should not be a Band-Aid, but a reliable and 
logical piece of the access to justice practice .

III. A few examples of matching firm Needs to Client Needs 

The following examples are hardly definitive, but are some illustrative examples from an 
organization that provides pro bono support as a primary focus .  Many of us at Her Justice have 
worked on both sides of the firm/nonprofit relationship, and we are charting a specific role for 
organizations that focus on making the pro bono connection . I see it as the role of organizations 
like mine to improve, measure, and explain how best to support pro bono work so that we take 
advantage of untapped legal resources without putting additional burdens on legal services 
providers . These examples highlight what the private sector needs in order to provide volunteer 
services, and how one pro bono first organization works to meet that need in a way that best 
meets the needs of clients . 

A. Complex Litigation Is the Toughest match, But the most Important

Complex litigation is a tough fit for volunteer attorneys . These cases can be drawn-out, 
unpredictable, and emotionally fraught – all of the qualities that make them intimidating or of 
concern for volunteers .  However for historically disempowered litigants, like the poor women 
with whom we work at Her Justice, having an attorney is essential to protect their rights . It can 
also correct for any power imbalance that is inherent in litigation, often exacerbated by the 
presence of unrepresented parties .  Especially if intimate partner abuse is involved, it is not only 
ludicrous but unsafe to expect a litigant to proceed alone . The benefit of representation in these 

10  Four law firms place mid-level associates with us for 4 – 6 months on a full-time basis. Those associates receive 
intensive supervision, and handle a full caseload of primarily litigated matters. 
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cases is the protection of vital rights, but also a complete shift in the terms of negotiation in the 
case, particularly important when so few cases go to trial . 

We are one of the only organizations in town that provide free representation for low-income 
women in litigated divorce proceedings, for example . While people rarely think “social justice” 
when they hear divorce, our volunteer attorneys quickly learn that without their help, our poor 
often abused clients face destitution, loss of custody, and litigation that can last for years further 
draining them of resources and independence .  Without a formal divorce, parties cannot take 
next steps with important interests in property and pensions; and especially in abuse cases, 
without court orders, victims of partner violence are challenged to ensure a safe situation for 
managing custody, visitation and child support .  Many low-income victims of partner violence 
choose never to file for divorce out of fear – because of drawn-out litigation with the abuser and 
because of an inability to anticipate the economic outcome .  That decision often leaves funds that 
they deserve – like child support – out of reach . Families often fall apart . When they do, the law 
can offer some protection .

In approximately half of the litigated divorce cases for which we provide representation, the 
parties discuss the possibility of imputing income to the moneyed spouse for determining support 
payments . Although our clients are poor, their partners regularly hide or under-value assets like 
businesses and off-the-books income .  Many clients will tell us that they have no documents that 
prove their partner’s income, but they know about purchases made, lifestyle choices, and other 
actions that imply some stream of income .  For those clients, child support calculated on declared 
income alone would seriously undervalue their partner’s ability to support their child . The court 
provides for a litigant’s ability to impute income to their partner, if they can provide evidence of 
expenses that show the income is higher than stated .  Despite its availability as a tool, a concept 
like imputation is not one that unrepresented litigants would likely come to on their own .  Alone, 
our clients would go forward on W-2’s or statements of net worth with no ability to challenge the 
statements of their partner .  We find that once the specter of imputation is raised, in other words 
when the adverse party realizes that we will be able to show the actual income available, a favorable 
settlement is often close behind . Recently, through the assistance of volunteer investigators from a 
global financial services firm, we were able to show the income generated by a laundromat owned 
by the adverse party .  He had declared his income at $7,000 annually . The investigator observed 
the business, identifying the number of customers and loads of laundry washed, compared this 
with other local businesses, and issued a report to the court . This kind of investigation is at a level 
of expertise rarely applied to family court litigation .  In this case, rather than the $25/month 
minimum child support award that our client would have received based on declared income, the 
client received an award of over $500/month . 

Our volunteer attorneys regularly achieve substantially increased financial awards for clients, 
awards that necessitate substantial discovery and expert analysis – resources that are not as 
uniformly available to legal services attorneys for this type of case . There is no question that 
the playing field is leveled in a powerful way when clients have such a high level of professional 
support behind them . 

Connecting a volunteer attorney with this kind of case is one of our biggest challenges, and our 
greatest satisfaction .  Because we know the need is so great, we try to mitigate the private attorneys’ 
hesitation . The availability of volunteer experts is a great help, as is in-house support for clients’ 
non-legal needs, and of course ongoing trainings and mentoring by our expert staff attorneys .  The 
opportunity to appear in trial court; put on expert witnesses; conduct depositions; hold settlement 
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conferences; and change a client’s life for the better are all powerful incentives . The challenge of the 
case is also its opportunity for the volunteer: to gain real legal skills, know you’re having a profound 
impact on the outcome of a case, and get the client contact it can take years to access at a firm .  If one 
firm takes a few of these cases, they build an in-house expertise so that they require less mentoring 
going forward, and associates begin to see them as a litigation “rite of passage .” 

B. Clinics Can meet Pro Bono Attorneys’ Need for Predictability

While “placing” litigated cases is the bulk of our work, we are constantly developing alternative 
ways to connect pro bono attorneys to low-income litigants . The typical pro bono attorney is a 
mid-level associate . They are working long hours, at the behest of partners, often without great 
control over their schedules .  In order to balance volunteer work with paying work, predictability 
is a priority for them .  Litigation can be difficult to place with these attorneys, since courts like 
housing and family court are anything but predictable, and the personal and emotional nature of 
the cases often causes them to move in unexpected directions .  We typically assign two attorneys 
to any case, to protect against time management conflicts, but even then, as described above, they 
are the most resource-intensive matters .

Legal information or pro se clinics, on the other hand, are a successful way to engage first time 
volunteer attorneys while offering a legal service that meets the immediate needs of some clients . 
At a minimum, pro bono attorneys will provide concrete assistance to a certain number of people 
at any of these clinics .  In addition, almost any legal information clinic results in some individuals 
being identified as needing full representation .  More broadly, these clinics serve as “stealth” 
community legal education as clients go back and tell family and friends what they have learned, 
usually passing along our phone number in the process! We sometimes call these clinics “gateway” 
pro bono opportunities11 – often the volunteer attorney who helped someone with a clinic matter 
is then interested in continuing his or her assistance for other legal matters that arise . 

We typically design these as single issues clinics – such as uncontested divorce or naturalization 
clinics -- as opposed to general “walk in” legal advice clinics . They can be structured either as pro 
se clinics,12 or full representation clinics, depending upon the balance between clients’ needs and 
attorney comfort and liability coverage .  Some legal issues are resolved “on the papers” – in other 
words without a court appearance . When we structure these clinics for clients with volunteer 
attorneys, private attorneys are supported by our legal staff (attorneys and paralegals) so clients get 
the full attention of a lawyer .  The lawyers bring with them law firm support, which can simplify 
roadblocks such as affording or achieving service of process; paying filing fees; and accessing 
agency records and fingerprints .  For example, when Deferred Action for Parents of Americans 
and Lawful Permanent Residents13 (DAPA) had just been announced by the President (and when 
we still thought it would be an achievable remedy) Her Justice reviewed our client files for people 
who had not been eligible for immigration remedies when we met them, but who we thought 
would be eligible for DAPA . We invited them to a clinic at Simpson Thacher . We conducted 

11 Thanks to Janice MacAvoy, Pro Bono Counsel at Fried Frank harris Shriver & Jacobson LLP for the phrase.

12  Research thus far indicates that at least some litigants can effectively represent themselves. See, e.g., D. James 
Greiner & Cassandra Wolos Pattanayak, Randomized Evaluation in Legal Assistance: What Difference Does 
Representation (Offer and Actual Use) Make?, 121 Yale L. J. 2118 (2012); Ralph C. Cavanagh & Deborah L. Rhode, 
Project, The Unauthorized Practice of Law and Pro Se Divorce: An Empirical Analysis, 86 Yale L. J. 104 (1976).

13  Current status on the DAPA remedy is provided at Executive Actions on Immigration, u.S. ciTizenshiP & immigr. 
serVs., http://www.uscis.gov/immigrationaction (last visited on May 15, 2016). 
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a two-hour training on DAPA for Simpson volunteer attorneys, and held the DAPA clinic the 
next week . Both sessions were held in the Simpson offices, so it was easy for attorneys to attend at 
the end of, or as a break in their day . Simpson is also very easy to access by public transportation 
for clients, and together we were able to provide food and childcare . We ensured that a finger-
printing machine was available, so many of the required documents could be assembled on site; 
with the help of Simpson’s photocopiers, formal requests of the FBI and other agencies were 
made on the spot . In two hours, 20 clients completed the preparation for DAPA submission . 
The attorneys gained Continuing Legal Education (CLE) credit hours,14 clients gained access to 
top-notch legal advice and practical help, and Her Justice was able to provide even more holistic 
services to its clients . 

These clinics can grow even more as business development opportunities by partnering law firms 
with clients . Attorneys at corporate counsels’ offices often are interested in volunteering, but have 
limited time, and may lack liability insurance .  When Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom 
and Credit Suisse worked together on a clinic with us, they enhanced their working relationship, 
increased the number of available attorneys, and served more clients . The nonprofit must spend 
time and energy identifying clients, training attorneys, and managing operations the day of the 
clinic . However, the effort results both in legal help and substantial in kind support for clients . 

C. Limited scope representation Can offer Pro Bono Attorneys Appealing 
Time-Limited Commitments

The combination of court delays and pro se litigants, in what are already emotionally fraught 
cases, can result in cases that last many months or years . Cases of that duration are challenging 
for pro bono attorneys because they do not control their own schedules such that they can ensure 
availability that far into the future . In addition, there is a great deal of mobility in private law, so 
often the attorney of record on year one is no longer with the firm in year three .  We can never 
know for certain how long a case will take, so setting expectations early is important, but assessing 
ways to offer shorter commitments is another terrific way to match pro bono attorneys to what 
they are best suited to do .

The clinic model described above is one approach to limit the attorneys’ time commitment . But 
many lawyers are eager to take on a case, not just provide advice .  For that situation, limited scope 
representation offers many possibilities . Limited scope representation can take many forms and 
has historically raised some concerns, but it provides an important opportunity to match legal 
resource to need .15 

One area in which we addressed this issue recently was with regard to U Visas . U visas offer 
the possibility of work authorization for foreign-born individuals who participate in criminal 
investigation or prosecution .  They are often appealing remedies for victims of intimate partner 
violence who have called the police for protection .  Her Justice is one of the major providers of 
this representation in New York City because these cases have historically been very popular with 

14  While many private attorneys have access to CLE programs through their firm, it is an added advantage to achieve 
pro bono hours and CLE hours simultaneously. 

15  See, e.g., aba sTanding commiTTee on Pro bono and Public serV., suPPorTing JusTice iii: a rePorT on The Pro bono 
work of america’s lawyers vii (2013), available at http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/
probono_public_service/ls_pb_Supporting_Justice_III_final.authcheckdam.pdf (reporting that 59 percent of 
attorneys surveyed indicated that limited scope pro bono opportunities would encourage their participation). 
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volunteer attorneys .  No court appearances are necessary; the first phase of representation lasts 
under two years; and at the end of the representation you have an enormously thankful and happy 
client . Recently, the federal government announced that these remedies would be delayed even 
further since there is a cap on the number issued each year, and right now there is a large backlog . 
Upon hearing that cases could now take as long as 9 years, we discovered that some firms were 
beginning to balk at trying to continue supporting a case for so long, especially when it would be 
essentially inactive for 7 of those years .  In partnership with Fried Frank Harris Shriver & Jacobson 
LLP we created a solution .  Fried Frank would sign a limited retainer for the initial phase of the 
representation . After that phase, Her Justice would manage the client relationship with a Board 
of Immigration Appeals-accredited advocate . Once the case came back ready for regularization 
of status (the last step) we would reach back out to Fried Frank to see if they wanted to complete 
the case . If not, we would place it with another law firm .  In essence, we are offering the firm two 
time-limited cases rather that one 9-year case .  The firms have responded very favorably to this 
solution; instead of wondering if they would have to stop taking on U visas entirely, they are now 
eager to continue the practice, comforted that it will be manageable . 

D. An emergency staff Attorney Could Address the fact that Pro Bono 
Attorneys Cannot respond Quickly

Another possible benefit of a limited scope approach could mitigate the urgency in many of our 
cases .  As mentioned above, many times by the time a client reaches us they have an imminent 
court date, and we struggle to assign a private attorney quickly enough . Since we are one of very 
few providers that offer representation in litigated divorces, these cases in particular come to us 
at the last minute, after the clients have exhausted all other resources, with court appearances 
looming . Pro bono placement is a challenge in urgent situations because matching takes time 
and firms must conduct conflict checks and obtain approval for a litigated matter .  On occasion 
we will take on a case like this in-house, but with our attorneys’ high mentoring load, capacity 
is limited .  Recently we’ve charted a solution; if one of our attorneys could appear only for the 
first court appearance, they could protect the client’s rights and request any necessary interim 
relief in order to stabilize the situation . Then we would have the time to place the case with an 
appropriate volunteer attorney, keeping our own caseloads to a reasonable level . We hope to pilot 
this approach with an interested judge, but given the desperate need for representation on divorce 
matters, we think this use of limited scope representation might make it possible for us to offer 
full representation to more divorce clients . 

e. firms’ rich resources Position Them to Be strong Partners in systemic 
Change 

Law firms that handle individual pro bono are often very interested in bringing actions that arise 
out of that work .  Law firms can provide representation on cases where LSC-funded programs 
are barred due to their funding source obligations .16 They are also a terrific resource for the 
creation of issue briefs, as well as original research that may be beyond the resource capacity of 
legal services organizations . A good policy paper, backed up by the individual cases handled by 
nonprofits, can make changes in the system that will impact thousands of litigants to come . Much 

16  Scott L. Cummings & Deborah L. Rhode, Managing Pro Bono: Doing Well by Doing Better, 78 fordham l. reV. 
2357, 2368 (2010),
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of the disconnect between pro bono attorneys and the gap in legal services comes from a lack 
of knowledge of the practice of trial courts .  Private attorneys are well equipped to master the 
law and the facts, but in many courts that is less important than understanding practice on the 
ground . With issue papers and systems advocacy, private attorneys are in their element . They can 
direct their substantial resources and talent to making persuasive arguments, and can do so freed 
from any regular role in the system they might be challenging . Partnerships with the private bar 
can be a terrific team approach to making social change .17 

Iv. The Transformative Potential of Pro Bono Work 

Not only can pro bono service help to fill a desperate need for legal services, it also has an under-
recognized ripple effect throughout the legal profession . As we struggle over the nuts and bolts 
of delivering services to poor people, while navigating the restrictions placed on volunteerism by 
firms, we often forget the transformative nature of increased pro bono activity for the profession 
as a whole . We have all heard volunteer attorneys say that the case they took reminded them why 
they went to law school, and is the one they will always remember . Rather than being cynical about 
how one poor person’s case enables a volunteer to feel better about a lifelong career doing big 
law transactional work, we should remember that the volunteer will be sharing with professional 
colleagues the concerns of the poor over cocktails and networking events for years to come . If we 
are lucky, they will be directing some of their charitable giving to legal services organizations, and 
they will be more likely to listen intelligently to political analyses of social services decisions . In 
my agency, we were recently holding a meeting among current and former volunteers, and they 
all expressed a desire to get together with other “like-minded” attorneys . Rather than networking 
within their firm, or within big law, they want to network with the private lawyers who care about 
the public interest . If legal services and pro bono organizations promote that connection, we 
are growing a powerful base within the professional class that will continue to support access to 
justice for the poor, while being able to leverage their own substantial access to power .  •

17 Deborah L. Rhode, Access to Justice: A Roadmap for Reform, 41 fordham urb. L. J. 1227, 1250 (2014). 
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Access to Justice in Latin America:  
A Changing Legal Landscape
Joan vermeulen1

Many of the countries of Latin America emerged into the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s from 
authoritarian governments or civil wars that had substantially curtailed fundamental human 
rights, due process and rule of law . Argentina, Uruguay, Chile, Brazil and Bolivia had military 
governments that undertook the extrajudicial suppression of political opinion through 
disappearances, imprisonment, torture and murder . El Salvador, Guatemala, Nicaragua and 
Peru went through bloody civil wars that resulted in numerous massacres, sexual violence, land 
seizures, and forced displacement . Colombia experienced what would become more than fifty 
years of civil war between various governments, right-wing paramilitaries and left-wing guerillas 
that is only now coming to a conclusion .

Throughout the period of the dictatorships and the civil wars, lawyers sought to respond to 
the abuses of government, seeking to free the imprisoned; locate those who had disappeared; 
protect those in rural areas who were being killed and forced from their lands; and support civil 
society organizations with similar objectives . Initially these lawyers came from the same political 
groupings as those under assault . Their undertakings grew out of their politics and not a belief in 
the ethical obligation of the legal profession to protect fundamental human rights and due process . 
In most cases, bar associations in these countries did not challenge the actions of government .

Today, Latin America has a strong tradition of human rights that grew out of this work . With 
financial support from outside the region organizations such as Centro de Estudios Legales y 
Sociales (CELS) in Argentina, Comisión Colombiana de Juristas and Dejusticia in Colombia, 
Conectas in Brazil, and Fundar in Mexico are global leaders in addressing human rights violations 
and have made the transition from challenging state-sponsored violations of human rights to 
addressing other broad issues of human rights, including socioeconomic, environmental and 
gender rights .

The end of military rule and civil wars opened up the societal space to look at the conditions in 
the legal structures that had allowed human rights violations to flourish . Martin Bohmer, a leader 
in the movement to reform legal education in Latin America has described the post military rule 
period in the Southern Cone as going through three stages . In the first, society had to come to terms 
with the past through the trials of human rights violators and truth commissions . The second stage 
was marked by the realization that human rights violations were linked to institutional failures 
and required constitutional and judicial measures to prevent future recurrences . Throughout 
Latin America new constitutions were written that sought to institutionalize measures to 
guarantee fundamental rights and rule of law . The final stage was marked by the recognition that 
constitutions, laws and international treaties with strong guarantees of social and human rights 
were not sufficient without enforcement .  The idea of enforcement, which Bohmer says does not 
easily translate into Spanish2, is critical because Latin America has historically had an uneven rule 

1 Founding Director, Vance Center for International Justice.

2  There is no single word in Spanish for “enforcement.” Several phrases get at the idea but lack the clarity and 
strength of the English word. Another word for which there is no single Spanish word is “accountability.”
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of law . As a result, in the 1990s lawyers in Latin America began to explore the possible utility of 
public interest law to advance justice and fundamental rights in the region .3

The practice of public interest law in Latin America was partly an outgrowth of the flow of young 
Latin American lawyers to the United States for further study . In addition to gaining an awareness 
of public interest litigation, these lawyers were introduced to clinical legal education and the Law 
and Development movement, a joint project of the U .S . Agency for International Development 
(USAID), the Ford Foundation, and professors from leading U .S . law schools, which posited the 
view that law reform could lead to social change; that law was in fact the prime engine of social 
change .4 Their return to Latin America was the start of a movement to transform legal education, 
incorporating constitutional interpretation, the case method, public interest law and clinical 
education into a curriculum that had for decades been focused solely on analysis of legal codes . 
New law schools were opened and law school faculties were increasingly composed of younger 
lawyers with training outside the region, taking the place of a generation of lawyers lost to the 
dictatorships . Early projects undertaken by the clinics involved issues such as consumer matters 
and the language rights of indigenous communities . The work done by legal service programs in 
the United States to address poverty both systemically and through individual representation was 
not part of the reform agenda in Latin America .

In the early 2000s there was a growing recognition by lawyers at non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) and law school clinics of the need for more lawyers to engage in public 
interest and human rights matters . Lawyers in small and solo practices who had previously 
taken up human rights cases were not taking on individual representations to effectuate newly 
recognized rights or to provide assistance to the disadvantaged . Demand was way ahead of 
supply . Though many of the new constitutions recognized a right to counsel in both civil and 
criminal matters, implementation of this right was generally limited to criminal representation 
through public defender systems .

Given the history of the region, access to justice was seen as a critical component to support 
democratic government . It was understood to incorporate public confidence in the fairness, 
transparency and efficiency of the judicial system and the legal profession; in government policies 
that addressed social needs; and in public understanding of legal rights . Enforcement of rights 
guaranteed by statute and the constitution was necessary to sustain the larger democratic exercise .

Lawyers in Argentina and Chile were the first to take an interest in pro bono as a means of 
expanding the pool of available lawyers . Although corporate law firms in Latin America are 
concentrated in the capital cities and are smaller than their U .S . counterparts -- twenty to one 
hundred lawyer firms in most countries, with Brazil being the exception with five hundred lawyer 
firms -- they nonetheless provided a reservoir of potential recruits .  Pro bono also offered the 
opportunity to encourage the idea of the legal profession’s ethical responsibility to promote access 
to justice, and a way to engage bar associations in the reform of the legal structure . Over a five-year 
period interest in pro bono spread from the countries of the Southern Cone to Brazil, Colombia, 
Mexico and to a lesser extent other countries in the region .

3  Email from Martin Bohmer, Global Professor of Law, NYu Law in Buenos Aires to Joan Vermeulen, Director, 
Vance Center for International Justice (Nov. 1, 2000). 

4  Law and Development Movement, world bank, http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTLAW 
JuSTINST/0,,contentMDK:23103515~menuPK:1989584~pagePK:210058~piPK:210062~theSitePK:1974062~is 
CuRL:Y,00.html (last visited May 15, 2016).
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Overall pro bono has proved to be of limited value with regard to addressing the individual legal 
needs of the poor . Part of the problem lies in the political divisions of the previous century . Law 
firms were generally comfortable with the dictatorships; some had partners who held positions 
in the military governments . Non-governmental organizations were populated with staff and 
board members who had opposed the dictatorships . Although most bar associations as well as 
some of the larger NGOs in the region have established various types of pro bono programs, 
these have not had much of an impact in expanding the legal representation available to lower 
income people . Perhaps the most successful of these programs is Fundacion Pro Bono in Chile, 
a free standing NGO, which created a network of law firms, NGOs and government agencies to 
train volunteer lawyers to assist victims of domestic violence, locating clients through government 
agencies that provide social services to victims .

By contrast, in Brazil lawyers have been prohibited by the bar association which controls licensing 
of attorneys from engaging in pro bono work . The Brazilian constitution guarantees a right to 
counsel to all citizens which the state has realized through a “judicare” system under which the 
government pays lawyers a small stipend for legal assistance provided to the indigent . Brazil has 
thousands of solo practitioners whose livelihoods are dependent on these payments . As a result, 
pro bono is seen as creating unfair competition . Low-income clients are thus relegated to these 
lawyers many of whom are poorly trained and provide questionable assistance .

To address the unmet needs of low income individuals, countries throughout the region have 
relied increasingly on governments and law schools to provide this assistance . Law schools, having 
played a major role in interpreting the new constitutions, promoting public interest litigation, 
and developing clinical legal education, have been an important force for expanding access to 
justice . 

In Colombia, law students are required to participate in the law schools’ legal aid clinics as part 
of the requirements for graduation . Before graduation, a year of working at legal aid is mandatory 
for admission to the bar . Students represent clients in minor cases of criminal, civil, labor, 
constitutional and administrative law . 

Law schools in other countries, such as Argentina and Mexico, have set up clinical programs 
that offer counsel, although they are not part of the requirements for graduation . There are also 
collaborative networks between law school clinics and NGOs in Argentina such as those between 
CELS, a human rights organization, and the University of Buenos Aires Law School, and 
Asociación Civil por la Igualdad y la Justicia (ACIJ), a public interest NGO, and the University 
of Palermo Law School . Although these programs are small, they are nonetheless important 
steps in recognizing the role of law schools in addressing unmet legal need and preparing their 
graduates to handle these matters after graduation .

All governments in South America have public defender and legal aid programs but many are 
inadequately funded and none are able to meet existing need . Certain areas of need, particularly 
domestic violence, have received designated government funding to address previously neglected 
social problems . In Argentina, the Gender Unit at the National Public Defender Office receives 
government funding for thirty lawyers to work exclusively on providing legal representation to 
victims of gender violence . Recent legislation on Gender Violence and Access to Justice passed 
by the Federal Congress will expand these services significantly beginning in 2016 . This program, 
which is in its fourth year of operation, is an outgrowth of an earlier initiative of the Argentine 
Supreme Court that began in 2004 to provide advice and referrals to victims of domestic violence . 
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Better recognition of the scale of the problem by the judiciary led to the establishment of direct 
representation by the Public Defender Office . Colombia has had a similar experience . In 2004, 
the country’s Office of the Attorney General created a unit for intrafamily violence (Centro de 
Atencion a Victimas de Violencia Intrafamiliar) known as CAVIF .

Other instances of government programs are more scattered and localized . For example, in Buenos 
Aires both the Public Defender Office and the Public Ombudsman Office often intervene in 
cases of mass evictions and those of poor people occupying private or state-owned land . Both 
agencies also seek to raise awareness of tenants’ rights .

If Latin American countries have generally given lower priority to providing access to justice for 
low income and indigent people, this is in some measure due to their recent history . Coming 
out of dictatorships and civil wars, the establishment of democracy and democratic institutions 
required changes in constitutions, and the judicial and the legal systems; the prosecution of 
human rights cases; and the dismantling of the remnants of authoritarianism .

What meaning we give to access to justice comes into play here . Is it primarily the provision 
of individual representation for the poor; or does it incorporate representation of NGOs, civil 
society organizations and individuals to advance the democratization of society, human rights 
and the reform of government institutions? In Latin America it has for the most part been the 
latter, done in large measure by legal NGOs .

All efforts to reform the legal systems in Latin America have been led from outside of the legal 
profession . The missing link in the reform effort and the key to addressing the access to justice 
needs broadly is the private bar and the bar associations .

Generally speaking, lawyers have a high degree of social standing in most Latin American countries, 
higher than that of most governments . Their engagement in legal reform and acceptance of their 
responsibility to promote access to justice could have a major impact on progress in these areas .

Pro bono was seen by those working on reform as a means to bring lawyers and bar associations 
into these efforts and to impress upon them their professional responsibility to improve the legal 
and judicial systems and expand access to justice .

In Peru, for example, lawyers are important social actors . Private lawyers there have used a special 
provision in the law to be special prosecutors, undertaking anti-corruption and public interest 
matters on behalf of NGOs . Given this background it was thought that pro bono could be 
promoted as a way to expand access to justice to incorporate the legal needs of the poor, but this 
did not prove to be the case .

Over the fifteen years that it has been developing in Latin America, pro bono has become linked 
with access to justice . Yet there is no clear idea either regionally or in individual countries as to 
how it should be integrated into existing legal aid, NGO, or law school clinical programs, and no 
clear commitment to addressing the legal needs of the poor and disadvantaged .

Pro bono has the potential to enable the private bar and bar associations to develop a sense of 
responsibility for expanding access to justice and establishing the relationships and entities 
needed to carry this out . The judiciary, the law schools and NGOs throughout the region have 
taken important steps, but the needs remain great and are not near to being met . 
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The interests of law firms continue to be in the area of political reform through litigation . Given 
the political divisions, both historical and current, throughout the region, this interest is often 
seen as suspect by NGOs . Lacking strong civil legal services programs in the region, the impetus 
to address the unmet legal needs of the poor is weak . The situation is not all that different from 
that in the United States before the 1970s, following which a collaboration between government 
and bar leaders led to a renewed focus on pro bono as an unused resource for addressing unmet 
legal needs . A similar change is possible in Latin America .

Leadership needs to come from the private bar working with government and the judiciary to 
acknowledge the societal need for greater access to justice; to encourage increased efforts by 
all parties to address this problem, particularly the need for individual representation; and to 
develop the relationships and mechanisms necessary for successful pro bono programs .  Whether 
they are up to the challenge remains to be seen .  •
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The Downside of Disruption: The risks 
Associated with Transformational Change  
in the Delivery of Legal services
raymond h. Brescia1

Change is coming to the legal profession .  New forms of communicating, researching, advertising, 
finding clients, serving clients, and preparing documents are transforming the way legal services 
are delivered in the 21st century .2  The advent of new technologies, like the internet, machine 
learning, and mobile communications have put the legal profession on the cusp of what business 
theorist Clayton Christensen calls “disruptive innovation”: transformative shifts in a market for 
a product or service that threaten the business models, and even the very existence, of incumbent 
actors within that market .3 In the legal profession, these technology-enabled changes are 
streamlining all aspects of the delivery of legal services .  They are changing the ways that lawyers 
identify, market to, and secure clients; conduct legal research; prepare court documents; compile 
and review discovery; collaborate with other lawyers, clients and experts; and prepare contracts, 
patent applications and other legal documents .  In short, the evolution of the legal profession in 
the United States is entering a phase where we will see greater digitization, commoditization, and 
atomization of legal services that will result in a streamlining of such services in ways that make 
it more efficient and less costly . This streamlining holds out the promise that all aspects of the 
lawyer’s role can be made easier and more affordable to more consumers .  But it is not without 
its risks .

For some lawyers and law firms, the disruption of the current model of legal services delivery 
means that they will be forced to change the way they provide services or risk the loss of customers 
and income .  For others, those who adapt to the new legal landscape, they will likely thrive, only 
if they are able to utilize technology to change the way they do business, lower the costs of the 
services they provide, and find new clients to make up for the loss of revenue that will likely 
accompany new methods of service provision .  Richard Susskind has discussed the fate of the legal 
profession in its current form and declared the still evolving disruption in the legal profession as 
the “End of Lawyers .”4  Others are not so sure .5  Even Susskind plots out what he anticipates to 
be the new roles that lawyers will assume in a newly-enhanced, digitally-enabled legal landscape, 
and still finds a range of functions lawyers can fill in this new landscape, even if they are different 
from those they fill today .6

1 Associate Professor of Law and Director, Government Law Center, Albany Law School.

2  For an overview of some of these changes, see Raymond h. Brescia et al., Embracing Disruption: How Technological 
Change in the Delivery of Legal Services Can Improve Access to Justice, 78 alb. l. reV. 553 (2015) (hereinafter 
“Embracing Disruption”).

3 clayTon m. chrisTensen, The innoVaTor’s dilemma: when new Technologies cause greaT firms To fail (1997).  

4  richard susskind, The end of lawyers? reThinking The naTure of legal serVices (2008).  

5  Susskind is not without his detractors.  See, e.g., Paul F. Kirgis, The Knowledge Guild: The Legal Profession in an 
Age of Technological Change, 11 neV. l. J. 184 (Fall 2010) (arguing that technological change in the delivery of legal 
services that makes it easier to access and less expensive, coupled with increased complexity and heterogeneity 
in society, may increase the demand for legal services generally not reduce it).

6 richard susskind, Tomorrow’s lawyers: an inTroducTion To your fuTure (2013).
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Disruption and the “Low” end of the Legal services market

Most will agree that while the changes to incumbent firms in the legal services market as we 
currently know it may be dramatic, the potential benefits to the consumer and prospective 
consumer of legal services are also significant .  Indeed, the streamlining of services likely means 
that significant cost savings can be passed on to the consumer .  In a legal market where eighty 
percent of the legal needs of low-income Americans and half of the legal needs of middle-income 
Americans remain unaddressed,7 mostly because those with such needs cannot afford an attorney, 
any disruption to the cost of legal services will likely inure to the benefit of those who cannot 
otherwise afford an attorney, as streamlined—and less expensive—services will be closer to the 
reach to a broader segment of society .

But this disruption, what Schumpeter called “creative destruction”—is both creative and 
destructive .8 It will not be without its costs .  The costs to the legal profession could be significant .  
While some may argue that the technology-enabled innovations in the provision of legal services 
could mean there will be less of a need for lawyers, I believe the significant “justice gap” – the fact 
that a significant number of Americans face their legal problems without a lawyer simply because 
they cannot afford one -- means there is plenty of work to go around, provided the price is right .  
Once the cost of services, scope of services, need for services, and ability of prospective clients 
to pay for services all meet on a particular price point, there could be a significant increase in 
customer demand for legal services, and a greater demand for lawyers to meet that need .

For many lamenting the advent of disruption in the legal services field, they turn to the impact of 
new technological innovations, and the social innovations they spur (like the ability to outsource 
document review), on large, incumbent law firms, instead of turning to where true disruptive 
innovation tends to appear .  According to Christensen, true disruption in a market occurs at the 
lower ends of that market, where incumbent goods and services are both out of reach of that end 
of the market, but where those goods and services have features that exceed the need .9 Indeed, few 
consumers of legal services would choose to pay tens of thousands of dollars to defend themselves 
in a traffic violation action, yet if they were paying a high-end lawyer his or her hourly rate to 
represent the client, that is what the services would cost .

If we take this view of the legal profession, and look at the low end of the market to identify 
opportunities for true disruptive innovation, it is in the provision of services to low- and moderate-
income communities where this type of innovation will unfold .  As Christensen and his co-
authors recently reiterated in an article for the Harvard Business Review, the theory of disruptive 
innovation looks for change first in the lower ends of a given market, not in the wealthier and 
more expensive corner of the market .10

If this is the case—that true disruptive innovation will occur where legal services are crafted to 
meet the needs of low- and moderate-income Americans, what are the prospective benefits that 
can accrue to such communities by the provision of streamlined, efficient, and less costly services?  
Perhaps equally important, what are the potential downsides of such innovation?

7  Deborah L. Rhode, Access to Justice: An Agenda for Legal Education and Research, 62 J. legal educ. 531, 531 (2013).  

8 JosePh schumPeTer, caPiTalism, socialism, and democracy 83 (3d ed. 1962).

9  clayTon m. chrisTensen, The innoVaTor’s dilemma: The reVoluTionary book ThaT will change The way you do business 
16 (2011 ed.) (noting that disruptive innovation begins at the lower end of a given market and slowly works its way 
into the mainstream, displacing incumbents).

10 Clayton Christensen et al., What is Disruptive Innovation?, harV. bus. reV. 44 (December 2015).
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The upside of Disruption

It goes without saying that the potential benefits of expanded access to justice for low- and 
moderate-income Americans are too many to mention .  Should new forms of legal services 
delivery truly expand access to justice, families who receive representation in housing court will 
have assistance avoiding homelessness .  Individuals seeking Veterans Administration benefits 
will obtain health care, educational assistance, and counseling .  Families fleeing intimate partner 
violence will find safety, housing, and assistance with any immigration issues they may face as a 
result of the violence they face .  Workers will have assistance obtaining unemployment or workers 
compensation benefits . Families will avoid mortgage foreclosure .  The benefits are legion .  But 
in addition to the concrete and real benefits that will accrue to these individuals and families, a 
society that prides itself on the notion of “Equal Justice Under Law,” will be able to come closer 
to meeting that promise by ensuring that no one will have to face their legal problems without 
adequate legal representation .

The practical and societal benefits of greater access to justice that might come about should legal 
services become affordable for those who pay for their own services, or more accessible for those 
who still cannot, because the providers of free legal services to the indigent can meet more of the 
need for such services because the funding dollars go farther, are significant . However, what are 
the risks associated with this technology-enabled approach to the provision of legal services?  The 
remainder of this essay attempts to identify those risks and assess their import, and whether they 
stand as barriers to a new access to justice paradigm made possible by disruptive innovation in the 
delivery of legal services .

The Downside of Disruption

Putting aside the fact that technology-enabled changes to the legal profession could mean 
significant disruption (for lack of a better term) of the incomes, job prospects, and plans of 
lawyers currently serving in incumbent firms, those in law school today, and those who still wish 
to attend law school in the near future, this essay will focus on some of the downside risk of 
disruptive innovation in the provision of legal services as it might impact low- and moderate-
income consumers (and potential consumers) of legal services .

Will disruption really bring about greater access to justice on the lower end of the legal 
services market?  

It is quite possible that Christensen’s model of disruptive innovation—where true disruption 
occurs at the lower end of the market and works its way up, eventually taking significant market 
share from incumbents until they completely displace those incumbents—will not happen in the 
legal services market .  At present, while there are outliers, groups like Pro Bono Net, the national 
LawHelp network, CrowdDefend, and others that are looking to technology to help close the 
justice gap,11 most of the innovations in the delivery of legal services are targeted towards a 
wealthier clientele, or are being marketed directly to lawyers, not clients .  While some websites 
are offering matchmaking services like LawDingo and Avvo, which make finding a lawyer easier, a 
group like LegalZoom appears to be the closest thing to a provider of legal services that is trying 

11  Naree Chan, Can Technology Help the Middle Class Close the Justice Gap?, JurisT, Dec. 12, 2015, http://jurist.org/
professional/2015/12/naree-chan-justice-gap.php. 
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to offer an affordable alternative to the lower end and middle of the market for legal services .  But 
the services they offer are limited in nature .  The LegalZoom interface is using what some might 
call a “one-size-fits-all” approach with much of the services it provides, and when one looks at the 
types of issues LegalZoom handles, it is hard to find assistance—let alone representation—in the 
types of cases that are most pressing for low- and moderate-income individuals and families, like 
evictions and foreclosures or veterans’ benefits .12 While there are certainly low- and moderate-
income individuals who need a provisional patent, one of the services offered through LegalZoom, 
such a need is not high on many low-income individuals’ hierarchy of legal needs .  If providers of 
disruptive legal services do not focus on the legal needs of low- and moderate-income individuals 
and families, such disruption will have little effect on closing the justice gap and improving access 
to justice in the fields where it is most needed .  

Are disruptive services truly competent and effective legal services?

While the advent of technology-enabled services seems to serve as a harbinger of radical change in 
the provision of legal services, a question remains: are such services truly competent and effective?  
Indeed, are they legal services at all?  A quick review of the LegalZoom website offers a disclaimer 
(one that has been litigated over in many states), that says quite clearly that the information 
provided over the LegalZoom website, which offers a range of services, from brief advice and 
information to model forms one can fill out, are not, in fact, legal services .13 Closing the justice gap 
can only come about by the provision of legal services .  And it is only the provision of legal services 
that is subject to the types of quality control that comes about through adherence to the ethical 
rules that govern attorney behavior and the ethics machinery—from bar associations to judicial 
panels on ethics and the courts—that oversees it .  While some may argue that the availability of 
technology-enabled services, where the alternative is no services whatsoever because of a lack of 
access to justice, could be better than nothing, that is not the case when the services rendered are 
so bad that a client-customer is worse off than she would have been without the assistance .  

The first thing to ensure that the services rendered meet the standards of competence and zeal 
required of lawyers under their ethical obligations to their clients is to monitor the provision of 
these new, technology-enabled services for their compliance with such ethical obligations .  And 
for that to start these technology-enabled services will have to make it clear to their customers 
whether they are holding themselves out as lawyers or not .  If they are, they must comply with their 
ethical obligations as attorneys .  If they are not, they should make it clear to their customers the 
role they are filling, and what, if any, consumer protections are available to the customer .  Again, 
a customer of such services could be made worse off by misguided, uninformed and incompetent 
advice that places his or her legal rights in jeopardy .  If one wins the trust of a customer and 
that customer places that trust in the service provider, that provider should be trustworthy and 
competent in the services he or she is rendering .

12  www.legalzoom.com (website offers a wide array of legal services for consumers to utilize).

13  The LegalZoom disclaimer provides as follows:

Disclaimer: Communications between you and LegalZoom are protected by our Privacy Policy but not 
by the attorney-client privilege or as work product. LegalZoom provides access to independent attorneys 
and self-help services at your specific direction. We are not a law firm or a substitute for an attorney or 
law firm. We cannot provide any kind of advice, explanation, opinion, or recommendation about possible 
legal rights, remedies, defenses, options, selection of forms or strategies. Your access to the website is 
subject to our Terms of use.

  Disclaimer, legalzoom, http://www.legalzoom.com (last visited May 15, 2016). For an overview of the litigation 
regarding LegalZoom with respect to whether the business is engaged in the unauthorized practice of law, see 
Embracing Disruption, supra note 2, at 583-585.
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Will technology-enabled services miss those without access to technology?

In a digitized legal profession, some consumers will first seek information from the on-line and 
mobile portals that might offer them legal insights and guidance and they will then end their 
search for answers instead of seeking out further assistance of an attorney; they will then turn 
to their legal problems armed with the information and guidance they obtained in their search .  
Others will fill out an on-line questionnaire and perhaps obtain a pre-packaged form or pleading 
that they will use to attempt to address their legal dispute on their own .  Still others will seek brief 
advice and assistance, perhaps speaking to an attorney or legal “navigator” who will provide some 
level of guidance .  Finally, some will rely on direct, so-called “bespoke” services or individually 
tailored legal services, paying a premium for the privilege .  

The extent to which the consumer feels she can address the presenting legal problem through 
the level of service she accesses will, to a certain degree, drive the selection of the approach the 
consumer takes .  What is more likely, however, is that the consumer’s ability to afford a particular 
level of service will likely drive the decision to select among the particular options available .  In 
other words, resources, not need, will still dictate the consumer’s decision, just as they do today .  
Does that mean the promise of access to justice will still come down to resources and income?

Apart from the direct impact of resources on access to justice, even when legal services are 
more affordable, other resource barriers to the availability of legal services, even ones that are 
technology enabled, will still exist .  While concerns over the so-called “digital divide” have 
diminished over recent years, and more and more low- and moderate-income consumers have 
access to the internet and mobile technology in the form of smart phones, if technology is going 
to be the new avenue through which the justice gap is to be addressed, one cannot overlook the 
fact that there are still parts of the country and communities where access to broadband and 
cellular services is either non-existent or unreliable .14 Technology-enabled services are only an 
effective means of meeting the promise of access to justice if individuals and families of low- and 
moderate-income communities have access to the technology that makes such access to justice 
possible .  Expanding access to justice through technology will thus require a concomitant 
increase in access to technology . Since the Great Recession, the federal government has taken 
steps to address the digital divide and to support state and local government efforts to do so as 
well .  In early 2009, as part of the federal stimulus package, Congress adopted measures designed 
to expand digital access .15  As a part of that effort, the Federal Communications Commission 
issued a report, in 2010, outlining specific steps for doing so .16  While a discussion of the specific 
strategies for closing the digital divide are beyond the scope of this essay, any expansion of the use 
of technology to promote access to justice will necessarily require concomitant actions that also 
expand access to that technology .  

14  For a description of the present state of digital access, see The whiTe house, council on economic adVisors issue 
brief, maPPing The digiTal diVide (July 2015), https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/wh_digital_divide_
issue_brief.pdf. 

15  American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, 47 u.S.C. § 1305 (describing goals and purposes of the 
Broadband Technology Opportunities Program).

16  federal communicaTions commission, connecTing america: The naTional broadband Plan xi (2010), available at https://
transition.fcc.gov/national-broadband-plan/national-broadband-plan.pdf. 
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Will technology-enabled “triage” of clients miss important legal issues?

Part of the promise of technology-enabled services is the triage function that internet and mobile 
interfaces can serve .  Such services can help to screen cases that are appropriate for a one-size-fits-all 
approach and direct them to the appropriate level of service within the legal services institution .  
This sort of triage occurs in legal services offices and for-profit firms every day .  But such services can 
be labor intensive, and must be managed by someone versed in the range of issues the office handles 
so he or she can appropriately direct the client to the right place within the organization, or make a 
referral outside the organization .  Technology holds out the promise that this sort of triaging can be 
done without the intervention of a live person, through virtual interviews, questionnaires, surveys 
and other means .  But a virtual “interview” conducted via a questionnaire or survey can be filled out 
wrong by the consumer, or the interface can ask the wrong questions and can miss important issues 
affecting the client .  Whether it is a misstep of the client in navigating a triage portal, a poorly framed 
question, or a survey that does not anticipate every possible permutation of every possible case, it is 
possible that critical facts will be missed and the triage service will go awry, missing important points 
or directing a customer to information or services that are not helpful, or, worse, harmful .  Under the 
lawyer’s ethical obligations to the client, the failure to flag important legal issues, or to fail to advise 
the client on legal issues beyond the scope of the representation about which the client should be 
made aware, can be cause for a finding of malpractice and/or breach of fiduciary duty .17  While it 
is certainly possible for a technology-enabled interface to anticipate every potential minefield and 
pitfall a customer may face, time will tell whether triage is an area where machines can function at 
least as well as, if not better than, humans .

Will disruptively innovative, yet digitized, commoditized and atomized services allow for 
systemic change or undercut opportunities for collective action?

Returning to the potential service delivery landscape—where clients access services along a 
continuum, from accessing services from a website to full representation—it is likely that many 
prospective customers will find themselves treated in a vacuum, so to speak, where they cannot 
connect to other individuals facing similar problems .  This atomization may have profound 
effects on the ability of consumers to collaborate together to advance social change .  In fact, the 
availability of digitized services, which can be accessed by the click of a mouse or through a swipe 
on a smart phone, could lead to a weakening of the possibility of collective action .  If a consumer 
can find some degree of assistance, no matter how shallow, will it lead her to forego opportunities 
to work together with other consumers in collective action or to engage in broader mobilization?  
This is, of course, the classic tension between political organizing and the provision of direct 
services that has arisen in debates around the right approach to the delivery of legal services .18 
Will a digitized, atomized approach to the provision of legal services tilt the balance, placing 
opportunities for mass mobilization beyond the reach of legal services providers?

Perhaps, but it does not have to be that way .  With the possibilities unlocked by the tools of Big 
Data, providers of legal services—even in their digitized, atomized form—can use information 
gleaned from consumer complaints and the issues that arise in communications with prospective 

17  See, e.g., Nichols v. Keller, 15 Cal.App.4th 1672 (5th Dist. Cal. 1993) (finding failure to advise on potential third-party 
claims in workers compensation representation constitutes malpractice). In the criminal context, see Padilla v. 
Kentucky, 559 u.S. 356 (2009) (finding failure to advise client on the immigration effects of criminal convictions 
constitutes ineffective assistance of counsel).

18  See marTha f. daVis, bruTal need: lawyers & The welfare righTs moVemenT, 1960-1973, at 33-34 (1993) (describing 
some of the early tensions over service delivery as opposed to law reform or political mobilizations).
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clients to seek out patterns of legal issues and identify opportunities for mass mobilization and 
broader legal action .  Such an approach can use data analytics that seek to identify and then 
address common problems that call out for common solutions .  Indeed, this is one of the potential 
promises of commoditization: that as patterns of legal issues begin to come into focus, astute, 
alert, and agile providers of legal services can mobilize a response that is efficient and effective .  
By having the ability to reach more consumers and have “antennae” seeking out patterns, it is 
possible that new modes of legal services delivery will identify more opportunities for collective 
legal responses, simply because more patterns will emerge from more communications with more 
consumers, made possible by a digital and easy-to-access customer interface .

By no means is such an outcome foregone, or even likely, but, legal services providers in a new 
era of legal services delivery should seek opportunities to apply new models of marketing, 
data collection, analysis and service delivery in ways that identify common problems .  In turn, 
such common problems may call for a commoditized response, one that is more efficient than 
representing individual clients to address their individual—yet shared—problems .  Indeed, if the 
commoditization of the delivery of legal services holds out any significant promise, particularly for 
access to justice, it is that the more often a problem presents itself, the more likely a legal services 
provider will develop expertise to address that problem and construct a method of responding to 
it that is more efficient, more effective, and less costly than alternative approaches .

To date, social justice advocates have not used data mining and “Big Data” analytics to advance 
social causes .  The closest thing to such an approach is the way that these techniques have found 
their way into electoral campaigns .19  The delivery of legal services through a commoditized, 
high-volume approach will likely help generate data on trends, common problems, and legal and 
geographic “hot spots,” much the way large cities like New York City are relying on data from 
citizen complaints to isolate and address problem issues and areas .20  Advocates can harness the 
information gleaned from contacts with clients to identify areas for systemic change; as similar 
patterns surface, targeted strategies can be deployed to address them .  And with such problems 
coming in at such a high volume, advocates can deploy different tactics to try to solve them, see 
which ones are the most effective, and take them to scale . 

Will devoting resources to technology-enabled and commoditized services divert funds from 
traditional legal services providers or call into question the need for the services they provide?

The last concern I will address here in terms of the potential downsides of disruption in the legal 
services industry is the possibility that devoting attention, and resources, to expanding access to 
justice through disruptive, digital, commoditized, and technology-enabled services will not just 
result in a decrease in funding for traditional legal services programs that presently help close 
the justice gap, but will generate calls to defund such programs because new models provide 
“just enough” justice .  These are, of course, legitimate concerns .  By providing some degree of 
services to low-income consumers (we will put aside moderate-income consumers because there 
is virtually no governmental or philanthropic support for such efforts at present), will this end up 
undermining efforts to provide full funding, or even funding at present levels, for traditional legal 

19  On the evolving use of data analytics in political campaigns, see David Nickerson and Todd Rodgers, Political 
Campaigns and Big Data, 28 J. econ. PersPecTiVes 51 (Spring 2014).

20  For a description of how New York City government is using big data to identify and address problems requiring 
city attention, see Alexander howard, How New York City Is Using Big Data to Serve Its Residents, huffingTon PosT 
(Nov. 13, 2015), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/how-new-york-city-is-using-big-data-to-serve-its-residents_5
6461423e4b08cda34887f1a.
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services providers?  Given the political forces historically aligned against funding for legal services 
for poor and marginalized communities, it is likely that they would look for any argument, and 
any opportunity, to reduce the resources available to such providers .  

Yet, at present, low- and moderate-income consumers face their legal problems without the benefit 
of legal assistance at an alarming rate .  It is hard to tell them they should continue to go without 
some legal assistance, regardless of the form, because some other, potential beneficiaries of legal 
services might lose the assistance they might receive if services are expanded and broadened to 
reach a larger segment of the population .  This is the classic ethical conundrum .  Should many go 
without so that some can continue to receive a higher degree of service?  Assuming that it is indeed 
a risk that attention to providing a lower “level” of service, provided in a digitized, commoditized 
form, to many will undercut the more traditional services that some receive, it is appropriate to 
debate the likely effect such attention will have, and to grapple with the best outcome: some for 
many or more for a few .  Such a debate is worth having, but it should not get in the way of some 
degree of experimentation, i .e ., efforts that can help assess whether new modes of legal services 
delivery can help close the justice gap in meaningful ways, ways that might help meet the broader 
goal of access to justice .

Conclusion

The evolution of the American legal profession is likely about to embark on a new phase, one that 
will see new modes of service delivery that are technology-enabled, digitized, commoditized and 
atomized .  This evolution holds out the promise that it might make legal services more affordable 
for moderate-income individuals and families and more obtainable for those of low income .  The 
potential downsides, some of which are addressed here, are real, but they are also worth exploring, 
anticipating, discussing, and addressing .  No fundamental shift in an industry and a profession 
is not without its risks .  It is also possible that theorists like Christensen and Susskind are wrong: 
that disruptive innovation is not coming to the legal profession, and that the theory of disruption 
itself is not an accurate way to think about or look at sectoral change .21  Regardless of one’s views 
of Christensen’s theory of the ways in which disruptive innovation impacts markets, it is hard 
to argue with the idea that technology has transformed and is transforming the practice of law .  
What is more, those who can navigate these technological advances to make legal services more 
affordable will make great strides toward closing the justice gap .

The fundamental transformation of American journalism made possible by the internet and 
mobile technologies means both that the grip of traditional media has been weakened, while 
there has never been more access to information .  Many can debate the benefits of this shift and 
whether it is better for the consumer of information and society in general .  So, too, with the 
coming transformation of the legal profession .  There are many risks, but there are also many 
potential benefits, like the possibility of improving access to justice in meaningful ways .  Those 
interested in reducing the justice gap can manage change, or change can just happen, with 
unforeseen, and perhaps undesirable consequences .  The more we discuss the risks associated with 
the change, the more we can address them, and this essay, and the essays in this volume, help to 
unleash, identify, explore, and assess appropriate ways to manage and harness change in beneficial 
ways that can improve and enhance access to justice for all Americans .  •

21  For a critique of Christensen’s theories of disruptive innovation, see Jill Lepore, The Disruption Machine: What the 
Gospel of Innovation Gets Wrong, The new yorker, June 23, 2014, http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2014/06/23/
the-disruption-machine.
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Access to Justice is more Than the right  
to Counsel:  The role of the Judge in  
Assisting unrepresented Litigants
Paris r. Baldacci1

The struggle to guarantee a right to counsel in civil matters has recently been in the forefront of 
access-to-justice literature and activism .  New York has led this initiative .  For example, a bill that 
would guarantee counsel to a significant number of poor people facing eviction or foreclosure 
in a variety of civil fora is pending before New York City’s City Council (Intro 214-A) .2  New 
York’s state legislature adopted a concurrent resolution (C776/B2995) that commits the State to 
ensuring “adequate” and “effective” legal representation as essential to the “ideal of equal access to 
civil justice for all .”3  Similar legislative and litigation initiatives have sprung up throughout the 
country .4

This emphasis on the right to counsel as key to equal access to justice is not surprising .  Our 
adversary system presumes representation by counsel .  Indeed, in the seminal due process case, 
Goldberg v. Kelly, the Supreme Court reasoned that,  “The right to be heard would be, in many 
cases, of little avail if it did not comprehend the right to be heard by counsel .”5  Scholars have 
consistently noted that this inherent need for counsel is the result of our system’s very structure, 
procedurally and substantively:

The design of a legal system that cannot be operated by laypeople is surely the result of state 
decisions, indeed, of the accretion of hundreds of millions of state decisions .  Moreover, 
the inability of poor people to afford lawyers is also the result of choices made by the state, 
both formalistically as a matter of law and also as a matter of plain fact .  .  .  . [T]he selective 
exclusion of the poor from the legal system does not simply fail to confer an advantage on 
them— it actively injures them .”6

However, in spite of the success of some recent right-to-counsel initiatives, it will be a significant 
time before even the limited populations covered by those initiatives will have access to counsel .  
In addition, there is no prospect for the enactment and funding of a general right to counsel 
in all civil proceedings .  Thus, courts will continue to be faced with millions of unrepresented 
litigants for the foreseeable future .  Indeed, the access-to-justice movement has from its inception 
recognized this fact and, thus, looked to multiple strategies, other than the right to counsel, 
to assure equal access to justice to the unrepresented litigant; for example:  disseminating legal 

1  Paris R. Baldacci is a Clinical Professor Emeritus of Law, Cardozo School of Law.  he was the founder and director 
of Cardozo’s housing Rights Clinic from 2009 until 2015; prior to that he was a supervising attorney in the Law 
School’s Bet Tzedek Legal Services Clinic.  he has written and lectured widely on the role of judges in assisting 
unrepresented litigants.

2  Int. No. 214-A-2014, new york ciTy council, http://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.
aspx?ID=1687978&GuID=29A4594B-9E8A-4C5E-A797-96BDC4F64F80. 

3  Concurrent resolution no. C776/B2995, N.Y.S. Assembly & Senate (2015), https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/
resolutions/2015/b2995.

4  See the website of the National Coalition for a Civil Right to Counsel, http://civilrighttocounsel.org/map, for up-to-
date coverage of these developments. 

5 Goldberg v Kelly, 397 u.S. 254, 270 (1970).

6 daVid luban, lawyers and JusTice: an eThical sTudy 246-47 (1988).
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information; adopting simplified procedures; mandating plain language forms; providing 
assistance by non-lawyers; and structuring unbundled legal service programs; etc .7

In addition to these strategies, a key challenge has been to convince judges that they can and, 
indeed, should take a more active role to assist unrepresented litigants and that this can be done 
without compromising judicial impartiality .  A central challenge has been to make judges realize 
that such an expanded role is essential even where other reforms are in place .  Over two decades 
of research have confirmed that the legal information provided to unrepresented litigants by 
plain language forms, simplified procedures and resource centers is generally rendered relatively 
useless once the unrepresented litigant enters the courtroom .  Without the assistance of the 
judge in helping her articulate her claims and present her narrative, the unrepresented litigant is 
generally incapable of mustering her evidence according to a cognizable legal theory that might 
demonstrate her right to the relief she seeks .8

Understandably, judges trained in our adversarial judicial system find this challenge daunting .  
Since the only model of intervention with which they are familiar is the intervention of a client’s 
attorney, their interventions may inappropriately take the form of such adversarial intervention 
and risk their being viewed as advocating for one side against the other .  However, judicial and 
bar associations, as well as scholars, have developed and recommended methods that avoid such 
impartiality concerns .9

Nevertheless, due to impartiality concerns and an overly restricted notion of the role “judge,” 
some judges continue to resist providing the assistance needed by unrepresented litigants .  
Unfortunately, in some instances, the emphasis in right to counsel rhetoric regarding the 
categorical necessity of counsel has provided some judges with a further justification for their 
inaction .  One recent case provides a troubling example .

In Floyd v. Cosi, Inc., a well-respected judge sua sponte recused himself from an employment 
discrimination case because “[l]ack of civil counsel required intervention by the court on [pro se] 
plaintiff ’s behalf .  This could create the appearance of partiality in future decisions and therefore 
requires recusal .”10 Apparently, the court had “intervened” by asking “a series of leading questions” 
that revealed the occurrence of discriminatory acts during a period that defeated the represented 
corporate defendant’s statute of limitations summary judgment motion .11  Nevertheless, the 
court also noted that, in spite of its “intervention,” “no partiality could be construed in rejecting 
defendant’s motion for summary judgment based on timeliness .”12 However, the court still 
concluded that “if the plaintiff were to continue pro se, the court would probably be forced to 
intervene and, in effect, advocate on his behalf, possibly prejudicing the defendant’s case .  .  .  .   
[R]ecusal now is desirable to avoid the appearance of partiality by the undersigned judge in future 
decisions in the case .”13 

7  See, e.g., richard zorza, The self-helP friendly courT: designed from The ground uP To work for PeoPle wiThouT 
lawyers (2002); Jona goldschmidT eT al., american JudicaTure socieTy, meeTing The challenge of Pro se liTigaTion: a 
rePorT and guidebook for Judges and  courT managers (1998).

8  See Paris R. Baldacci, Assuring Access to Justice: The Role of the Judge in Assisting Pro Se Litigants in Litigating 
their Cases in New York City’s Housing Court, 3 cardozo  Pub . l. Pol’y  & eThics  J. 659, 661-63, 683-85 (2006) (and 
works cited there). 

9 Id. at 671–76 (and works cited there).

10 Floyd v. Cosi, Inc., 78 F.Supp.3d 558, 560 (E.D.N.Y. 2015) (emphasis added).

11 Id. at 561.

12 Id. at 561–62.

13 Id. (emphasis added).
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But what was the consequence for the unrepresented litigant of the judge’s sua sponte recusal?  The 
court indicated that given the facts (i .e ., monetary value) of the case, representation in the private 
market was unlikely and appointment of counsel by the court would be an unjust imposition 
on the private bar .14 The court also noted at length the initiatives of the judicial system and bar 
associations to provide counsel in civil cases, all of which came up short in providing counsel in 
cases such as the one before this court .15  So, the result for this unrepresented litigant was that 
“[t]he case should be assigned to another judge of the court by random selection .”16 Thus, he 
then got another judge who would be even less likely to “intervene” on his behalf after Judge 
Weinstein’s recusing himself precisely because he had “intervened .”  Accordingly, he continued 
as a pro se litigant with no one to assist him .17  But Judge Weinstein had noted that “[i]n many 
cases, [including this one?,] pro se justice is an oxymoron .  Without representation by counsel, it 
is probable, to some degree, that adequate justice cannot be served in this case .”18 

Thus, by Judge Weinstein’s own analysis, this unrepresented litigant would probably be denied equal 
access to justice because of his inability to afford legal counsel and the system’s failure to provide free 
legal counsel, and also because of the court’s refusal to continue to “intervene” on his behalf .  But 
regarding the court’s recusal and refusal to further intervene on the unrepresented party’s behalf 
because of impartiality concerns, one must ask whether there was an alternative to such judicial 
passivity?  As indicated above, there is a plethora of literature regarding the ways in which a judge 
can intervene to assist the unrepresented litigant without violating impartiality .19  That literature and 
protocols for judicial intervention adopted in a number of state courts raise a number of questions 
regarding the interventions in this case .  Did Judge Weinstein have to resort to leading questions 
about discrimination occurring on the key date ( July 2013) that defeated the statute of limitations 
defense?  The decision indicates that the record also contained disciplinary action forms “spanning 
from March 19, 2012 through July 24, 2013 .”20  There is little dispute that a judge can ask open-
ended questions about such evidence already in the record and that it can be done in a manner that 
does not imperil the court’s impartiality .   Indeed, one might ask whether the mere asking of “leading 
questions” necessarily compromised impartiality or was prejudicial to the defendant?  Even in an 
adversarial proceeding where both parties are represented, leading questions are permissible under a 
number of circumstances; Federal Rule of Evidence 611(c) is particularly instructive in this regard .21  
We might also want to think seriously about how the revealing of truth through the intervention of 
the court can ever be deemed prejudicial to the represented (corporate) party?  There are a number 
of other such questions that this case suggests, but which are beyond the scope of this essay .

Unfortunately, this learned jurist seemed to be aware of only one option for assisting the 
unrepresented litigant:  representation by counsel .  In the decision, the court refers at great length 
to the possibilities inherent in the modern right to counsel initiatives to “fill the void .”22 In stark 

14 Id. at 561.

15 Id. at 562–63.

16 Id. at 562.

17  The court database indicates that the case was later settled/discontinued by stipulation.  The terms of the 
stipulation were not available on that database.

18 Floyd, 78 F.Supp.3d at 561.

19  See, e.g., Rebecca A. Albrecht et al, Judicial Techniques for Cases Involving Self-Represented Litigants, 42 Judges’ 
J. 16 (2003); Richard Zorza, The Disconnect Between the Requirements of Judicial Neutrality and those of the 
Appearance of Neutrality when Parties Appear Pro Se: Causes, Solutions, Recommendations and Implications, 17 
geo. J. legal eThics 423 (2004).

20 Floyd, 78 F.Supp.3d at 561.

21 fed. r. eVid. 611(c).

22 Floyd, 78 F.Supp.3d at 562–63.
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contrast, he does not allude to any of the literature regarding an enhanced role of the judge that 
might also “fill the void” by the court’s eliciting facts necessary to reach a just determination 
by asking open-ended and, in some circumstances, leading questions without compromising 
impartiality .  Rather, he seems to equate “intervention” as of necessity resulting in a loss of 
impartiality:  “If the plaintiff were to continue pro se, the court would probably be forced to 
intervene and, in effect, advocate on his behalf, possible prejudicing the defendant’s case .”23 

One might be tempted to use this case as an example of the necessity for a categorical right to 
counsel in all such cases as the only means of assuring access to justice .  One could argue that it 
demonstrates the untenable position into which even a seasoned, learned and empathetic judge is 
placed when faced with an unrepresented party .  One could argue that it also demonstrates the 
hopeless situation in which it places the unrepresented litigant, since without counsel, he has no 
assistance in articulating his case .  Indeed, one could argue that it is also a striking example of the 
“justice gap” that results from the lack of counsel since, absent counsel, there are no other options for 
assisting the unrepresented party .  Who could resist such an argument in favor of a right to counsel?

But I believe that approach would have an unfortunate result in terms of equal access to justice .  
The right-to-counsel movement does, in fact, expose the limitations and harms of our adversarial 
judicial scheme, by highlighting its effect on the lives of unrepresented litigants in cases such as 
Floyd .24  However, the constitutional mandate underlying equal access to justice will not let us 
settle for such a Hobson’s choice, which would deny access to justice to millions of unrepresented 
civil litigants until some future time (if ever) when counsel might be provided for unrepresented 
parties .25  Thus, we must avoid giving credence to or support of judges who use the rhetoric of the 
right-to-counsel movement to deflect their own due process and equal protection responsibilities 
to assist unrepresented litigants in achieving equal access to justice .  Such deflection is not a 
constitutionally viable or permissible option .

Such deflection of an adjudicator’s duty to assist the unrepresented litigant was recently rejected 
in a case in which I provided some assistance to former New York Supreme Court Justice 
Emily Jane Goodman .26  In that case, an administrative law judge (“ALJ”) failed to intervene 
to assist the unrepresented litigant primarily because a Guardian ad Litem (“GAL”) had been 
appointed .  However, the appellate court, in reversing the administrative determination, noted 
that such an appointment did not relieve the ALJ of her constitutional duty to assist the litigant, 
especially since the GAL was not a “suitable representative,” i .e ., he was not capable of assisting 
the unrepresented litigant in developing the record .  Thus, the appellate court held, “Under these 
circumstances, the hearing officer’s failure to develop the record during the brief hearing, and to 
make inquiry of the pro se petitioner, who exhibited confusion, deprived petitioner of a full and 
meaningful opportunity to be heard .”27 

The United States Supreme Court has similarly held that due process requires that the court 
provide minimum safeguards for unrepresented litigants, including asking follow-up questions, to 

23 Id. at 561 (emphasis added).

24  See, e.g., Russell Engler, Connecting Self-Representation to Civil Gideon: What Existing Data Reveal About when 
Counsel is Most Needed, 37 fordham urb. l. J. 38 (2009).

25  See, e.g., Benjamin h. Barton and Stephanos Bibas, Triaging Appointed Counsel Funding and Pro Se Access to 
Justice, Knoxville College of Law, Research Paper #157 (Sept. 2011), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1919534; 
Richard Zorza, Turner v. Rogers: The Implications for Access to Justice Strategies, 95 JudicaTure 255 (2012).

26  See Russo v. New York City housing Authority, 128 A.D.3d 570 (2015).  Former Justice Goodman represented the 
petitioner in the case challenging the housing Authority’s determination.

27 Id. at 571 (citations omitted).
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assure that the record is fully developed .28 Although an unrepresented party faced imprisonment 
in his child support civil contempt proceeding, the Supreme Court held that he did not have a 
categorical constitutional right to counsel because, in part, the proceeding could include “a set of 
‘substitute procedural safeguards,’ which, if employed together, can significantly reduce the risk of 
an erroneous deprivation of liberty .”29 

Thus, in Turner, the court’s refusal to find a right to counsel did not end the access to justice inquiry .  
Rather, the court required that, for due process purposes, “substitute procedural safeguards” had to 
be “employed together” in the absence of the appointment of counsel .30 Those safeguards include 
clear notice of the central issue, the use of forms or other means to elicit relevant factual information 
from the unrepresented party, and giving that party an opportunity to respond at the hearing to the 
factual issues raised in opposition to his defenses .31 It is also important to note that the Supreme 
Court reversed the determination due in part to the judge’s failure to ask “followup questions” after 
the litigant’s rambling short statement to elicit key facts or to “otherwise address” the central factual 
issue in the case .32  Rather, all the judge asked was “anything you want to say .”33  The Supreme Court 
found that “[t]he record indicates that Turner received neither counsel nor the benefit of alternative 
procedures like those we have described .  .  .  .  Under these circumstances Turner’s incarceration 
violated the Due Process Clause .”34 

While there are strong constitutional and policy arguments against the Turner court’s rejecting a 
right to counsel in civil cases such as the one before it, it did emphasize that the absence of counsel 
does not relieve the court of its duty to provide alternative means by which the unrepresented 
litigant is given a full and fair opportunity to be heard, i .e ., that s/he is given equal access to 
justice in spite of her/his inability to afford counsel .  Thus, the choice apparently made by Judge 
Weinstein in Floyd is not the only choice and may in fact not be a constitutionally appropriate 
choice at all .  As noted above, that choice ignores the implications of the litigant’s unrepresented 
status on her/his access to justice if s/he is deprived of both a right to counsel and appropriate 
interventions by the court .

Access to justice is a multi-layered program that includes everything from right to counsel to 
plain language forms .  Under some circumstances, one or more of the options within that scheme 
may be the more appropriate intervention .  However, the focus must always remain on what is 
necessary under the circumstances to achieve the unrepresented person’s right to equal access to 
justice, not just procedurally, but also substantively and in terms of outcomes .  Thus, those of us 
involved in this struggle must guard against analytical approaches in favor of one option that 
might undercut the value and availability of other options .  We must also challenge courts that 
deflect their own due process and equal protection obligations to assist unrepresented litigants by 
bemoaning the failure of others to provide a right to counsel and claiming that it is inappropriate 
for them to “fill the void .”35  • 

28 Turner v. Rogers, 564 u.S. 431 (2011).

29  Id. at 447 (quoting Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 u.S. 319, 335 (1976)) (also holding that counsel was not required since 
the opposing party was also unrepresented and the issue was not complex).

30 Id.
31 Id. at 447-48.

32 Id. at 437–38.

33 Id. at 437.

34 Id. at 449.

35 Floyd, 78 F.Supp.3d at 562.
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Promoting Justice from the Inside:  
The Counseling role of Local Government 
and school District Attorneys 
Lisa f. Grumet1

Local government attorneys have a critical role to play in promoting justice .2 School districts, 
cities, towns, counties and other local governments are responsible for providing many direct 
services to community members, including education, public assistance, child welfare, and law 
enforcement . They are subject to many complex federal, state and local legal requirements for 
providing these services .

When a local government fails to comply with one or more of these requirements, and thus fails to 
meet its legal obligations to a member of the public, it can be challenging for the individual to seek 
justice through the courts . Compounding this problem is that resources to represent individuals 
in civil litigation are typically limited in cases for which counsel is not legally required .3 Judicial 
proceedings can be complex and time-consuming . 

As public servants, local government attorneys and other local officials should work together to 
ensure that individuals are treated fairly by local agencies and receive services that they are entitled 
to under the law . Given the complex legal responsibilities of local governments to members of the 
public, local officials should seek legal advice early on when developing and implementing new 
policies . And local government attorneys should be proactive in working with local policymakers 
to prevent and correct possible violations of the law .

This essay discusses how local government attorneys can work with local policymakers to 
promote justice, including compliance with the United States Constitution and implementation 
of lawful policies that support the rights and needs of individuals and families . Local government 

1  New York Law School, Director, Diane Abbey Law Institute for Children and Families; Associate Director, Impact 
Center for Public Interest Law; Adjunct Professor of Law. Before coming to New York Law School in 2013, the 
author worked for 16 years with the New York City Law Department, and engaged in policy and counseling work 
in the General Litigation, Legal Counsel and Family Court Divisions. This essay is dedicated to many former clients 
and colleagues in New York City government who have worked to promote justice and to make New York City a 
better place. Thank you to Mark Daly and all of my family and to Deborah Archer, Carol Buckler, Anthony Crowell, 
Bruce Green, Richard Marsico, Carlin Meyer and Andrew Scherer for their comments, guidance and support.

2  “Local government” for the purposes of this essay is defined broadly to include cities, counties, school districts, 
towns, and other public bodies with governing authority that is limited to one defined geographic region in a state. 
This essay focuses on the role of local government attorneys, as opposed to state or federal attorneys, for several 
reasons. One is that local government is the area in which the author has personal experience. But in addition, 
the role of local government attorneys and their relationships with their clients can be qualitatively different from 
those of state or federal attorneys in several respects. First, local government attorneys’ offices are near those 
of their clients, which is not always the case for state or federal attorneys. Second, local governments are more 
involved in delivering direct services to the public than state governments or the federal government. Attorneys 
are often involved in counseling local officials on how to implement these services consistent with state and 
federal law. Third, local government attorneys are appointed or retained by local government officials, which is not 
always the case for state attorneys (who may work for an independently elected Attorney General). See Frederick 
A. O. Schwarz, Jr., Lawyers for Government Have Unique Responsibilities and Opportunities to Influence Public 
Policy, 53 N.Y.L. sch. l. reV. 375, 387 (2008/2009) (discussing differences between the New York City Corporation 
Counsel’s role and responsibilities and those of New York State and federal attorneys).

3  Several essays in this volume of IMPACT discuss the limited availability of free legal assistance for cases in which 
an individual is not legally entitled to free counsel, as well as initiatives to expand access to legal services. See, 
e.g., hon. Jonathan Lippman, Justice, Justice Shall Ye Pursue.
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attorneys interact with other local officials on a regular basis, and should develop strong working 
relationships with local policymakers (and vice versa) . Their ethical responsibilities give them some 
professional independence in assessing policy issues through a “legal lens .”4 They may have long-
term institutional knowledge and extensive access to information, and can conduct a thorough 
investigation in order to understand and to solve problems . They are able to collaborate with local 
policymakers in order to develop just policies and, where needed, to bring about change .

This essay is as much descriptive as it is prescriptive – that is, the work of local government attorneys 
that is described here reflects work that the author engaged in and observed colleagues engage in 
while working at the New York City Law Department for more than a decade . The author worked 
with other Law Department attorneys, and attorneys at other New York City agencies and the 
Mayor’s Office, to counsel local officials in the context of defending or anticipating litigation; 
negotiating and implementing class action and other settlements; and drafting or revising policies, 
rules and legislation . Local government attorneys regularly counsel government officials on a 
wide range of law and policy issues and positively impact the lives of individuals and families .5 

Even so, in the author’s experience, the role of local government attorneys in counseling local 
officials is often misunderstood, perhaps because so much of the work is done behind the scenes . 
When local government attorneys are successful in advising a local official to develop a sound 
policy or to reject an unjust proposal, the attorney’s work is rarely public . In contrast, local 
government attorneys have a more visible role in defending litigation – including litigation that 
might have been avoided or settled if the attorneys’ advice had been followed, and for which the 
attorneys are actively working with local officials to address the underlying problems . 

Furthermore, local government attorneys are not unanimous in how they see their roles – nor are 
local officials unanimous in how they perceive the role of attorneys .  Some attorneys may fear that 
advising a public official not to pursue an initiative would result in the attorneys losing influence 
with the official, or even their jobs . Some public officials may be reluctant to heed legal advice if 
they disagree with it or if they believe that an attorney has overstepped his or her role .

4  Schwarz, Jr., supra note 2, at 386 (“[T]he legal lens is one of the lenses used in America to examine most public 
policy questions.”).

5    Speaking from his own experience as the former Corporation Counsel of the City of New York, Frederick A. O. 
Schwarz, Jr. observed:

  Every day, city government touches people in the most intimate and immediate ways: their safety, their 
schooling, their health, their sanitation, their housing, their transportation, their daily jobs. Directly and 
frequently, the city affects the lives, the aspirations, and the pocketbooks of millions of people and tens of 
thousands of businesses. And so does the work of the [New York City] Law Department.

  Id.
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Significant scholarship has been written on whether government attorneys have a “justice-
seeking” role, particularly when defending civil litigation .6 This essay focuses on the question 
of how local government attorneys promote justice when counseling local government officials, 
regardless of whether litigation is present . 

Local government attorneys can work in conjunction with local policymakers to promote policies 
that support the legal rights of individuals, and help to diagnose and to correct situations in which 
government has failed to meet its legal obligations . This counseling work can prevent litigation by 
ensuring that local policies and procedures are consistent with local agencies’ legal obligations and 
protect local constituents’ rights . Effective counseling can also occur while litigation is pending, 
and help to address issues raised by the litigation and contribute to an appropriate resolution of 
the legal proceeding . 

Part I of this essay discusses the ethical rules for advising clients under the Model Rules of 
Professional Conduct, and how these rules may apply in the local government context . In 
particular, Part I discusses In re County of Erie,7 in which the United States Court of Appeals for 
the Second Circuit endorsed a proactive role for the “complete” government lawyer in advising 
local government officials . Part II discusses features of the local government lawyer’s role that 
help to facilitate the attorney’s work in promoting justice . The conclusion briefly reflects on the 
importance of the role of local government attorneys .

I. Promoting Justice through Counseling Local officials: ethical Considerations

The counseling or advisory role of attorneys generally is addressed by Rule 2 .1 of the Model Rules 
of Professional Conduct . This Rule directs that “[i]n representing a client, a lawyer shall exercise 
independent professional judgment and render candid advice .”8 In providing this advice, “a lawyer 
may refer not only to law but to other considerations such as moral, economic, social and political 
factors, that may be relevant to the client’s situation .”9 As the commentary to the Rule explains:

Advice couched in narrow legal terms may be of little value to a client, especially where 
practical considerations, such as cost or effects on other people, are predominant . Purely 

6  Excellent arguments for a “justice-seeking” or “public interest” role for government attorneys appear in Bruce 
A. Green, Must Government Lawyers “Seek Justice” in Civil Litigation?, 9 widener J. Pub. l. 235 (2000), and 
Steven K. Berenson, Public Lawyers, Private Values: Can, Should, and Will Government Lawyers Serve the Public 
Interest?, 41 b.c.l. reV. 789 (2000). For alternative perspectives, see Michael A. Cardozo, The Conflicting Ethical, 
Legal, and Public Policy Obligations of the Government’s Chief Legal Officer, 22 No. 3 Prof. law. 4, 5 (2014) 
(arguing that with respect to advocacy, “the relationship between lawyer and government entity is no different 
than the relationship between attorney and client in private practice”); Catherine J. Lanctot, The Duty of Zealous 
Advocacy and the Ethics of the Federal Government Lawyer: The Three Hardest Questions, 64 s. cal. l. reV. 951, 
1013-17 (1991) (arguing that the role of government lawyers in litigating cases is similar to that of private attorneys); 
Geoffrey P. Miller, Government Lawyers’ Ethics in a System of Checks and Balances, 54 u. chi. l. reV. 1293, 
1294 (1987) (describing the idea that “government attorneys represent some transcendental ‘public interest’” as 
“incoherent”). For analysis of who should be considered the “client” for a government lawyer, see Kathleen Clark, 
Government Lawyers and Confidentiality Norms, 85 wash. u.l. reV. 1033, 1049-73 (2007). See also Cardozo, 22 
No. 3 Prof. law. at 5-6; Green, 9 widener J. Pub. l. at 266-70; Schwarz, Jr., supra note 2, at 377-78.

7  473 F.3d 413 (2d Cir. 2007).

8  model rules of Prof’l conducT r. 2.1 (am. bar ass’n). For insightful discussion of ethical considerations and the 
counseling role of attorneys generally, see Fred C. Zacharias, Practice, Theory, and the War on Terror, 59 emory l. 
J. 333 (2009).

9  model rules of Prof’l conducT r. 2.1. New York has adopted this Rule verbatim, except that New York includes 
“psychological” factors in addition to “moral, economic, social and political factors.” n.y. rules of Prof’l conducT r. 
2.1. 
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technical legal advice, therefore, can sometimes be inadequate . It is proper for a lawyer 
to refer to relevant moral and ethical considerations in giving advice . Although a lawyer 
is not a moral advisor as such, moral and ethical considerations impinge upon most legal 
questions and may decisively influence how the law will be applied .10

For attorneys counseling local officials, “moral, economic, social and political factors” are often 
relevant . As one former Corporation Counsel for the City of New York has described, many 
local policy matters involve legal issues, and vice versa: “Every policy issue, it seems, had a legal 
component . Most legal issues had serious policy consequences . The Corporation Counsel’s office 
operated at the intersection of law and policy .”11 In light of the responsibility of local officials to 
the public and the intertwined relationship of the law and local policy, considerations of justice, 
fairness and equity are inherent to a local government attorney’s counseling work .12 

Furthermore, all attorneys are required to investigate matters for which they undertake 
representation . The Model Rules of Professional Conduct require that attorneys “provide 
competent representation to a client,” which includes “thoroughness and preparation reasonably 
necessary for the representation .”13 The commentary to the Rule indicates that “[c]ompetent 
handling of a particular matter includes inquiry into and analysis of the factual and legal elements 
of the problem .”14 In the context of litigation, all attorneys are required to conduct appropriate 
factual investigations, and cannot take positions in court that contradict what they learn from an 
investigation .15

Although the behind-the-scenes counseling role of local government attorneys is rarely discussed 
in judicial decisions, the Second Circuit wrote at length about the importance of this role in In 

10 model rules of Prof’l conducT r. 2.1 cmt. 2. 

11  Peter L. Zimroth, Reflections on My Years as Corporation Counsel, 53 N.Y.L. sch. l. reV. 409, 410 (2008/2009). Mr. 
Zimroth served as Corporation Counsel under Mayor Edward I. Koch from 1987 to 1989. Id. at 409 n.a1. A series 
of excellent articles on the New York City Law Department appear in this volume of the New York Law School Law 
Review, which was published after a symposium on the history of the New York City Law Department. 

12  In New York City, individuals who have held the position of Corporation Counsel have publicly discussed the 
relevance of these considerations to their counseling work. A biographical entry for Corporation Counsel Zachary 
W. Carter, who began serving in the position under Mayor Bill de Blasio in 2014, describes how he sees his 
role: “As a key legal advisor to the Mayor and his City agencies, Mr. Carter is primarily focused on advancing the 
City’s interests, with a commitment to justice and fair outcomes for individuals.” Biography of the Corporation 
Counsel, new york ciTy law deP’T, http://www.nyc.gov/html/law/html/about/counsel-bio.shtml (last visited May 16, 
2016). Michael A. Cardozo, who served as Corporation Counsel under Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg from 2002 
to 2013, has observed that Model Rule 2.1 “has a special resonance in the government lawyer context”: “the 
government lawyer must not only give legal advice, but must also forcefully express views on the desirability and 
morality of the particular policy question at issue.” Cardozo, supra note 6, at 4 n.a1, 7. Former Corporation Counsel 
Frederick A.O. Schwarz, Jr., who served under Mayor Koch from 1982 to 1986, has discussed the “heightened 
responsibility” of government attorneys to “uphold the law,” and sees their role in part “to help assure that both 
the Constitution and its related values are considered.” Schwarz, Jr., supra note 2, at 375 n.a1, 376, 381.

13 model rules of Prof’l conducT r. 1.1(a). 

14  Id. r. 1.1 cmt. 5. For one example of a government attorney discussing factual information that impacted his 
counseling, see Green, supra note 6, at 249 (quoting a former Nevada Deputy Attorney General’s discussion of 
his determination, in the context of institutional reform litigation, that a state prison “was in violation of state fire 
codes worse than even the complaint suggested”).

15  See model rules of Prof’l conducT r. 3.1 (“A lawyer shall not bring or defend a proceeding, or assert or controvert 
an issue therein, unless there is a basis in law and fact for doing so that is not frivolous.”); id. r. 3.1 cmt. 2 (noting 
that attorneys are required to “inform themselves about the facts of their clients’ cases and the applicable law 
and determine that they can make good faith arguments in support of their clients’ positions”); fed. r. ciV. P. 11(b) 
(requiring attorneys making written submissions to perform “an inquiry reasonable under the circumstances” 
and certify that “the factual contentions have evidentiary support” and “the denials of factual contentions are 
warranted on the evidence” unless otherwise indicated). 
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re County of Erie .16 The case involved a class action lawsuit in which the plaintiffs alleged that the 
county maintained an unconstitutional policy requiring that all detainees coming into county jails 
undergo a strip search .17 Before the litigation began,18 an Assistant County Attorney worked with 
local officials to change their policy; inspected a correctional facility to monitor compliance; and, 
following the inspection, argued for county officials “to implement changes as soon as possible .”19 
The plaintiffs sought discovery of emails between the attorney and local officials on these issues .20 

The Second Circuit noted that “[i]t is to be hoped that legal considerations will play a role in 
governmental policymaking .”21 The Court found that although the emails between the attorney 
and local officials on these issues concerned policy matters, they were protected by the attorney-
client privilege: “When a lawyer has been asked to assess compliance with a legal obligation, the 
lawyer’s recommendation of a policy that complies (or better complies) with the legal obligation – 
or that advocates and promotes compliance, or oversees implementation of compliance measures 
– is legal advice .”22 The Court emphasized how government lawyers’ counseling work ultimately 
benefits “the public which is entitled to compliance with the ever growing and increasingly 
complex body of public law .”23

The language of the Second Circuit decision suggests that the judges, who took the rare step of 
granting a mandamus petition to prevent use of the attorney’s emails in the litigation, appreciated 
the attorney’s work and sought to encourage similar behavior .24 Through her proactive approach 
to her work and her advice to county officials, the attorney in County of Erie had acted in a way 
that was consistent with what the Second Circuit described as a “complete lawyer”:

The complete lawyer may well promote and reinforce the legal advice given, weigh 
it, and lay out its ramifications by explaining: how the advice is feasible and can be 
implemented; the legal downsides, risks and costs of taking the advice or doing 
otherwise; what alternatives exist to present measures or the measures advised; what 
other persons are doing or thinking about the matter; or the collateral benefits, risks or 
costs in terms of expense, politics, insurance, commerce, morals, and appearances .  .  .  . 
The more careful the lawyer, the more likely it is that the legal advice will entail follow-
through by facilitation, encouragement and monitoring .25 

16 473 F.3d 413 (2d Cir. 2007).

17 Id. at 416. 

18  The litigation began in 2004; the documents at issue were a series of emails that were sent in 2002 and 2003. Id. 
at 415, 421-22.

19  The Magistrate Judge assigned to the case described documents that were the subject of a discovery dispute as 
including the following: a document from the county attorney to county officials that “propose[d] changes to existing 
policy to make it constitutional, including drafting of policy regulations”; an email counseling the county sheriff “to 
not wait for his chiefs to act but to implement changes in the policy as soon as possible;” and emails that postdated 
adoption of a revised policy, in which the county attorney was “advocating to administrative and executive officials 
within the Sheriff’s Department to take steps to implement the new policy (such as acquiring equipment, training 
personnel), inspecting one facility and commenting upon its compliance with the new policy, and urging Sheriff’s 
Department officials to implement changes as soon as possible.” Pritchard v. County of Erie, No. 04CV534C, 2006 
WL 3858475, at *1 (W.D.N.Y. Jan. 4, 2006) (citations omitted), objections overruled, 2006 WL 3872844 (W.D.N.Y. Apr. 
17, 2006), vacated and remanded sub nom. In re County of Erie, 473 F.3d 413 (2d Cir. 2007). 

20 Id.

21 In re County of Erie, 473 F.3d at 422.

22 Id.

23 Id. (quoting In re Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecum Dated Sept. 15, 1983, 731 F.2d 1032, 1037 (2d Cir. 1984)).

24  A mandamus petition was granted even though the plaintiffs had already received copies of the emails that were 
at issue, as ordered by the district court. Id. at 417. 

25 Id. at 420-21.
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Assessment of legal obligations, thorough factual investigation, consideration of alternative 
approaches, review of implementation, and follow-up are all important functions for local 
government attorneys when advising clients on policy matters . As discussed in the next section, 
local government attorneys have significant resources available to them that can help them to do 
this work effectively, and to prevent or help to redress wrongs .

II. Promoting Justice in Practice: resources of the Local Government Attorney

Several aspects of the local government attorney’s role are particularly important for effective 
counseling of local government officials and for promoting justice . First, the relationships local 
government attorneys may develop through their regular interactions with public officials can 
enhance their influence . Local government attorneys may be consulted about potential issues 
before action is taken or as soon as a problem arises, and can help to solve problems by providing 
sound legal advice . Second, in approaching policy issues through a “legal lens,” local government 
attorneys provide a necessary perspective that can shape policymaking and promote compliance 
with the law . Third, local government attorneys may have significant access to people, places and 
information in order to conduct an appropriate investigation . In this way, they can help to address 
not just written policies and decisions by senior policymakers, but complex problems involving 
the daily actions of many local government employees .26

A. relationships with Government officials

Local government attorneys, through their regular interactions and ongoing professional and 
interpersonal relationships with government officials, are in a strong position to promote justice . 

Generally, local government attorneys become involved in policy matters in several different 
ways . A policymaker may expressly request legal advice . An attorney may learn about a legal issue 
indirectly through his or her work with the agency . Someone from outside the local agency may 
call the attorney about an issue . An issue may receive public attention through the media . A new 
law or court decision may require changes in local policies or procedures . A lawsuit may be filed 
alleging that the agency has failed to meet its legal obligations .

Local government officials may – and should – regularly seek the advice of attorneys when 
developing new policies or implementing new initiatives . They may ask attorneys to draft or 
review agency policies or proposed legislation or administrative rules . They may seek input on 
how to structure new initiatives in a way that comports with legal requirements . Local government 
attorneys may also provide guidance about how to implement new legal requirements that 
come from new local, state or federal legislation or from a court decision . Through providing 
appropriate legal advice, local government attorneys can help to ensure that agency policies and 
procedures comply with the law . 

Furthermore, through their day-to-day work and interactions with local officials, local government 
attorneys may learn about, anticipate and address potential legal issues, and thereby prevent or 

26  The discussion in this section concerns the work of attorneys who are employed by local government agencies 
or school districts. Although privately employed attorneys who are retained by government agencies for limited 
purposes should have a similar role, in practice there may be differences in their relationships with local officials, 
the degree of access to local officials and to information, and/or the time and resources available to them for 
investigation.
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help to redress legal violations . Sometimes local government attorneys may learn about potential 
legal issues without expressly being asked for legal advice . Local government agency leaders may 
not realize that there are potential legal consequences to implementing a new initiative, especially 
if they are new to government .27 For example, consider a hypothetical scenario in which a social 
services official plans to launch a new initiative to help domestic violence victims .  The agency 
does not have enough resources to hire new staff, and the official proposes reassigning employees 
who help to issue public assistance benefits . A local government attorney may learn about the 
proposed staff reassignment while attending a meeting, when copied on an email, or through an 
informal conversation with a colleague . The attorney could speak with the official about planning 
to ensure that legally mandated services would not be disrupted by the staff reassignment, and/or 
exploring alternative resources for implementing the new program .

In addition, a local government attorney may learn about an issue from sources outside of the 
government . For example, an attorney could be contacted by legal advocates who indicate that a 
local office has improperly denied Medicaid benefits to some individuals or families in violation of 
agency procedures . The attorney could work with the local office or with senior agency officials to 
ensure that the benefits are issued and that the office follows the correct procedures in the future .

Concerning litigation: a local government attorney may be assigned to defend a lawsuit that 
alleges unlawful deficiencies in agency performance or violations of individual rights . Class 
actions or other lawsuits that expressly challenge local policies and procedures clearly warrant 
a review to assess the merits of the allegations, and counseling concerning any changes that may 
need to be made .28 But attorneys defending individual litigation that seeks money damages only 
(and not injunctive relief ) may also learn of issues that impact other people in addition to the 
plaintiff . For example, consider a case in which a pro se plaintiff who was previously committed at 
a local psychiatric facility alleges that conditions at the facility were constitutionally inadequate . 
If the attorney’s investigation corroborates the plaintiff ’s allegations, the attorney can bring this 
information to the attention of local policymakers who would be in a position to address the 
conditions, and thus protect the rights of others at the facility .  

However the local government attorney receives information about possible legal violations, 
the attorney can – and should – advise government policymakers of potential legal issues, and 
options for addressing them .29 

The conversation may not be easy – and the results are not guaranteed . While some officials may 
appreciate and immediately respond to the attorney’s concerns, others may be in denial about 
the extent of the problem, or may feel frustrated and defensive . Some officials may be uncertain 
how to implement competing policy priorities and legal mandates while working under fiscal 

27  See Schwarz, Jr., supra note 2, at 380-81 (“Governmental decisions affect many interests that may not always 
be obvious, and affect the rights of many who may lack access to decision-makers. It is often the lawyer’s role to 
articulate fairly those rights and interests.”).

28  Many cases seeking institutional reform raise serious issues requiring change. See Charles F. Sabel & William h. 
Simon, Destabilization Rights: How Public Law Litigation Succeeds, 117 harV. l. reV. 1015 (2004) (discussing types 
of institutional reform litigation and how it can bring about change). For a critical perspective on institutional reform 
litigation, see ross sandler & daVid schoenbrod, democracy by decree: whaT haPPens when courTs run goVernmenT 
(2003).

29  model rules of Prof’l conducT r. 2.1 cmt. 5 (“In general, a lawyer is not expected to give advice until asked by the 
client. however, when a lawyer knows that a client proposes a course of action that is likely to result in substantial 
adverse legal consequences to the client, the lawyer’s duty to the client . . . may require that the lawyer offer 
advice if the client’s course of action is related to the representation.”).
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constraints . Some officials may be insensitive to the needs of the individuals who may be adversely 
affected by a new initiative – or, they may believe that the new initiative would benefit more 
members of the public even if it results in violating some individuals’ rights . The law is not always 
clear, and some officials may disagree with the attorney’s analysis or prefer to risk an adverse court 
ruling . Some officials may not want attorneys involved at all . Understanding the perspectives of 
local officials can be helpful in approaching the issue . The challenge of counseling clients who 
may not want to listen can be significant, but should not be a deterrent to providing legal advice .30 

Sometimes a policy may be legally vulnerable even though it is intended to protect and promote 
the interests and rights of local constituents . For example, successful legal challenges have been 
brought to local policies and initiatives that support school integration,31 affirmative action,32 
and separation of church and state .33 Legal challenges have been brought to local anti-smoking, 
environmental, rent regulation and anti-discrimination laws and policies .34 Local government 
attorneys can work with local officials to draft local laws or policies that are consistent with 
existing case law or statutory requirements and are supported by a strong factual record, in order 
to maximize the likelihood that the policies will be upheld in court .35

Importantly, because of their ongoing relationships with their clients, local government attorneys 
can be ideally positioned to explain legal problems to government officials and to explore creative 
solutions . At times, relationships between local government officials and attorneys or other 
representatives from legal advocacy organizations may be strained . Some local government officials 
may be more responsive to concerns raised by a local government attorney – and more likely to trust 
the attorney’s judgment – particularly if the attorney already has a strong working relationship with 
the official . Also, through their work local government attorneys can develop significant insight into 
the operations of local agencies as well as the perspectives of agency officials . With this knowledge, 
in some situations local government attorneys can work to craft solutions that would address the 
legal issue while also meeting other concerns raised by agency officials .

30  As stated in the commentary to Model Rule 2.1: 

 Legal advice often involves unpleasant facts and alternatives that a client may be disinclined to confront. In 
presenting advice, a lawyer endeavors to sustain the client’s morale and may put advice in as acceptable 
a form as honesty permits. however, a lawyer should not be deterred from giving candid advice by the 
prospect that the advice will be unpalatable to the client.

 Id. r. 2.1 cmt. 1.

31 See Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 551 u.S. 701 (2007).

32 See City of Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co., 488 u.S. 469 (1989).

33  See Good News Club v. Milford Cent. Sch., 533 u.S. 98 (2001). See generally Ann Southworth, Conservative 
Lawyers and the Contest Over the Meaning of “Public Interest Law”, 52 uCLA L. ReV. 1223, 1268 (2005) 
(discussing litigation to “invalidate affirmative action programs as violations of the Equal Protection Clause, 
revitalize the Privileges or Immunities and Due Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment as restrictions on 
economic regulation . . . expand the concepts of ‘equal access’ to governmental benefits for religious groups and 
religious liberty in the private sector, [and] strike down campaign finance laws under the First Amendment,” among 
other things).

34  See Paul Diller, Intrastate Preemption, 87 B.u. L. reV. 1113, 1143-45 (2007) (discussing attempts by businesses to 
use preemption doctrine to challenge local regulations).

35  For example, the author worked closely with New York City Department of Education officials and other Law 
Department attorneys to defend a multi-year legal challenge to a policy that prohibited the use of public school 
buildings for “religious worship services” or “as a house of worship.” Bronx household of Faith v. Bd. of Educ., 650 
F.3d 30, 36 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 132 S. Ct. 816 (2011) & Bronx household of Faith v. Bd. of Educ., 750 F.3d 184 
(2d Cir. 2014), cert. denied, 135 S. Ct. 1730 (2015). The policy that was upheld had been revised while the litigation 
was pending. 650 F.3d at 34-35. The Second Circuit had initially affirmed a preliminary injunction in the case, but 
reversed a permanent injunction after the policy was revised and the factual record was further developed. Id. at 
34-35, 41-46.
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Local government attorneys can be highly influential in helping to prevent or remedy problems, 
whether through internal agency conversations, by working together with advocates from outside 
government, or in the context of litigation . By providing sound legal advice to officials whom 
the attorney works with on a regular basis and working creatively to develop solutions, a local 
government attorney can help to promote justice .

B. Legal Lens

Many different public officials and constituents may express their views on the merits of a 
proposed local policy initiative . A local government attorney exercising his or her obligation 
to advise clients on the legal merits of an issue brings a distinct perspective to internal agency 
policy discussions – here termed the “legal lens .”36 The attorney, like other officials, may discuss 
moral, practical and political considerations . However, unlike other officials, the attorney is also 
ethically required to describe whatever legal requirements may apply, and how a court or a state or 
federal oversight agency might perceive the policy initiative if it were challenged . The attorney’s 
ethical obligations provide the attorney with a degree of independence in raising concerns about 
proposed initiatives that some other local officials may lack .37 

A local government attorney’s analysis of possible legal issues can and should influence internal 
agency discussions about how to design, revise or implement an agency policy initiative . 
Among other things, the attorney may discuss the presence or likelihood of litigation or an 
administrative proceeding; any challenges attorneys might face in defending the agency; the risk 
of an adverse court ruling or determination of a government oversight agency; and the impact 
that the precedent of an adverse determination may have on future agency initiatives or the 
agency’s authority . The attorney may discuss any likely remedial action that might be taken by 
a court or government oversight agency, including injunctive relief, monetary damages, fines, or 
withholding of government funds . 

The local government attorney’s role can be especially important when the people whose rights 
might be adversely impacted by the action do not have significant political power .38 The threat of 
an adverse ruling and court intervention in agency operations can prompt agency officials to take 
actions that they might not otherwise take, in order to protect individual rights . For example, if 
a new law enforcement initiative raises civil liberties concerns, a local government attorney can 
analyze relevant constitutional law precedents and discuss the likelihood that it could be enjoined 
in court . The attorney can also propose revising the initiative based on the legal precedents .

When bringing legal risks to the attention of local government officials, a local government 
attorney may also discuss possible alternatives . It may be possible for government officials 
to change a policy or restructure an initiative in a way that would address the officials’ policy 
goals in a manner that is consistent with the agency’s legal obligations . The attorney’s ability to 
propose solutions may be enhanced in situations in which the attorney has developed a strong 
understanding of the factual circumstances as well as the legal issues, and has constructive working 
relationships with agency officials .

36 See Schwarz, Jr., supra note 2, at 386.

37  See Jeffrey D. Friedlander, The Independence of the Law Department, 53 N.Y.L. sch. l. reV. 479 (2008/2009). Mr. 
Friedlander served as First Assistant Corporation Counsel at the New York City Law Department for about 20 years. 
See Sam Roberts, No. 2 Lawyer for New York City, Set to Retire, Looks Back, N.Y. Times, Apr. 16, 2015, http://www.
nytimes.com/2015/04/17/nyregion/city-of-new-yorks-no-2-lawyer-to-retire.html.

38 Schwarz, Jr., supra note 2, at 380-81.
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C. Access: People, Places and Information

In situations where there is evidence that a government agency is not meeting its legal obligations, 
a thorough investigation can help in identifying the causes and possible solutions .39 Local 
government attorneys can obtain significant access to people, places, documents and data needed 
to assess an issue . They can review written policies and procedures to determine whether they 
are facially sufficient . They can interview people working in a range of different positions in the 
agency (agency leaders and directors of individual programs or offices, and also non-managerial 
employees who directly serve the public or otherwise work on the challenged issue) . They can 
obtain and review relevant documents and data, regardless of whether litigation is pending and 
regardless of whether the documents were requested in discovery . They can visit schools, hospitals, 
jails, public assistance offices, shelters, and other locations where they can interview employees, 
observe operations and conditions, and learn about and review other relevant documents . 

In some cases, the legal issues may have directly resulted from the actions or policies of 
policymaking officials . In these situations, local government attorneys should counsel the officials 
to revise the policies or take other actions needed in order to prevent or remedy the problem . 

In some circumstances, however, the issues raised may have resulted from a lack of policy clarity 
or training, insufficient resources, misunderstanding, or insufficient attention to an issue when 
faced with competing priorities, as opposed to malice or a complete lack of concern . Once the 
problem is identified, local officials may be interested in taking steps to address it and to make 
improvements as quickly as possible . A thorough factual investigation by a local government 
attorney can help the attorney to assess the situation, and to recommend possible solutions in 
conjunction with local agency officials . The solutions may vary depending on the nature and 
extent of the problem .

Consider, for example, a situation in which a school district attorney learns that some schools 
in the district have not been providing mandated educational services for schoolchildren who 
recently immigrated to the United States and are not fluent in English .40 Here are some issues or 
causes that a school district attorney could explore through a thorough investigation, and some 
possible responses that school district policymakers might consider:

39  While this section focuses on situations involving violations of the law, a thorough investigation of course can also 
help to refute a claim that lacks factual merit.

40  For a review of federal requirements to provide services for children learning English, see Catherine E. Lhamon, 
Assistant Sec’y for Civil Rights, u.S. Dep’t of Educ. & Vanita Gupta, Acting Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights, 
u.S. Dep’t of Justice, Dear Colleague Letter: English Learner Students and Limited English Proficient Parents, at 5 
(Jan. 7, 2015) (discussing state and school district obligations under the Equal Educational Opportunities Act, Pub. 
L. No. 93-380, § 204(f), 88 Stat. 484, 515 (1974) (codified at 20 u.S.C. § 1703(f)), “to take ‘appropriate action to 
overcome language barriers that impede equal participation by [their] students in [their] instructional programs’”), 
available at https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/crt/legacy/2015/01/07/eldcleng.pdf.
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Possible Reasons for School’s Failure to 
Provide Required Services

Possible Responses by School District 

A .   No school district policy guidance exists 
on how schools should provide the 
services .

A .   Develop and disseminate policy 
guidance .

B .   A policy exists, but no training was 
provided and school officials are not 
familiar with the policy .

B .   Provide training .

C .   A policy exists and training was 
provided, but insufficient resources 
were provided for the school to provide 
services effectively .

C .   Provide appropriate resources .

D .   A policy exists and training and 
resources were provided, but services 
were not effectively implemented by 
school officials .

D .   Provide enhanced support, supervision 
and oversight .

E .   A policy exists and training and 
resources were provided, but some 
school officials have demonstrated 
hostility toward recent immigrant 
families and willfully failed to provide 
required services .

E .   Refer the culpable school officials for 
appropriate disciplinary action .

The chart is provided to help illustrate the importance of determining the reasons that 
services are not being provided . Sometimes policy clarification and training are sufficient to 
address a problem, but sometimes they are not . New resources, administrative support and/
or monitoring may be needed to ensure compliance . In situations in which local government 
attorneys discover evidence of wrongdoing by agency employees, generally their first obligation 
is to the government agency – not to the individual – and a referral for possible disciplinary 
action may be appropriate .41

Of course, many problems have more than one cause . Multiple steps may be needed in order 
to bring about change, and many people at a local agency may need to be involved . In the case 
of systemic failures to implement legal mandates, substantial resources, time, monitoring, and 
possibly even structural changes at the agency may be required . 

41  Generally the local government attorney’s primary responsibility is to the local agency or entity, and not to individual 
employees. See model rules of Prof’l conducT r. 1.13 (concerning representation of organizational clients) & cmt.9 
(concerning rule’s applicability in the government context). State or local law may also govern the local government 
attorney’s role with respect to individual employees in the context of litigation. For example, in New York City, the 
Corporation Counsel’s responsibilities to represent individual employees in litigation extend only to claims “arising 
out of any alleged act or omission which the corporation counsel finds occurred while the employee was acting 
within the scope of his public employment and in the discharge of his duties and was not in violation of any rule or 
regulation of his agency at the time the alleged act or omission occurred.” N.Y. gen. mun. law § 50-k(2) (emphasis 
added). See, e.g., Banks v. Yokemick, 144 F. Supp. 2d 272, 277-81 (S.D.N.Y. 2001). 
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Significantly, local government attorneys can take the initiative to investigate these issues quickly 
outside of the context of litigation discovery, or even when no litigation is pending at all . Through 
their work, local government attorneys may learn about problems that have not received any 
public attention . Early intervention can help to prevent long-term, systemic failures that are 
particularly difficult to solve . By being proactive, local government attorneys can help to address 
problems more quickly than might otherwise occur through the litigation process . Also, when 
litigation is pending, taking quick action to address the issues raised by the litigation can help 
lead to an effective remedy that has the support of local officials as well as plaintiffs and the Court . 

III. Conclusion

Through providing effective counsel to local officials, local government attorneys can help to 
ensure that local policies comply with the law, to anticipate potential legal issues that could result 
from new initiatives, and to solve legal problems that may come to their attention . They can also 
help to develop sustainable policies that support the rights and interests of local constituents .  In 
summary, local government attorneys’ actions can benefit members of the public whose needs 
and rights may be impacted by government action or inaction . 

That is, local government attorneys can promote justice – from inside government .  •
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